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Preface 
This thesis consists of three chapters. Let me try to indicate the mutual position of these 
chapters and their place in algebraic geometry. In the introduction to each chapter a more 
detailed description of that chapter can be found. 
The first two chapters are about moduli of abelian varieties, i.e. about classifying abelian 
varieties. An abelian variety is a proper variety endowed with a group structure. It turns out 
that any abelian variety A is projective: there exists some ample line bundle С on A. An 
ample line bundle determines an isogeny λ : A —> Л', which depends on С only up to algebraic 
equivalence. Such a morphism λ is called a polarization, it is called a principal polarization if λ 
is an isomorphism. 
Pairs (Л, λ) can be classified in the following way: there exist algebraic stacks Ag,d over 
Spec(Z) such that any polarized abelian scheme (Л,А) over a connected scheme S determines 
and is determined by a morphism 5 —• Ag4, where g is the dimension of A over S and d? is the 
degree of λ. The algebraic stacks Ag<i are studied in the first chapter; for example we answer a 
question of Mumford ([Mu]) concerning the irreducible components of Α9<ά ® î p . 
Let (Л,Л) be a principally polarized abelian variety over an algebraically closed field k. If 
the characteristic of к is not equal to the prime p, then the kernel of multiplication by ρ on A{k) 
is a finite group isomorphic to (Z/pZ) 2 s . The polarization λ induces a nondegenerate alternating 
pairing Л(А;)[р] χ Л(&)[р] —» μ
ρ
(£). Hence, we can try to classify principally polarized abelian 
varieties with a sympleclic basis for the group of points of order p. However, this no longer 
works in characteristic p. 
In characteristic ρ the kernel of ρ on Л is a (finite) group scheme and the pairing 
Л[р] X Л[р] —» μ
ρ
 is a nondegenerate alternating pairing of group schemes. The analog of a 
subgroup is a subgroup scheme and the analog of a Го(р)-1е е1 structure in characteristic ρ is a 
flag of subgroup schemes 
О С Яі С Hi С . . . С Нгз-і С Я 2 5 = Л [ρ] 
such that the order of Ht is p' and ( Я , ) 1 = Ягз-і· In the second chapter we study the algebraic 
stacks over Spec(Z) classifying principally polarized abelian varieties with Го(р)-1е е1 structure. 
Our results for g = 2 are similar to the results of Chai and Norman in the article [CN]. 
The third chapter is about finite flat group schemes. A good understanding of finite flat 
group schemes will give insight in the local structure of moduli spaces of abelian varieties. Indeed, 
one can show that the natural map Def(A, λ) —* Def(Ker(A),eÀ) from the deformation space of 
a polarized abelian variety to the deformation space of the kernel of λ with its canonical pairing 
is formally smooth (at least if the characteristic of the base field is not equal to 2). A similar 
statement holds for principally polarized abelian varieties with Го(р)-1е е1 structure. This was 
the reason for me to begin studying finite flat group schemes. 
Over a scheme S of characteristic ρ it is especially interesting to study finite flat group 
schemes killed by ρ or some integral power of p. If S is the spectrum of a perfect field there 
already exists a good theory: the classical Dicudonné theory. Over a general S the concept 
of a Dieudonné module still exists, therefore in chapter three we try to construct a Dieudonné 
module functor. To do this we use the crystalline Dieudonné complex constructed in [BBM]. 
These crystals are essentially complexes of crystalline cohomology groups of abelian schemes. 
Hence, in our study of finite flat group schemes we rely upon our knowledge of abelian varieties. 
First of all, I would like to thank Prof. F. Oort for his advice, support and for many 
discussions giving me insight in the structure of moduli spaces of abelian varieties. I would 
like to thank Prof. J. Steenbrink for learning me algebraic geometry and introducing me to 
singularity theory and Hodge theory. Thanks also go to Rogier Brussee, Bert van Geemen, 
Rutger Noot and Prof T. Zink for valuable conversations and especially to Prof. M. Rapoport 
who suggested that I look at moduli of principally polarized abelian varieties with Го(р)-1с е1 
structure. Finally, I would like to thank Rob Koelman for his support as a friend and Tarcise 
Bökkerink for her careful typing of the manuscript. 
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The moduli spaces of polarized abelian varieties 
A.J. de Jong* 
Introduction 
In this article we study the moduli spaces Ag,d over Spec(Z) parametrizing abelian varieties of 
dimension g with a polarization of degree d2. We use the language of algebraic stacks since it 
seems the most natural language to describe moduli spaces with. 
Although these moduli spaces are in ásense the most basic moduli spaces of abelian varieties 
not much seems to be known about their local and global structure. In [Mu] the components of 
Agtd axe determined using the spaces Agj parametrizing the polarized abelian varieties with a 
fixed sequence of "elementary divisors" 6 = ( ¿ i , . . . , ¿s) of positive integers ¿i | 62 ... \ 63 such 
that Π?=ι δ, = d associated to the polarization. In [Cr] the local structure of Ag,d at a point of 
Agj is determined. Finally, in [NO] the stratification by p-rank VQ С Vi С . . . С Vg-i С V
s
 = 
= Agid ® Fp is studied; it is shown there that the dimension of Vg-, is equal to ¿g(g + 1) — t 
([NO] Theorem 4.1). 
In §1 we (re)define the locally closed substacks Agj С Agtd whose closures are the com­
ponents of Agtd· We prove that all geometric fibres of the morphisms Ag,s —> Spec(Z) are 
irreducible; this answers a question of Mumford ([Mu], top of page 458; [GIT], page 189). It 
follows that the closures of Ag¿ ® Fp are the irreducible components of Agid ® Fp. 
In §2 we determine how the fibres of the components of Agj over the finite primes split up 
into irreducible components. It turns out that this question is equivalent to a question in the 
theory of finite abelian groups (Proposition 2.3). 
In §3 we continue the study of the stratification by p-rank of Ag,d ® Fp which was started in 
[NO]. The locus Ζ := V9_i\Vs_2 С .45ld®Fp corresponding to abelian varieties of p-rank exactly 
g — 1 is decomposed into irreducible components. Finally we determine which components of 
Ζ are contained in a fixed component of Agj ® Fpj again this turns out to be equivalent to a 
question in the theory of abelian groups (Proposition 3.4). 
To go further it seems necessary to determine whether or not the locus Vfl_2 С Α9ι\ ® Fp is 
irreducible for g large. For g = 2 this is not the case ([KO]), while for g = 3 it is (Oort, private 
communication). More generally, we would Икс to know the answer to the same question for 
the substacks V/ (f arbitrary). 
* Supported by the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (N.W.O.), in the project 
Arithmetic Algebraic Geometry 
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Notat ion and conventions 
- The letter ρ will always denote a prime number. 
- Our reference on algebraic stacks is [DM] §4. A stack will be a stack in groupoids over the 
category of schemes with the étale topology. 
- A (locally) closed substack of an algebraic stack S is a full subcategory Τ С S which is an 
algebraic stack, which contains together with any t ζ 0 b ( 5 ) all isomorphic t' and such that 
the inclusion Τ —» <5 is representable by (locally) closed immersions. In this case ( T ) c will 
denote the closure of T , a closed substack of S. 
- If Τ is an algebraic stack and к is a field then Τ ® к denotes the 2-fibre product 
Τ Xspec(Z) Spec(fc). 
- If Λ is an abelian scheme over the scheme S then At denotes its dual (it exists; see [FC], 
page 3). 
2 
1. The moduli stacks of polarized abelian varieties 
In this section we follow the exposition of Mumford in [Mu] §1 and [GIT] Appendix 7A. Further 
we prove that Agj ® к is irreducible for any field k. 
Definition 1.1. For any positive integers g,dlet Agj be the category of triples (S,X,\) where 
S is a scheme, X is an abelian scheme over 5 of relative dimension g and λ : X —* Χ' is a 
polarization of degree d2. The natural functor 
Ag,d —• Sch 
(S,X,X) ^ S 
makes Agj into a stack. 
We collect a number of results on Agj in a scries of remarks. 
R e m a r k s 1.2. 
1) Our notations will be consistent with those of [GIT] Appendix 7A with the difference that 
our symbols Agj, Agj, etc. will always denote algebraic stacks (cf. Remark 1.10 and Remark 
1.13.1). 
2) The stack Agj is a separated algebraic stack of finite type over Spec(Z). This can be proved 
using the theory of Hilbert schemes as is done in [DM] §5 in the case of the stack classifying 
stable curves of genus g. 
3) There exists a coarse moduli scheme Agtd,i for the algebraic stack Agtd (see [GIT] Definition 
7.4 and Theorem 7.10). The scheme A
s
,d,i is quasi-projective over Spec(Z) (see [MB] Theorem 
4.2). 
4) The morphism Ag,d —>• Spec(Z)is a locally complete intersection morphism of relative dimen­
sion ^g(g + 1). This follows from a theorem of Mumford ([Oo] Theorem 2.3.3) since we know 
that every geometric fibre of Agtd —• Spec(Z) has pure dimension ^g{g + 1) (see [NO] Theorem 
3.1). 
5) The morphism Ag,d —*· Spec(Z) is smooth over the open subschemc Spec(Z[l/(i]). This follows 
from the theorem of Grothendieck that there are no obstructions to deforming an abelian variety 
with a separable polarization (see [Oo] Theorem 2.4.1 and Errata; see also [Cr] Theorem 12). 
For any object (5, Χ, λ) of Ag,d the kernel of λ is a finite flat group scheme of rank d2 over 
5 . We will construct a nondegenerate alternating pairing 
e x : K e r ( À ) x s K e r ( A ) — * G m , s . 
Locally in the étale topology on 5 we can choose a rigidified line bundle (i.e. a line bundle 
trivialized along the origin) L on X such that A(L) = λ (see [GIT] Definition 6.2). This 
3 
follows from [Oo] Lemma 2.3.2 and the representability of Picx/g. The commutator on the 
theta-group G(L) induces a nondegenerate alternating pairing e L on A'( i ) = Кег(Л) (see [AV] 
§23 or [MB2] §3). Any other such line bundle will be of the form L ® M for some M e Ріс0
Х
/5· 
But e L ® M -eL-eM and eM Ξ 1 (since K{M) = X; see [MB2] Appendice). Hence eL does not 
depend on the choice of L and it will descend to give the paring е л as desired. 
This gives certain restrictions on the group scheme Ker(A). Let us construct some candidates 
for it. For every sequence δ = (Si,..., 69) of positive integers ¿i | ¿2 • · · Ι δ9 such that Π?=ι δ, = d 
we put 
я 
Κ(δ) = Y[ßS,,Spec(Z) X Z/Í.ZspecfZ)· 
ι = 1 
On Κ (δ) —• Spec(Z) we have the nondegenerate alternating pairing 
e
s
 : Κ(δ) χ Κ(δ) —> G
m
,spec(Z) 
((С.,п.).=і...„(ч.,"».).=!...,) —* nf^C'-'í,""'· 
Definition 1.3. Let Agts be the full subcategory of Ag,d consisting of those objects (S, Χ, λ) 
of Agj such that there exists a faithfully flat Τ —* S such that Кег(Л)т — Κ(δ)τ· 
Remarks 1.4. 
1) The category Agj endowed with the natural functor Agj —* Sch is a stack. 
2) We would have gotten the same subcategory Agj С Ag¿ if, in Definition 1.3, we had asked 
for the existence of an isomorphism (Ker(A)7',ej.) ~ (К(6)т,еб,т) after a faithfully flat base 
change Г —• S. 
Proposition 1.5. The stack Agj is a separated algebraic stack of finite type over Spec(Z). 
We will show that the morphism of stacks Ag,s —* Ag,d is representable, of finite type and 
separated. The proposition will then follow from the following lemma. 
L e m m a 1.6. If F : Si —» 52 is a representable morphism of stacks and 52 is an algebraic stack 
then so is 5 i . If, in addition, F is separated (resp. of finite type) and 52 is separated (resp. of 
finite type over Spec(Z)) then 5 i is separated (resp. of finite type over Spec(Z)). 
Proof. The proof is completely formal and is left to the reader. D 
Proof of Proposition 1.5. Let W be the scheme representing the functor 
Sch —• Sets 
S 1—• The set of isomorphism classes of finite flat group schemes 
JV —• S of rank d2 equipped with an isomorphism 
Let JV be the universal group scheme over W. 
4 
The group scheme G — <jL(<í2)spec(Z) a c t s o n ^ · ^ е * u s t a ' c e a basis of the free Z-module 
Τ(Κ(6),οκ(ί)). This determines a section σ : Spec(Z) -+ W of the scheme W over Spec(Z). 
Define the morphism 
ƒ : G — • W 
by f(g) — g · a(n(g)) where π : G —* Spec(Z) is the structural morphism. Let 
3(σ) = {g € G I
 9 • ffOríff)) - σ(π( 5 ) ) } С G 
be the stabilizer subgroup of σ. It is a closed subgroup of G and can be identified with Aut(K(S)) 
via its action on OK(S)· It follows from this that the morphism 5(σ) —> Spec(Z) is of finite 
presentation, quasi-finite and faithfully flat. 
We put Ζ — G/S(a). This quotient exists (see [An] Theorem 4.C) and the morphism 
G —» Ζ is faithfully flat since G is identified with a principal homogeneous space under S(a)z 
over Z. Thus we can use EGA IV 2.7.1 to see that the morphism G —• Ζ is of finite presentation. 
This allows us to use SGA Exposé V Proposition 9.1 to conclude that Ζ is of finite type over 
Spec(Z). Finally, we leave it to the reader to show that Ζ is separated. 
The morphism ƒ factors as follows 
G M W 
\ Si 
Ζ. 
From the above we get that г is separated and of finite type. We remark that to give a point 
of G is equivalent to giving a point г of Ζ and an isomorphism Λ ,^^ ) ~ Κ(β)
ζ
. Keeping this in 
mind it is easy to prove the following. 
Claim. A morphism of schemes 5 -^ -» W factors through Ζ if and only if there exists a 
faithfully flat base extension Τ —> S such that ff*(JV)j ~ A'(¿)j . 
Proof. If g factors through Ζ then we get our isomorphism after the faithfully flat base extension 
G Xz S —> 5 by the remark above. On the other hand, if we have such a base extension Γ —• 5 
and isomorphism g*(N)T c¿ Κ(δ)τ then we get a map Τ —> G. Since this map is well-defined 
up to elements of Aut(/í'(¿)) = 5(σ) we get a morphism 5 —> Ζ as desired. D 
Suppose we have an object (5, Λ", λ) of Agj- Locally on S the group scheme Ker(A) is a 
pullback of the group scheme N by morphisms 5 —• W. It is clear from the claim above that 
the fibre product S Х^ д
 d Α9ί6 is in this case given by S Xw Z- This proves that the morphism 
Α9ί6 —>• Agj is representable. It is separated and of finite type since this is true of the map 
г : Ζ —• W. This proves Proposition 1.5. D 
5 
Suppose к is an algebraically closed field of characteristic ρ > 0 and suppose ι : Spec(fc) —» 
Agj i s a geometric point given by the polarized abelian variety (Λο,λο) over Spec(A:). In [Cr] 
the complete local ring of Agtd at χ is computed. We will describe the result. 
Let us consider the moduli functor V[Xo, XQ] of the pair (XQ, AQ). See [Cr] Definition 8. We 
have 
Ker(A0) = Mo θ Μ 0 ο φ Ker(Ao)ét,éi 
where 
9 
Mo = Y[Z/pa-ZSpe4k) 
1=1 
and a, = ordp(Ä,). Let R be an Artinian local algebra with residue field к and let (Α", λ) be a 
lift over Spec(ii) of the pair (ΛΌ, XQ) over Spec(fc). We have a decomposition 
Кег(Л) = A xspec(fi) В 
where A is the p-part of Ker(A) and Л is a group scheme of exponent prime to p. We have a 
natural surjection 
9 
π:Α^ YlZ/p^Zs^R). 
1 = 1 
Indeed, this is simply the map to the group of components of A. Dually, we get an injection 
9 
г :
 П '
 ,
'
5
Р
ес(л) —* A 
• = 1 
such that 
е
л (
г
(Сь. . . ,Ср),г) = ПС,Т І ' 
1=1 
if π{χ) = ( ñ i , . . . , ñ s ) 6 nf=i Z / p ^ Z . Further Іт(г) = Ker(7r) and Кег(7г) is isotropic for ex. 
Let e\,...,eg denote the natural generators of Π?=ι 2 / ρ
α ,
Ζ . After a faithfully flat base 
extension Γ —• Spcc(Ä) we can find èi,...,i3 ζ A(T) such that 7г(ё,) = e,. We define elements 
Vt] ε Gm (Τ) by the formula 
for all 1 < i < j < g. 
Proposition 1.7. 
1) The element η,} lies in /ip«, (R). 
2) (8рес(Л),А-,Л) ε ОЪА3,6 ^ η,} = 1 V i,j, l<i<j<g. 
3) fyj = Cg-j.g-i 'f e i maps to hg+i-, in the notation of [Cr], page 859. 
Proof. Since Ker(jr) is isotropic for ex we have 
< " = e V ' « J , P "
,
* . ) = l · 
6 
Suppose we change ë,0 into ë,0 + α for some α 6 Кет(ж)(Т). If i < to then 
е
Л(р 0 , 0(ё.о + or), I,) = eA(p0 'oê,0,ê,) • e\a,p''°ë,) = η„0 
since both pa'oë, and α are in Кег(т)(Г). If ÍQ < j then 
е
х{ра'ё3,ё,0 + a) = е л ( р в ' ё л , е , 0 ) · е л(р а 'ё_,,о) = η,0) 
since both ра'ё} and a are in Кег(7г)(Г). We have shown that η,., does not depend on the choice 
of cither ê, or êj and hence η^ will be in μρ°. (Ä). 
Suppose (Spec(Ä),X, λ) € ObAgj. This means that after a faithfully flat base change 
Τ —• Spec(Ä) we get an isomorphism Кег(Л)т ~ К(6)т. Hence the map π? has a section since 
the corresponding map for Κ(6)τ has a section. Thus we can take ё, such that ра'ё, = 0 and in 
particular η
ι} = 1 V i,j, 1 < г < j < g. 
Conversely, suppose η
ι} = 1 V i,j, 1 < г < j < g. Let us take a faithfully flat base change 
Г -• 5рес(Л) and è, e A(T) such that 7r(ë,) = e,. The element pa'ëg lies in Кег(7г)(Г) and 
e
x(pa'êg,ël)= 1 
for t = 1 , . . .,g — 1 by assumption and for г = g since 6 λ is alternating. Thus we see that р а «ё
р 
is zero. Let Hg С Αχ be the subgroup scheme given by 
Hg = (¿({I}3"1 x /ν.,τ), ¿g) = Α*Ρ·»,Τ Χτ Ζ/ρ0»Ζτ. 
By the description of е л above we get 
Лт = Hg x Hj-. 
We may assume that the elements ë s _ i , . . . , ê i are in Hè-(T). Thus we can give the same 
argument to prove that Я ^ = #
s
_ i x # / - i with Яд- ! ~ μ
ρ
°*-ί,τ
 χ
Τ Ζ/ρα«-ιΖτ· Continuing 
like this we see that 
9 
AT =Í Hg χ ... χ tfj ~ Д ^ а . ,
τ
 χ Ζ/ραΉ
τ
. 
Therefore, we may conclude that Кег(А)т — A'(¿)r as there is no difficulty in extending the iso-
morphism of KeríAoJét.ét with (A'(¿)spCc(*))ét,éi to an isomorphism of В with the corresponding 
part of A'(¿)spec(ñ). 
The elements e,j of [Cr], page 859 are defined as follows. Let У be the abelian variety 
X/lm(i). By [Cr] Proposition 16 we get a polarization μ : Y —> Yt such that the following 
diagram commutes 
X -±> Λ"' 
! Î 
У ^ YK 
7 
As Ker(jr) = Іт(г) we also get the following diagram 
n?=i/V.,Spec(R) =; Im(t) 
i· i 
A · - X 
I· i 
n?
=1Z/p
a
'Zspec(fi) ^ Y. 
If wc take ft,- to be с
я+і_1· then e,j for г < j is defined by the formula 
£·,· = V ' Í ^ O M C Í J ) ) 
where Cj,-. denotes the Weil pairing Yip"·] x V'tp"'] —* /ip*..SpecfR) and Cj = α^+ι-,. 
Let us take a line bundle £ on У such that Л(£) = μ (use [Oo] Lemma 2.3.2). Let M be 
the pullback of С to X (and thus A(M) = λ). Finally, let us take a faithfully flat Τ —^ Spec(ií) 
and ëi € A(T) such that π(ε,) = e,. We have for i < j : 
-e ( е 3 + 1 _ , , е 3 + 1 _ ^ = e ( ε ^ ι - , , ε , + ι - , , ) 
= e A < (p a ' + ' - ê 3 + 1 _ 1 , ê s + 1 _ J ) 
= e ' x ( p ' 1 ' + 1 - ê 3 + 1 _ , , ê 3 + 1 _ j ) = 7 / S + 1 _ J I Í + I _ , . 
Here we have used various formulas of [Od] Section 1. (Sec also [AV], page 228.) D 
Let R be the complete local ring of Agtd а * 'he point x. In R we have the elements η^ 
constructed using the universal deformation of (Χο,Χο) over Spec(ü). By [Cr] Corollary 23 we 
conclude that 
R ~ Г(к)[[і
и
...,і
ІІі{я+1)]][гн„1< i<j< δ]/(ηζ· - 1). 
Proposition 1.8. 
1) The morphism Agj —* Agtd is representablc by locally closed immersions; i.e. Α9,$ is a locally 
closed substack of Agj. 
2) The morphism Ag¿ —* Spec(Z) is surjective and smooth of relative dimension \g{g + 1). 
Proof. Let U —• Ag,d be a surjective étale morphism and let V — U XA,,d -^a,«· The schemes U 
and V are of finite type over Spcc(Z) as Agti and Α9<δ arc of finite type over Spec(Z). To prove 
the first assertion we have to show that the morphism У —• U is a locally closed immersion. 
Indeed, if we have this then for any morphism 5 —> Ag<d the morphism 
8 
is locally closed since after the surjective étale base extension U Хи,,
а
 S —* S we get the locally 
closed immersion 
v Х
Л.*
 S
 — •
 U x
^.ä s-
The set of points of V is identified with a subset of the set of points of U: for any field к the 
set V(k) can be identified with the set of those χ g U(k) such that the corresponding abelian 
variety (X, A) is an object of Ag,s, i.e. such that after some field extension к С к' the group 
scheme Ker(A)Spec(fc.) is isomorphic to K(6)Sp<,c^kiy 
Let υ be a closed point of V and let и be the image of ν in U. Let us take affine open 
subsets Spec(A) resp. Spec(5) in U resp. V containing и resp. ν such that Spec(B) maps into 
Spec(A). Let ρ С A (resp. q С .0) be the maximal ideal corresponding to и (resp. v). 
Claim. The map Ap —• flq is surjective. 
Proof. Let R be the complete local ring of Agtd at the geometric point 
Spec(fc(?i)) —• Spec(fc(u)) —> U —» -Agj-
The ring extension Ap —» R is faithfully flat (since Ä is the completion of the strict henselization 
of Ap) and we know by Proposition 1.7.2 and the result of Crick mentioned above that the map 
Ар ®д
р
 R = R —• Д, « л , Л 
is surjective. Hence we conclude that Ap —• B^ is surjective. D 
After inverting finitely many elements in В we may assume that В С В
ч
. As В is a finitely 
generated Z-algebra, we can find finitely many elements in Ap whose images generate В as a 
Z-algebra. Hence, after inverting finitely many elements in A, the map A —» В is surjective. 
This means that in a neighbourhood of и the morphism V —» U is a closed immersion. This 
proves the first statement. 
The morphism Α9ιδ —• Spec(Z) is smooth of relative dimension ^g(g + 1) by Proposition 
1.7.2 and [Cr] Corollary 23. To prove that it is surjective we construct for every prime ρ an 
object (Spec(Fp), X, A) of Agj. We can take X = E3 where E is an ordinary elliptic curve over 
Spec(Fp) and A = δι • μ χ . . . χ ¿fl · μ where μ is the canonical principal polarization on E. G 
Construction 1.9. We need the algebraic stacks A* j „ parametrizing abelian schemes with 
a principal polarization and a "sympletic level-η structure". The objects of the underlying 
category of Α* χ
 n
 are quadruples (5, Χ, λ, a) where 
- S is a scheme, 
- Χ is an abelian scheme over S of relative dimension g, 
- A : X —• X* is a principal polarization, 
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- α is an isomorphism of group schemes 
a;X[n}^(ßniS)°Xs{ZlnZsy 
which transforms the Weil paring induced by λ on X[n\ into the following paring 
{ßn,s)3 xs (Z/nZs)9 xs (μ
η
,5)3 X5 (Z/nZs)3 —» ^„,s 
((Ci)i=i...9,(»»t).=i...ff.(»?t)i=i...s.(mi)«=i -a) '— y Πf=lC, m , •i?,-"'· 
It is standard to check that Л*
д
і
п
 is a stack. The forgetful morphism .Д£д
іП
 —* Agt\ is repre-
sentable, affine and of finite type. Hence Α*3λ „ is a separated algebraic stack of finite type over 
Spec(Z) (see Lemma 1.6). 
Remark 1.10. In [GIT], page 189 and [Mu], page 458 the algebraic stack A*g j „ is defined 
as a stack (or moduli space) over Spec(Z[^
n
]). Our construction gives .4* j
 n
 over Spec(Z) 
and if we make the base change Spec(Z[^Tl]) —• Spec(Z) then we get the stack of Mumford. 
Usually the moduli space of principally polarized abelian varieties with level-η structure is 
defined as the moduli space (algebraic stack or coarse moduli space) A over Spec(Z[C
n
, l/n]) 
classifying principally polarized abelian schemes (Χ, λ) endowed with a sympletic isomorphism 
X[n\ ~ ( Z / n Z ) 2 s . Here the Weil pairing is thought of as a pairing X[n\ χ X[n\ —* Z/nZ where 
we have used the identification μ
η
 = Ζ/ηΖ· ζ
η
 over Spec(Z[Cn, I/"])· The relation with А"
д
і
п 
is that there is a canonical isomorphism 
л;
і1іПх8рес(г[с„,і/п])эгл 
also given by the identification μ
η
 — Z/nZ- Cn· 
The geometric fibres of A*^ „ -+ Spec(Z) are all irreducible. If the characteristic of the 
base field does not divide η then this is [FC] IV 6.8. If the characteristic does divide η then 
this follows from [FC] V 7.1. We can also use Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 of [Ek]. Indeed, Theorem 
3.1 of [Ek] asserts that a similar moduli stack M'gtn of genus g curves has the property that all 
geometric fibres of Л4*
і П
 —• Spec(Z) are irreducible. But, since this irreducibility is a question 
of monodromy of torsion points over Mg (resp. Α3ι\) (see introduction to [Ek]), the result for 
Л4*)П implies the result for А*ді<п. 
Consider the morphism (see [GIT], p. 190 and [Mu], p. 458) 
( ί , Χ , λ , α ) . — (5, У, μ) 
where У is the étale cover of X defined by the diagram 
y -ÍU у 
J- - I 
X -^ x' 
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such that 
Кег(х') = λ ί α " 1 \Τ[μ6ί,5χ(0) 
For any field к we denote by ƒ ® к the morphism obtained by base extension 
ƒ ® к : ^ * i l i Í 9 ® fc — • Ag,s ® *· 
If the characteristic of к does not divide 69 then ƒ ® к is surjective. If the characteristic of A; does 
divide 6g then the image of ƒ ® A; is exactly the ordinary locus of Agj ® k. As the ordinary locus 
is dense in Ag,d® к (see [NO] Theorem 3.1) and hence is dense in Α9ιδ ®k, we can conclude the 
following. 
Proposition 1.11. AU geometric fibres of Agts —> Spec(Z) are irreducible. 
If we use once more the fact that the ordinary locus is dense in Α9ια ® Fp for every prime 
ρ and the fact that any ordinary point of Agj lies in one of the substacks Α9<$ then we get the 
following theorem. 
T h e o r e m 1.12. (Decomposition into irreducible components.) 
1) The irreducible components of the algebraic stack Α9ι4 are the closures (Л г,{) с of the locally 
closed substacks Agj 
2) If ρ does not divide d then Agtd ® Fp is the disjoint union of its irreducible components 
Ag,S®Fp. 
3) The irreducible components of Agj ® Fp (if ρ \ d) are the closures (Α3ι6 ® ¥p)c of the locally 
closed substacks Agts ® Fp· 
(Ag4 ® fp)red = L k A . Í ® fpY 
s 
Remarks 1.13. 
1) Let us denote by Лд^ the coarse moduli scheme associated to Agtd (see Remark 1.2.3). In 
[GIT] Appendix 7A and [Mu] the definition of Ag,d contains the statement that the set of points 
ι (Ξ Agj corresponding to abelian varieties (X, X) such that Кег(Л) ~ К(6) is open in А
д4. We 
see from the equations η,} = 1 defining Ag¿ С Agtd that this is false as soon as 63-ι φ 1. To be 
explicit let us take g — 2 and S = (ρ,ρ). The complete local ring R of Agj at a geometric point 
of Agj in characteristic ρ is in this case equal to 
Д = И Ч * ) [ [ 1 1 , Ь , * з ] ] М / ( ч 1 р 2 - 1 ) . 
Over the subscheme 
Spec(W(k)[
m2]/(V^ + η*;2 + ... + 1)) - Spec(Ä) 
• 
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we have a polarized abelian scheme (Α', λ) whose special fibre gives a point of Agj lying in the 
set defined above, but whose generic fibre gives a point of Ag<d which does not lie in the set 
defined above (by Proposition 1.7.2). Hence this set is not open. It is true, however, that the 
set of points described above is open in each fibre of the map Α9^ —• Spec(Z). 
2) If ρ | d but p2^\ d then the union in part 3 of the theorem is still disjoint. Indeed, if (^ 3 l 4®Fp) c 
intersects (Α9,δ< ® ^ рУ then 8t is equal to 6[ up to powers of ρ for all г = 1,.. .,g. But ρ can 
only divide δ9 (resp. fi'g) and hence δ = δ'. If ρ 2 | d and g > 1 then the union will not be disjoint 
any longer (see §3). 
3) If g > I then we see from the equations preceding Proposition 1.8 that Agtd ® ïp is reduced 
if and only if р 2 ч [ d. 
2. T h e fibres of t h e c o m p o n e n t s of Α9,¿ 
From Theorem 1.12 it follows that we have 
((Ag,sy®Fp)nd= (J (Ag,s-®Fpy 
6'es(pt6) 
where the union is over a certain set S(p, δ). In this section we will give another description of 
the sets 5(p, δ). 
Suppose d — pn • d', p·^ d' and δ = [δ\,...,69) = (ρ 0 1 · « Ί , . . ·,ρα' · ν g) with Π;'_1ί', = d'. 
Put ¿о = ( ρ " 1 , . . . , ρ " 9 ) . In this case we have 
s(p,i) = {(i^ ·«;,...,«/
я
.«;) ι *' = (*{,...,*;) e 5(p, «о)}· 
This allows us to restrict ourselves to the case that d = p n for some η G N. The statement 
above can be proved either by using an appropriate correspondence linking Agtd and Ag^d
1
 or 
by modifying the arguments of this section to get 5(ρ,δ) for d / p " . 
As of now d — p n . Let us introduce some notations. Put 
Α(δ)^Ζ/δ1Ζχ ...xZ/SgZ, 
and 
B(6) = A{6) x A(¿)v . 
On Β{δ) we define the following nondegenerate alternating pairing 
q:B{6)xB(6) — Qp/Z p 
((х,х),(у,£)) ι—» y(x)-x{y). 
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Finally, we define 
T(6) = The set of δ' such that there exists a totally 
isotropic subgroup of B(f) isomorphic to A(6I). 
Remark 2.1. Equivalently, S' € T(6) if and only if there exists a surjection B(6) -» A(6') with 
totally isotropic kernel. 
Examples 2.2. 
1) Suppose g — 2, d = pn and δ = ( ρ ' , ρ " - ' ) with I < \n. In this case we have T(6) = 
{ ( p - , p " - ' " ) | l
n
> m > / } . 
2) Suppose g - 3, d = p6 a n d * - (p ,p 2 ,p 3 ) . In this case we have T(6) - { (p,p 2 ,p 3 ) , (p 2 ,p 2 ,p 2 )} . 
Proposition 2.3. Τ(δ) = 5(ρ,ί ) . 
Proof. If δ' e 5(p, δ) then there exist: 
- A discrete valuation ring Ä of mixed characteristic with algebraically closed residue field of 
characteristic p. Put 5 = Spec(Ä) and let η (resp. s) be the generic (resp. special) point 
of S. 
- An object (5, X,\) of Agtd such that (η, Χη,\η) is an object of Agis and (s,Xs,Xa) is an 
object of Ag,?. 
We may assume that Ker(A)(5) ~ B(6) after replacing R by a sufficiently large, finite extension. 
We can choose this isomorphism in such a way that the pairing ex on Ker(A)(5) corresponds to 
the pairing q on B(6). The reduction map 
Ker(A)(5) — Ker(A)(s) 
is surjective and its kernel is isotropic for the pairing ex. By assumption Ker(A)(s) ~ Α(δ'). 
Hence we see that δ' € T(Ä) (use Remark 2.1). 
Conversely, suppose δ' ζ T(6). Let us choose a surjection ж : Β(δ) —• Α(δ') with totally 
isotropic kernel. Choose lifts ê, € Β(δ) of the standard generators e, € Α(δ). Put a.j = 
q(6JëJ,ë,) for t < j . We remark that the elements а
ч
 € ¿j"1 · Zp/Zp С Qp/Zp are independent 
of the choice of the elements ê, and е ; . We leave it to the reader to show that they determine 
the isomorphism type of the abelian group Β(δ). 
Let A be a finite extension of W(Fp) which contains a primitive <5j-th root of unity C· 
Choose an object (Spec(Fp),Ao5Ao) of Л 9 і{' and an isomorphism Ker(A) ~ K(6')s ,j .. By 
[Cr] Corollary 24 we can find a lift (Λ", A) of (ΛΌ,λο) over Spec(Ä) with η
ί} = ζ
α
·> for all 
'i ji 1 < г < j < 9- After replacing Л by a finite extension, we have a surjection 
Кег(А)(8рес(Я)) —> Кег(Ао)(Гр) ~ Α(δ') 
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with isotropic kernel. Further, we get structural constants a' € Qp/Zp computed from this using 
the pairing eA and the identification //$> (Spec(R)) ~ (¿J,) -1 ·Ζρ/Ζρ·ζ. However, by the definition 
of T/,J, we see that a,j = a' and thus, by the remark above, that Ker(A)(Spec(Ä)) ~ B(S). 
Therefore, we conclude that (η, Χ
η
, λ
η
) is an object of Α
βι
β (η is the generic point of Spec(Ä)) 
and that ¿ ' g 5(p,<5). • 
3 . T h e fibres of Α
Β<ά —• Spec(Z) О еГ 8рес(Гр) 
We continue to assume that d = p n . As in Section 2 analogous results will hold for general d. 
To any allowed sequence 6 there is associated the function 
Js : N — - N, 
fs{m) = logprank(A-(¿)[pm]) = logp order (B(S)[pm}). 
If 6 φ 6' then f s φ /с. If к is a field and (Spec(fc), Л", A) is an object of Ag^d then we have the 
function 
/ ( X , A ) : N — » N 
f(X, A)(m) = logp rank(Ker(A)[pm]). 
Definition and proposition 3.1. For any (Spec(fc), A", A) € ОЪАд^, where к is a field, there 
exists a sequence δ = S(X, A) such that ДА', A) = ff. 
Proof. The assertion is not trivial only if the characteristic of к is p. Further, it is enough to 
prove it after a field extension. Thus we assume that к is a perfect field of characteristic p. The 
polarization A will induce an alternating pairing 
а -.М^щь) M —• W(k) 
on the Dieudonné module M of the p-divisible group Xfp00] of A". This pairing is nondegenerate 
in the sense that the cokcrncl of the map M —» Homw(*;)(Af, W(k)) derived from it is a finite 
length iy(A;)-module. (This module is in fact isomorphic to the Dieudonné module of Ker(A).) 
Hence we can choose a basis for M such that a is given by the matrix 
Í ^ \ 
0 
- p · · 
0 
\ -pa' ) 
for some a, e Z>o with Oi < ... < aa. Using the general properties of Dieudonné modules we 
get that ДА",λ) = / i with ¿ = ( ρ 0 1 , . . . , ρ η · ) . D 
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Let χ : Spec(Fp) —• Ag<d be a geometric point defined by the polarized abehan variety 
(Xoi^o) over Fp. We would bke to answer the following question: If 5 = 6(Xo,\f¡), does it 
follow that χ lies in the closure of Ag<s ® Fp? Unfortunately, we do not know the answer for 
P < 3 . 
Proposition 3.2. If ρ > 3 then χ lies m (^S,Í(AO,XO) ® *P) C · 
Proof. We use that (ΛΌ, AQ) can be lifted to (Χ, λ) over the ring R = W{k)[
s
/p\ (see [No] 
Main Theorem) Since ρ — 1 > 2 the group schemes Кег(Л)[р т] are flat over Spec(Ä) (see [Ra] 
Corollaire 3 3 6). Hence /(ΛΌ,λο) = /(Χ
η
,Χ
η
) and (η,Χ
η
,λ
η
) € ObAgj (here η denotes the 
generic point of Spec(Ä)) This proves that χ bes in (Ад Í ) C . Let us take any point у in the 
ordinary locus of (.4д,а)с® Fp which specializes to ζ and a point ζ in Agj which specializes to у 
Let us denote by /
x
, / y and /г the functions associated to the corresponding polarized abeban 
varieties Since ranks of finite group schemes can only jump up under specialization, we have 
f s = f χ > f y > f ζ = f s. Hence y is a point of Agj ® Fp Π 
Let us prove that for every ƒ 6 {0,1, . .,g} there exists a reduced closed substack 
Vf С Ag,d ® Fp 
whose geometric points correspond to abeban varieties with p-rank less than or equal to ƒ. 
To this end consider the fine modub scheme X = ASi¿,i®Fp where / is a large prime different 
from ρ (see [GIT] Theorem 7 9). The l-morphism X —• Agid ® Fp is étale In fact, Ag d ® Fp can 
be identified with [X/G] (see [DM] Example 4 8) where G = GL (2g, Z/ /Z) The set of points 
of X which correspond to abeban varieties with p-rank less or equal to ƒ is closed since the 
p-rank can only decrease under specialization Hence there exists a reduced closed subscheme 
Vf С X whose set of points is exactly this set It is easy to see that Vf С X is invariant under 
the action of G on X. Therefore, we can define Vf as the reduced closed substack [Vf/G] of 
[X/G] = Ag,d®F]>. 
Of course Vo С Vi С .. С Vg-i с Vg = Agj ® Fp and the dimension of Vg-t is equal to 
\g(g + 1) - г ([NO] Theorem 4.1). Let us study the locally closed substack Ζ ·= V3_i\Vfl_2 of 
Agtd ® Fp which is the locus parametrizing abehan varieties of p-rank exactly g — 1. 
Suppose χ : Spec(fc) —• Ζ is a geometric point defined by (Χ, λ) over Spec(fc). The 
p-divisible group -^[p00] of X will be isomorphic to 
E\p°°} x (G
m
\p°°}y-1 χ (Qp/Zp) '- 1 
for some supersingular elliptic curve E over Spec(fc). Hence we see that 
Ker(A) ~ E\pm} Xspec(/fc) K(6)Spec(k) 
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for some m and Ί - (δι,. ..,69-ι) such that 6, \ Äl+i and pm · Ilfr^Ä, = d. More generally, let 
(5, X, A) be an object of Ζ and consider the toric part Xfp^Jior of the p-divisible group of X. 
Locally in the fpqc topology on S it is isomorphic to (Gmlp00])9'1 • The same holds true for 
X'fp'^Jior a n d locally in the fpqc topology on 5 the map ^ [ р 0 0 ] ^ —» ^'[p^Jior will look like 
6i -id χ . . . x ?,_! -id : [Gmlp00])3-1 —* ( G ^ 0 0 ] ) 3 - 1 · 
Therefore, we conclude that the sequences 6 = ( ¿ i , . . . , ¿a_i) associated to the geometric points 
of Ζ are locally constant on Z. In other words: Ζ is a disjoint union 
Z= Ц 2 ( p m J ) С A , d ® F P 
( p m ,i) 
of substacks Z(pm ,Ä) where these sequences are constant and equal to 6. 
Proposition 3.3. The algebraic stacks Z(pm,6) are geometrically irreducible. 
Proof. Let Z' С Ag
:
i ® Fp be the locally closed substack which is the analog of Ζ in the 
case of principally polarized abelian schemes. We use the fact that the algebraic stack Z' is 
geometrically irreducible (see [EO]). 
Write 6 = ( p " 1 , . . .,ρ"'-1) and let ί = т а х ( т , о
г
_ і ) . Let Z't be the stack with objects 
(5, Χ, λ, a ) where (5, X, A) € ObZ' and α is an injection of group schemes 
α : ( Í V . S ) 3 - 1 x s ( Z / p ' Z s ) ' - 1 ^ Х[р (] 
such that α is compatible with the Weil pairing induced by A on Х\р'] and the standard pairing 
on the group scheme on the left (see 1.9). The forgetful morphism Z't —• Z' is representable, 
affine and of finite type and hence Z't is a separated algebraic stack of finite type over Spec(Z) 
(see Lemma 1.6). 
If (5,Χ,Χ,α) 6 ObZf' then we put G = Іт(а)-1-; i.e. G is the orthogonal complement of 
Im(a) for the Weil pairing on Х[р1]. Thus Χ[ρι] = G χ $ І т ( а ) and if 5 = Spec(fc) where it is an 
algebraically closed field then G ~ Е\рг] for some supersingular elliptic curve E over Spec(fc). 
The group scheme G [ F m ] is finite and flat over 5. 
Consider the morphism 
ƒ : 2 ; — 2(pm ,Ä) 
{S,X,\,a)~ (5 , Υ,μ) 
where Y is the finite flat cover of X defined by the diagram 
Y JL* Y* 
I · -T 
χ -*-> x1 
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such that 
К е г ^ ' ) = λ !G[Fm} x
s
 a IД μ
ί ι ι 5 χ (0) j j 
It is straightforward to prove that (5,Υ,μ) is an object of Z(pm,S) and that ƒ is surjective. 
Therefore, it suffices to prove that Z[ (g> Fp is irreducible. To do this we only need to show that 
the p-adic monodromy 
^ ( Z ' e r , ) — - G I f o - l . Z p ) 
is surjective. Let us denote by A" the ordinary locus of Ag-ι,ι ® Fp. We already know that the 
p-adic monodromy πι( .4 0 ) -*• GL(g— l,Zp) is surjective (see [FC] V 7.1 or [Ek] Theorem 3.1 & 
our remarks following 1.10). We can see A0 as a closed substack of Ζ' ® Yp via the immersion 
A" <-• Z ' S F p 
{S,X,\) y-> (S,XXSES,\X\E) 
where E is a supersingular elliptic curve over Spec(Fp). Hence the p-adic monodromy over 
Z' ® Fp is surjective too. D 
Using the stacks Z(pm,6) we can say something about the intersections of the components 
of Ag^ ® Fp, at least in codimension 1. Indeed, suppose we have two components (Agts ® Fp) c 
and (.45l{' ® Fp) c and assume that some component W of the intersection 
(Agis®Fp)cn{Ag<s-®rp)c 
has codimension 1 in Α9ί4 ® Fp. The abelian variety corresponding to the generic point of W is 
not ordinary. Hence W С V3_i = Z'. Since the dimension of W is equal to the dimension of 
Z, we get that W is equal to one of the components of Zc, i.e. 
H' = Z(pmJ)c 
for some m and S — ( ¿ j , . . . , i 3 _i ) such that ¿, | ¿1+i and p m · Hfjj 6 = d. Thus to see which 
components of Agid ® Fp intersect in codimension 1 we have to determine for which pairs (¿, ¿) 
we have that 
Z(pm,ì)c(Ag,d®¥PY. 
The following proposition gives an answer to this question. 
Proposition 3.4. The following are equivalent 
- Z(pm,ì)c(Agìs®FP)c, 
- there exists an exact sequence of abelian groups 
0 —» Z/p m Z —> A{6) —* A(6) — • 0. 
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Proof. If Z(pm,S) С (Ад,/, ® Fp) c then there exist: 
- A complete discrete valuation ring R of characteristic p. Put 5 = 8рес(Д), let η be the 
generic point of 5, η a geometric point lying over η and let s be the special point of S. 
- An object (S,X, X)o{Agid such that (τ?,Xn, λ„) e Ob(A,,ä) and ( s , X „ λ , ) e 0 b ( 2 ( p m , S ) ) . 
We assume further that the residue field of R is algebraically closed and hence 
3-1 i - l 
Кег(А,) ~ E\pm] x Π tn„. ^ Π Z / ¿ ' Z ' 
ι = 1 ι = 1 
for some supersingular elliptic curve E over θ. 
The rigidity of multiplicative group schemes gives us a unique injection 
3-1 
α- Π Ρ«.,s —> Кег(А) 
t = l 
lifting the injection over s. Dually, using our pairing e A , we get a surjection 
β
 :
 Ker(A) —» Π?=ι Z / í , Z s 
!•* ii 
Ker(A)D ^ ( n ^ 4 . . s ) D · 
Let us look at the cohomology H of the complex (β о a = 0 since 6 λ is alternating) 
3-1 3-1 
0
- " n^.,s -^
 K e r(A) -^ Π Ζ / Α - Ζ 5 ^ 0 . 
ι = 1 ι = 1 
It is a finite, flat group scheme II over S which lifts the group scheme £ [ p m ] over s. Thus H has 
order p 2 m and H is not killed by p m - 1 . By construction the pairing ex induces a nondegenerate 
alternating pairing on H. Finally, Η
η
 has local-local part equal to zero since this is true for 
Кет(Х) . Therefore, we conclude that Нщ ~ βρ^,η X Z/pmZi¡- as this is the only isomorphism 
type of a finite group scheme over η which is selfdual, has local-local part equal to zero, has 
order p 2 m and is not killed by p 7 " - 1 . Remark that G ~* G(^) is an exact functor on the category 
of finite group schemes over η; hence we get the exact sequence 
0 — ΚΒτ(β)(η) — ΚβΓ(λ)(ϊΟ - Д Π ί = ι Ζ Α Ζ — О 
I-
яря j= Il 
1= 
О —» Z / p m Z —> Α(δ) —• Α(δ) —• 0. 
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Conversely, suppose there exists an exact sequence 
0 — Z/pmZ — • A(S) —» A(6) —» 0. 
We write ¿, = p"· , г = l,...,g and 6, = pb·, г = 1,.. .,д — 1. Let ? i , . . . , ë s _ i denote the 
standard generators of A(S). Choose lifts e i , . . . , e 9 _ i € Л(А) of the elements ë, £ Л(Й) and 
write 
ρ'··β, = c , 6 Z / p m Z C Λ(ί). 
It is a simple exercise to show that the isomorphism type of .4(5) is determined by the sequence 
c i , . . . , c
s
_ i . We will use later the fact that pa'~m~b,c, 6 Z, this is true since pa' • e, = 0 and 
hence pa'-b· · c, € p m Z . 
Let χ : Spec(fc) —> 2 ( p m , ¿ ) be a geometric point given by (Χο,λο) o v e r Spec(fc). Let 
(Υο,μο) be a principally polarized abelian variety over Spec(A:) such that there exists a diagram 
Xo - ^ x¿ 
1- - î 
i o — • ÍQ 
with 
s-i 
Кет(*1) ~ .Eo[-f,m] x Π Z/«,Zspec(*) 
1=1 
for some supersingular elliptic curve EQ over Spec(fc) (cf. proof of Proposition 3.3). We know 
that 
Votp00] s: ^ о Ь 0 0 ] x (β™[Ρ 0 0 ] ) ' - 1 x (Qp/Zp)*- 1 
and we can choose this isomorphism in such a way that the polarization fio induces the same 
quasi-polarization on Eoi?0 0] as the canonical principal polarization on EQ induces on ^ [ p 0 0 ] · 
Let us take a deformation E of Eo over S = Spec(fc[[T]]) such that E is ordinary over the 
generic point η of 5. In this way the polarized p-divisible group УЬІр00] is deformed into 
E\p°°} χ ( G
m
, s [ p 0 0 ] ) s - 1 χ ( Q p / Z p ) ^ 1 
with quasi-polarization 
polarization of E induced on ^[p 0 0 ] χ ( / Ц е ^ , , - ] ) . - ^ « } ^ ) . - · ) ,, · 
Now we apply the Serre-Tate Theorem ([Me] V 2.3) to get a deformation (Υ,μ) over 5 of the 
pair (Υο,μο) such that the p-divisible group Yfp00] is isomorphic to the one described above. 
Finally, after a finite flat base extension such that 5 is still the spectrum of a complete local 
ring with residue field k, we may assume that 
E\pa*]{S) =s Ζ/ρα«Ζ 
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and hence 
Y\pa']{S) ~ Ζ/ρα«Ζ χ ( Z / p - ' Z ) » - 1 . 
Let G С V[p0»] be the flat closure of the subgroup of Y[p0»](5) generated by 
( p a « - m , 0 , . . . , 0 ) 
and 
( p < - . - m - b ' . C l , p o . - b ' , 0 , . . . , 0 ) 
(p».-m-».-· .cg-i,0,...,0,pa'-b'-1). 
Clearly, the group scheme Οη is isomorphic to Α(δ). The group scheme Go (the fibre of G over 
the special point of 5) certainly contains 
9-1 
f ] Ζ/ρ*·Ζ С Eo\p'') x (/lp. .) '" 1 x ( Z / p - ' Z ) ' - 1 
1=1 
and £ о [ ^ т ] · Hence μοί^ο) = Ker(ff') С Уо· Thus the pair (Χ, λ), where Χ* = Y11ß{G) and λ 
is the polarization fitting into the diagram 
X - ^ X* 
1 τ 
У ^ У', 
is a lift over 5 of the pair (ΛΌ»λο). The triple (η,Χ
νι
 Χ
η
) is an object of Α9,$ ® Fp. We have 
shown that any geometric point of 2 ( p m , δ) lies in the closure of Α3ιβ ® Fp and so we are done. 
D 
E x a m p l e s 3.5. 
1) For g - 2 the first example of an intersection of (Ag,s ® Fp) c with (Л3і«< ® Fp) c was given 
by P. Norman in [No2]. He showed that (.42,(p,p) ® Fp) c intersects (.Дгді.р2) ® ¥p)c by looking 
at the universal deformation space of (Ε χ Ε, ρ · (λ χ λ)) where (Ε, λ) is a principally polarized 
supersingular elliptic curve over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. 
More generally, suppose g = 2 and d = p " . We remark that we have an exact sequence of 
abelian groups 
0 —• Z / p m Z — A —ν Z / p " - m Z —• 0 
if and only if A ~ Z/p'Z φ Z / p n _ ' Z for some / (Í < [yj) with / < m < n - I. Hence we see that 
{Α^,,^βΤ,,γ Э Ζ {p™,(Pn-m)) 
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if and only i f / < m < 7 i — / and we see that 
contains Z(pm, (pn~m)) if and only if ¡ι < m < η - k and /2 < m < η - І^. Finally, we note 
that each component (Лг/ ® Fp) c contains Z{j№b,(pn~\-*J)). 
2) Suppose that g = 3 and d = p 3 . In this case the possibilities for 6 are: δ = (1,1,ρ 3 ), 
6 — ( Ι ,ρ,ρ 2 ) and 6 = (ρ,ρ,ρ)- The substack Z(pm,6) can only be contained in two or more 
components (Лз,^ ®Vp)c if τη is either 1 or 2. We have the following list of possibilities for exact 
sequences 
0 —• Z/pmZ —> Λ(ί) —• Л(«) — 0. 
- If m = 1, ¿ = ( l ,p 2 ) then« = ( l , l , p 3 ) or ¿ = ( Ι ,ρ,ρ 2 ) · 
- If m = 1, ¿ = (ρ,ρ) then S = (Ι,ρ,ρ2) or 6 = (ρ,ρ,ρ). 
- If m = 2, ¿ = (1,ρ) then6 = ( l , l , p 3 ) o r < 5 = : ( l , p , p 2 ) . 
We conclude that the components corresponding to δ = (1,1, ρ3) and δ = (ρ, ρ, ρ) do not intersect 
in codimension 1 whilst the other two pairs of components do meet in codimension 1. It seems 
probable, though we dit not prove it, that the two components mentioned above will meet in a 
codimension 2 locus of Лз^з ® Fp. 
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The moduli spaces of principally polarized 
abelian varieties with ГоЫ-level s tructure 
A.J. de Jong* 
Introduction 
Let (Α, λ) be a principally polarized abelian variety of dimension g. In this article a Го(р)-1е е1 
structure on (Α, λ) is a flag of subgroup schemes О С Πι С . . . С Hg С Alp] such that the order 
of Я, is p' and such that Яд is totally isotropic for the Weil-pairing induced by λ on A[p]. We let 
S(g,p) be the algebraic stack over Spec(Z) parametrizing principally polarized abelian varieties 
endowed with a Го(р)-1е е1 structure (Definition 1.1). 
In this article we study the spaces S(g,p). In particular we are interested in the behavior 
of S(g,p) over the prime (p) in Spec(Z). For example: Is S(g,p) flat over Spec(Z(p))? What are 
the singularities of S(ff,p)? 
We attack these questions by constructing a scheme X over Spec(Z) with the following 
property, for any point χ € 5(g,p) there exits a point у € X such that an étale neighbourhood 
of χ in S(g,p) is isomorphic to an étale neighbourhood of y in X (Corollary 4.6). 
The scheme X is a kind of flag variety and hence it is comparatively easy to write down 
equations defining open subsets of it, at least for any fixed g. In §4 we do this for the case 
g — 2 and we answer completely the questions above. The result is that S(g,p) —• Spec(Z) is a 
locally complete intersection morphism and that the singularities are not too bad. Further we 
can show that the ordinary locus is dense in S(g,p) x Spec(Fp) and that S(g,p) χ Spec(Fp) has 
4 components. 
For any fixed g a detailed study of the scheme X should give the answer to the questions 
mentioned above; perhaps a systematic study of the schemes X will reveal that S(g, p) is flat 
over Spec(Z) for general g. 
Starting point for the work in this article were discussions on the article [CN]. We would 
like to thank Prof. M. Rapoport for proposing to study exactly this moduli problem. 
Notation and conventions 
- Our reference on algebraic stacks is [DM] §4. A stack will be a stack in groupoids over 
the category of schemes with the étale topology. Stacks will be denoted by calligraphic 
uppercase letters. 
- The prime number ρ is fixed throughout the article. 
- If A is an abelian scheme over the scheme S then A' denotes its dual (see [FC], page 3). 
* Supported by the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (N.W.O.), in the project 
Arithmetic Algebraic Geometry 
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1. The moduli problem 
Fix a natural number g and a prime number p. In the sequel we will study the following type 
of objects. 
Definition 1.1. A system of type I will be a quadruple 
( 5 , Л , А , 0 с Я і C...CHgCA[p]) 
where 
- A is an abelian scheme of relative dimension g over the scheme S. 
- λ is a principal polarization on A. 
- О С ffi С . . . С Hg С A[p\ is a flag of finite flat subgroup schemes of A\p\ such that Я, has 
rank p' over S and Hg С A\p\ is (totally) isotropic for the Weil pairing induced by λ on 
A\p]. 
The class of all systems of type I forms a category S{g,p). The morphisms of 
(5,Л,А,0 С tfi С . . . С Н
а
 С А[р]) into (5 ' , Α', λ', О С Н[ С . . . С Н'
д
 С Л'[р]) are pairs 
{f, g) of morphisms of schemes which fit into a commutative diagram 
A -L* A' 
i I 
S M S' 
such that g induces an isomorphism A ~ 5 Xs< A' and such that g(H>) С Я,'. 
Consider the functor π : S(g,p) —• 5c/i given by 
т ( ( 5 , А , А , 0 с Я 1 С . С Я , с Л [ р ] ) ) = 5 . 
It is clear that π makes S(g,p) into a stack in groupoids over Sch. The forgetful functor of S(g,p) 
into the stack of principally polarized abelian varieties Ag defines a 1-morphism of stacks 
F:S(g,p)^Ag, 
(S,A,X,0C Ih С . d i g С A[p]) ι-» (S, Λ, λ). 
Proposition 1.2. The 1-morphism F is representable. It is a proper surjective morphism. 
Proof. Let (5, A, X) € 0b„4 s . We will show that the fibre product S Хд S(g,p) is representable 
by a scheme Ζ such that the morphism Ζ —> 5 is proper. 
For any scheme Τ over S denote by Αχ the fibre product AXsT. To give aflag of subgroup 
schemes 
О С Я ! С . . . С Hg С А
т
\р] 
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is equivalent to giving the flag 
0ATWDII ЭІ2Э...ЭІдЭ(0) 
of ideals ƒ, defining II_, С A\p]. In this way we see that there is a 1-morphism of stacks 
SXA,S(9,P)—* Ρ 
of S Хл S(g,p) into a certain flag variety Ρ over S. This morphism identifies 5 Х ^ «$(<7>р) 
with a certain closed subscheme Ζ С P. It is the closed subscheme with the following universal 
property: any morphism of schemes Τ —> Ρ over 5 factors through Ζ if and only if the flag 
о
Ат[р] элэ...эгдэ(0) 
determined by the map Τ —• Ρ is a flag of ideals of subgroup schemes H, С A[p] such that Hg 
is isotropic for the Weil pairing on Лт[р]. It is standard to see that Ζ exists. 
To see that F is surjective let (Α, λ) bc a principally polarized abelian variety over an 
algebraically closed field. By definition there exists an ample line bundle L on A such that 
λ — φι, (see [GIT] Definition 6.3). The Weil pairing induced by λ on A\p\ is equal to the pairing 
e^' on K{L^) = A[p} (see [Mu], p. 227). By [Mu] §23 Theorem 4 there exists an isotropic 
subgroup H g С A\p\ of order p9. A filtration О С H\ С . . . С Hg of Η9 by subgroup schemes of 
order(ff1) = p' determines a lift of the point [A, X) of Λ9 to a point of S{g, ρ). Π 
Corollary 1.3. The stack S(g,p) is a separated algebraic stack of finite type over Spec(Z). 
Proof. We know that Ag is a separated algebraic stack of finite type over Spec(Z) (see for 
example [FC] I 4.11). However, il is easy to see that any stack which allows a representable 
morphism to an algebraic stack is an algebraic stack itself. Hence S(g,p) is an algebraic stack 
by Proposition 1.2. In the same manner we see that S(g,p) is separated and of finite type over 
Spec(Z). D 
Corollary 1.4. The stack S(g,p) is smooth over Spec(Z[l/p]). 
Proof. The morphism F : S(g,p) ->• Ag is étale over Spec(Z[l/p]) and Α9 is smooth over 
Spec(Z). D 
We could have defined S(g,p) also using the following type of objects. 
Definition 1.5. A system of type II will be a quadruple 
(S,Ao - ^ Αι -?-> ... -ZU Ag,Xo,\g) 
where 
- 5 is a scheme. 
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- Ao —* Ai A . . . -2» Ag is a sequence of morphisms of abelian schemes of dimension g over 
S such that Кег(Л | -І І 4 , + І ) is a (finite, flat) group scheme of rank ρ over S. 
- λο and Xg are principal polarizations on An and Ag. 
We require further that the compositions 
A, - ^ , 4 . + 1 - » . . . — A , ^ ^ ^ l » ^ . , — . . . — > 1 ¿ £> А о ^ ...-Ϊ+Α, 
are equal to ρ · ïd^ for all t = 0 , . . . , g. In a formula: 
p-idA^a'oX^o^yoXgOa9-' (1) 
for all i = 0,...,g. 
Remark 1.6. We only have to require (1) for one i; the equality will then hold for all г. See 
the proof of the proposition below. 
Exactly as before we can turn the class of systems of type II into a stack in groupoids over 
Sch. Let us denote this stack by S'(g,p) for the moment. 
Proposition 1.7. The stacks S(g,p) and S'(g,p) are isomorphic. 
Proof. Let us simply indicate how to get 1 morphisms 
S(g,p)*S\g,p) 
and leave it to the reader to show that their compositions are isomorphic to the identities. 
For any system (5, A, X, 0 С Hi С . . . С Hg С А[р]) of type I we put Ло = Л, A, = A/H, 
for г = I,...,«/ and λο = A. The maps α are simply the canonical maps A/H, —• A/H,+i. It 
follows immediately that Кег(Л, —• Α,+ι) has rank ρ over 5 . The fact that Π g С A[p] is totally 
isotropic for the Weil pairing induced by λ on A[p] is equivalent to the fact that there exists a 
principal polarization Xg on Ag which fits into the following diagram 
АО • Ag 
Ιρλο Ιλ, 
Л' ^ ' А' 
Л) * лд· 
This immediately gives (1) for t = 0. To prove (1) for general t we note that (Q'OÀQ 1 о{а1)яоХ
д
о 
α
9 -
' )©«*' = а1о(Х^1о{аі)9о(оі)доХдоа9) = a*op-id^
o
 = р - И д . о а ' . Butin the endomorphism 
ring of an abelian scheme the cancellation law holds and hence α'ολ^"1 ο ( α ' ) 1 Ό λ
ΐ
ο α
ΐ -
* = p-id^,. 
Thus (5, Лд —> . . . —• Ag, λο, Xg) is a system of type II. 
Conversely, for any system of type II we put A = AQ, X = XQ and Я , = K e ^ a ' : A0 -* Л,). 
It is easy to see that this defines a system of type I. D 
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In the rest of this article we will identify S'(g,p) with S(g,p). 
Remark 1.8. The algebraic stack S(g,p) has a natural involution defined as follows: the 
involution transforms the system 
(S, Ao —• . . . —• Ag, AQ, А
э
) 
into the system 
(5,4 -£ ... J!U AU^r1^)-1)-
Indeed, if we apply this transformation again then we get 
(о,Лд • . . . • Ад , AQ , Лд ) 
and this is canonically isomorphic to the original system by the biduality isomorphism. 
2. Crystalline cohomology and deformations of abelian 
schemes 
In this section we recall the theorem of Grothendieck on deformations of abelian schemes. We 
explain how to use this theorem to deform abelian schemes with a polarization. 
Let S be a scheme. We will denote by NCris(S) the nilpotent crystalline site of S relative 
to (Spec(Z)) (0)). Its objects arc triples (U,T,S) where U С S is Zariski open, Г is a thickening 
of U and δ = ( ί„)
η
>ι is a system of a locally nilpotent divided powers of the ideal of U in T. 
Crystalline cohomology gives us a contravariant functor 
D : Abelian schemes over S —• locally free crystals on NCris(5). 
It is defined by the formula 
D(¿) = A7C„..(O„CW) 
where /„y, is the morphism on the nilpotent topoï induced by the structural morphism 
ƒ : A —• S. (This functor is denoted by D* in [Gr].) The canonical isomorphism 
ЦЛ)5 = RlUnA/s) 
gives us a locally free direct summand ω
Α
 с O(A)s. Let 5 ' <—> 5 be a thickening endowed with 
locally nilpotent divided powers on the ideal of definition of 5 in S'. 
Theorem 2 .1. (Grothendieck) The filtered Dieudonné functor gives an equivalence 
The Category of abelian schemes over 5 ' —• The category of pairs (A, Fil1) 
where A is an abelian scheme over S 
and Fil1 С í3(A)s' is a locally direct 
summand which lifts ω А С B(A)s. 
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Λη outline of the proof is given in [Gr], pp. 116-118. The details can be found in [Me] and 
[Ma Me] especially II §1. D 
Let us agree to denote by a v the functor on sheaves of Oscrys -modules 
Γ '—• fv = Komosc.ifi Cscrye)· 
In [BDM] 5.1 there is constructed a functorial isomorphism фл '• ЩЛ)^ —• D ^ ' ) at least if ρ 
is locally nilpotent on S. However, it is easy to see that their definition of фл will work also in 
our situation since we arc working with nilpotent divided powers. Exactly the same proofs as in 
[HBM] will give Theorem 5.1.8 and Proposition 5.1.9 and 5.1.10 of [BBM] 5.1 in our situation. 
Let A be an abelian scheme over S with a principal polarization λ. Using фл we can define 
a nondegencratc alternating paring 
ex : ЩА) χ ЦА) —» Oscrys 
(x,y) — (¿Д1 о Ц Л - 1 ))(*)(!/). 
It is nondegenerate since фд and Β(λ) arc isomorphisms. To prove it is alternating we use: 
1 λ = λ ' о j 
2 ФА· оЩ\) =ЩХ')оф
А 
з -Φ
ν
Λ
=ιΚί)οφ
Λ
. 
The first statement is the fact that a polarization is symmetric (j is the biduality isomorphism); 
the second is a consequence of the functoriahty of фл and the last statement is Proposition 5.1.9 
of [BBM]. Thus 
Щ\)оф
А
1-ЩХ)о(ф
А
,уоЩ^ 
4 - ^ o D ( A ) v 
which is exactly what we had to prove. 
Of course this proof only works on objects (ϋ,Τ,δ) such that Οχ has no 2-torsion. To 
prove it in general we argue as follows. Since there are no obstructions to deforming a principally 
polarized abelian scheme over an affine scheme we can take locally on Τ a lift of the pair (Au, λ). 
Hence we are reduced to the case Τ = U. Locally on U in the étale topology the pair (Л[/,А) 
is the pullback of a pair (Az, A) over a scheme Ζ smooth over Spec(Z). (This is true since 
Ag —> Spec(Z) is smooth.) Since Oz has no 2-torsion we are done. 
By Proposition 5.1.10 the subsheaf ω^ С JÌ(A)s is totally isotropic for the pairing CA.S· 
This immediately gives the following criterium for the liftability of the polarization A: let 
(5 ,5 ' , t f )€ObNCris (5) . 
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Corollary 2.2. The polarization A on Л lifts to the abelian scheme determined by Fil1 С 
D(A)s' via Theorem 2.1 if and only if 
We finish this section with a lemma that we will need later on. 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose α : A —> ΰ is an isogeny of abelian schemes over 5 whose kernel has 
rank p. Then the sheaf Cokern ( D ( Q ) : Ώ(Β) -»• В(Л)) on NCris(S) is a locally free 
Oscry/p · OsCTy,-modiûe of rank 1. 
Proof. This would be a special case of [BBM] Proposition 4.3.1 if ρ were locally nilpotent on 
S. Let us simply rewrite the proof. 
Let β : В —• A be the isogeny such that β о a = ρ • id A and α ο β = ρ • idß. We have the 
exact sequence 
0 —• Ца)(ЩВ))/рЩА) —• ЩА)/
Р
ЩА) —> D(/ l ) /B(a)(D(ß)) — О 
and a surjection 
B(i?)/D(/?)(D(A)) -» Ца)СЩВ))/рЩА). 
The exact sequence shows that Е(Л)/В(а)(В(.0)) is annihilated by p. Suppose the dimension 
of A over S is g. If we can show that Ό(Β)/Ό(β)(Ό(Α)) and D(/l)/D(a)(D(B)) are locally 
generated by at most 2g — 1 and 1 sections respectively then we are done. As in the proof of 
[BBM] Proposition 4.3.1 it is enough to prove this when 5 is the spectrum of a perfect field 
of characteristic p. In this case the groups Я | )
Я
( 5 ) / / 3 * Я д
Я
( Л ) and H])R(A)/a''Il}:)H(B) are 
isomorphic to the Dieudonné modules of Ker(/3) and Кег(а). Since Кег(а) is a group scheme of 
order ρ and Ker(/3) is a group scheme of order р 2 з _ 1 we are done. D 
3. Systems of modules associated to objects of S(g,p) 
Any system of type II over a scheme S is transformed into a system of crystals by the crystalline 
cohomology functor. In this section we will describe a normal form for such a system of modules. 
Let 5" be a scheme and let 
A. = (S,Ao - ^ Αχ -2U . . . -ÏU Ag,Xo,bg) 
be a system of type II. Suppose that ({/, T, Ä) is an object of NCris(5) and that Τ = Spec(iî) is 
affine. We get a system of Ä-modules and maps 
M. = M(A.) = (Mg -l* М^г - ^ . . . - ^ M0,q0,qg) 
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as follows 
M. := Т{Т,ІКА,)т), 
a :— the maps induced by D(a) 
and for î = 0 or g 
q, :— the pairing on M, induced by e\>. 
We will write v for the functor Нотд( · , R) on the category of Ä-modulcs. By abuse of notation 
we will write q, also for the map M, —• Л// given by χ >-• q,(x, ·). 
Propositions 3.1. The system Μ(Λ.) has the following properties 
- M, is a locally free Ä-module of rank 2g. 
- The pairing q, is nondegenerate and alternating. 
- Coker (M, -^-» Λ/,_ι) is a locally free Д/рД-module of rank 1. 
- For each t — 0 , . . . ,g the homomorphism 
a
9
~' о qT1 о ( a v ) ' ' о q0 ο α' : M, —• M, 
is equal to multiplication by p. 
Proof. For the first three properties see §2. The last property is a consequence of the corre­
sponding property of systems of type II and the functoriality of φΑ· Π 
Definition 3.2. For any ring R a system of Ä-modules of type II is a triple M. = (Mg A 
M s_i —•...—• Mo,qo,qg) such that the conclusions of Proposition 3.1 hold. 
For any scheme S a system of Cs-modules of type II is a triple M. = (Μ3 -^ + Mg-\ -^ 
...—»· Л1о>9сь9я) where M, is a sheaf of ös-modules and such that on affine open subsets 
Spec(iZ) of S it gives rise to a system of Ä-moduIes of type II. 
Let us remark that all such systems M. (resp. M.) over a ring R (resp. a scheme 5) form in 
a natural way a category (morphisms are isomorphisms). For any ring homomorphism R —* R' 
(resp. morphism of schemes ƒ : S' —> S) we get a "pullback" functor M. ~» M. ®я R' (resp. 
M. ~» J*Ai.) defined in the obvious manner. 
Example 3.3. Let 5t,, i — 0, ...,g be the free Z-module with basis eo, . . . ,e2 9 _i . We define 
a : St,+i —у St, by the formula а(е^) = е7, j φι and «(e,) = pe,. We define nondegenerate 
alternating pairings Co and qg on Sla and Sta by 
Г 0 if к + Ι φ 2g - 1 
9i(cjfc, ei) = < 1 if к + I = 2g - 1 and к < I 
{ -1 if к + I - 2g - 1 and к > I. 
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It is left to the reader to show that these formulas define a system of Z-modules of type II: 
St. - (Stg —• Stg-i —• . . . —• Sto,qo,qg). 
For any scheme 5 the pullback St. ® Os of the system 5t . on Spec(Z) will be a system of 
Os-modules of type II. The purpose of this section is to show that any system of Os-modules 
of type II is isomorphic to 5i . ® Os locally on S. 
Let R be a ring and suppose M. is a system of Ä-modules of type II. In such a situation we 
define M, for all i G Ζ by putting 
Mg+k := ( M S _ 0 V * = l , . . . , f f - l 
and for all г € Ζ 
M, := Λ/7 
where i is the element of {0,1,. . .,2g — 1} such that г = г mod lg. In fact we will think of the 
index set as being Z/2(/Z. 
Furthermore, we define for all i € Z/25Z a nondegenerate paring 
{ , ), : Μ, χ М2д.х — ν R 
, then 
' 9ο(ζ, у) if i = 0 
g3(z, y) \ii = g 
-y(x) if i= l,...,g- 1 
,x(y) if i -g+ l,...,2g- 1 
here y(x) in the third line indicates the evaluation of у ζ Μ29-, = М^ on χ G Μ,. Finally, we 
define a : M, —> Μ,-ι for those » g Z/2gZ for which it is not defined yet by the commutativity 
of the following diagrams 
Mo -^+ M2g-l Mg+l - ^ Mg 
I- II , 1  I* 
м0 ^» м^ м;., -^ м/ 
and for all fc = 2 , . . . , g - 1 
Aíj+fc - ^ Mg+k-i 
II II 
( M í . t ) v ^ ( M s - f c + 1 ) v . 
L e m m a 3.4. 
1) For all г € Z/2gZ the map a 2 9 : M, —• Л/, equals multiplication by p. 
as follows: if χ 6 M, and y e Мг^-
(z,î/). = 
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2) V χ 6 M,, y € Mig-, : (χ,y), = -{у,х)гд-,· 
3) V ι € M,+ i, у € Л/гд-, : ( Q ( I ) , J / ) , = (x,a(y)),+i. 
Lemma 3.5. For all 1 < к < 2g and all г € Z/2gZthe module Coker (M,+k -» M,) is a locally 
free А/рД-module of rank k. 
Proof. We may assume β is a local ring with residue characteristic p. The exact sequences 
0 — ак-1(М1+к-і)/ак(М,+к) — M,/ak(Mí+k) — М . / а ^ Ч Л / . + к - і ) — О 
and an induction argument give that the modules M,/ak(M,+k) are generated by к elements. 
Hence the modules ак(М,+
к
)/а2я(М,) are generated by 2g — к elements. Since by assumption 
М,/а2з(М,) = M,/pM, ~ (R/pR)2g the result follows from the exact sequence 
0 _ >
 a
k(Mi+k)/a^(M,) — М,/а2>{М,) — M./Q^M.+fc) — 0. D 
Proposit ion 3.6. In the above situation: 
1 ) If R is local then there exists an isomorphism 
St. ®R ^ M. 
2) If I С R is a nilpotent ideal then any isomorphism 
φ: St.® Я Д — • M.®RR/I 
can be lifted to an isomorphism 
4>:St.®R — > M. 
Proof. If Я is local and has a residue characteristic other than ρ then the first statement is 
easy and is left to the reader. Let us assume that the residue characteristic is p. We construct 
an isomorphism in four steps. 
Step 1. For all t g Z/2gZ we take an element η, ζ M, which projects onto a (free) generator of 
the Я/pfí-module Μ,/α(Λ/1+ι). It follows from Lemma3.5 that {η„α(η,+ι),.. . ,a 2 3 _ 1 (7 j l + 2 s _i)} 
forms an Я-basis of M,. 
Step 2. As qo(ak{vk), al(vi)) € рЯ if к +1 > 2g (see Lemma 3.4) and since go is nondegenerate 
we must have that the matrix (A,j) ' ^ ' ' '9~\ with 
A,, =
 Я
о(а'(
Пі
),а°+>(
Ъ+])) 
is invertible. Using the inverse (B,j) we can succesively change our choice of τ;,, i = 0,.. .,g— 1 
such that 
(1) ft(o*('?.).aJ(4i)) = 0 V 0<i,j<g-l. 
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Indeed, suppose we already have that 
ft(α'ίΐί,),¿(η,)) = 0 V 0 < t < t o , 0 < j < j / - l 
for some 0 < io < g — 1. Our new choice of η,
α
 will be 
where At = 9ο(α,0(,?·ο)>α' :(7?*)) ^ о г к = 0,...,g - 1 (of course Xk = 0 for к < io). Obviously 
η " " * still gives a generator for Μ , 0 / α ( Μ , 0 + ι ) and V j e {0,.. . , ç - 1}, j / ¿o we have: 
9o(a,0«eW),ûJ(»?J)) = ?οΚ°(Άο) + Lfc. jA^fc.a '+ '^O.^i ' ï i ) ) 
= Xj — ΣΧι^ΒΐιίΑΐ] = Xj — SAfcÄjfcj = Xj — Xj = 0. 
Step 3 . Exactly the same method as in step 2 can be used to alter our choice of η3,..., tyg-i 
such that 
(2) í í (a , ( i fc+,) ,a í ( i j ,+ J ) ) = 0 0 < ¿,j < g- 1. 
Needless to say that ( 1 ) is fulfilled also. 
Step 4. For all i, j € {0, . . . , s - 1} we let (*)1; be the condition: 
(*)
Ч 
' I f i + j < g — 1 then we demand that 
Í ir \ 3+M w / 0 if«' + j < f f - l ft(Q(7,1),as+J(7;s+J))=|1 i f ^ ^ ^ ! 
If ι + j > g — 1 then we demand that 
In this step we will choose new elements ηο,.. .,η3-ι such that (1) and (2) remain valid and 
such that 
(3) V i , j e { 0 , . . . , 5 - 1 } (*),, holds. 
We proceed by induction on j . Suppose we already have ( + ) | ; for all i g {0,.. .,g — 1} and all 
j * 0 < j < jo· (This is true for jo = 0.) Put ιΌ = g - 1 - jo· All pairings qo(x, y) of elements x, y 
of the set 
{ Q , 0 ( 4 . . ) , a ' ( 4 , ) , a ' + , ( i j f f f i ) , . . . , a 2 « - 1 ( 4 2 , - i ) } 
are zero or in pR except for possibly 
« = ÇoK0(^o).«S+JO('?S+Jo)) 
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and 
- U =
 9 O ( « 3 + J < , ( ^ + J O ) , Û , 0 ( ' 7 . O ) ) · 
As qo is nondegenerate и must be an invertible element of R. Our new choice of the elements 
ί Τ ο , . , . , ^ ι will be: 
- for 0 < г < io 
T?rew = П. + П-1 ·<?ο(α'+^('?9+;„),α,(^))·ΰ'0",(ν.ο) 
- for г = г'о 
- for го < г < g — 1 
Ч»™ = ч, - и"
1
 • (і7.,а , +*-'(ч
Р + л)), •α2»+··-(·;.,). 
It is a trivial, though tedious, calculation to see that with these choices of ηο,.. .,η3-ι the 
formulas (1) and (2) are still valid and that ( * )
υ
 will hold for all г G {0,...,g - 1} and all 
І, 0 < j < j o . 
Having found η, as in step 1 satisfying (1), (2) and (3), we can define an isomorphism 
φ: St.® R —> M. 
as follows. We define φ, : St, ®z ß —* M, for i = 0 , . . .,g by putting 
0,1 j )
 Ь ' - Ы ifi>··. 
Properties (1), (2) and (3) imply that this defines an isomorphism of systems of Л-modules of 
type II. 
In order to prove the second statement of the proposition we note that the isomorphism 
φ : St.<S)R/I —• M.®RRII already gives us elements rjl € M,® л Л//satisfying (1), (2) and (3). 
Let us take arbitrary lifts τ;, € Λί, of the elements τ/, Ç M, ® л R/I. The procedure described 
in steps 2, 3 and 4 will work to give lifts r/, £ M, satisfying (1), (2) and (3). For example the 
matrix {A,3) in step 2 will be congruent to the identity matrix mod I and hence invertible, the 
elements 7/,new in step 2 will be lifts of η
χ
 also since A/t e I, etc. Obviously the formula giving φ 
will then produce a lift of φ. D 
Remarks 3.7. a) In part 2) of Proposition 3.6 the ideal I may be any ideal contained in the 
Jacobson radical of R. 
b) Let G over Spec(Z) be the group scheme representing the functor Τ ~* Aut{St. ® о т ) · It 
follows from Proposition 3.6 that G is a smooth group scheme over Spec(Z). 
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4. T h e singulari t ies of s(g,p) 
In this section we will compare the singularities of S(g,p) with the singularities of a scheme X 
which can be described as a certain flag variety. We will show that any complete local ring of 
5(5,p) at a geometric point is isomorphic to a complete local ring of X at some geometric point 
OÎX. 
Definition 4 . 1 . Let S be an algebraic stack and χ : Spec(fc) —> S a geometric point of S (i.e. 
1 is a 1-morphism and к is an algebraically closed field). The complete local ring ös,x of S at 
χ is the completion of the local ring at χ of any étale neighbourhood of χ on S. 
Definition 4.2. We denote by W the stack in groupoids over Sch whose category of sections 
over a scheme 5 is the category of quintuples 
(5,/lo —• . . . —* Λ9,λο,Χ3,φ) 
where A. = (5, AQ -^+ . . . —• Α9, AQ, Χ3) is a system of type II and 
<f>:St.®Os -^ M{A.) 
is an isomorphism of systems of C.ç-modules of type II. Here M(A.) denotes the system induced 
by Λ. on 5. 
Proposition 4.3. The morphism of stacks 
induced by the forgetful functor is a representable, separated, smooth, surjcctive morphism of 
finite type. In particular W is a separated algebraic stack of finite type over Z. 
Proof. Clearly W is representable as a closed subscheme of a product of frame bundles over 
<S. Hence it is separated and of finite type over S. Proposition 3.6 shows that тг is surjcctive 
and formally smooth. Since S(g,p) is of finite type and separated over Spec(Z) the assertions 
follow. D 
Let X over Spec(Z) be the scheme representing the functor 
Sch —• Sets 
S 1—• The set of all (g + l)-tuples of subsheaves 
ω, С Sí, ® Os, i = 0 , . . .,g such that: 
- ω, is a locally free direct factor of rank g. 
- " (ω,+ι) С ω, 
- Wo (resp. ω3) is totally isotropic for go (resp. w 9) 
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The scheme X is represented by a closed subscheme of 
G(g, St0) χ G(g, Sti) χ . . . x G(g, Stg) 
where G(g,Stt) denotes the Grassmanian of all p s - 1 in Proj(Z[5i1]). In particular Χ is a 
projective scheme over Spec(Z). 
Let us denote by (W, Ло —»...—» Ag,\o, λ9,φ) the universal object over W. The sheaves 
O(A,)w have the natural locally free direct summands 
ил. C B ( A ) w · 
We have υ ( α ) ( ω ^
ι + 1 ) С ω^, and we have that w^0 and w^ } are isotropic for βχ0 and e\il (see 
§2). Therefore, if we put ω, := φ*1 (ω^ ) С St,® Ow then we see that we get a W- valued point 
of Л\ More precisely: a morphism of stacks 
ƒ : W — X. 
Remark 4.4. In this case ƒ is not represenlable. Indeed, ƒ is representable if and only if W is 
a scheme. However, if χ : Spec(fc) —> W is a geometric point in characteristic 2 then there are 
ώ 
nontrivial 2-morphisms χ —> χ : if X is given by the object (Spec(fc), AQ —>·... —• Α9, \Q, A S , φ) 
then take φ, : A, —» A, to be —id4 i. 
Since W is an algebraic stack we know what it means to say that ƒ is smooth. 
Proposition 4.5. The morphism ƒ is smooth. 
Proof. Again it is enough to prove that ƒ is formally smooth. 
Let R be a ring and ƒ С Л an ideal with I2 = (0). Let S = Spec(R/I) and S' = Spec(Ä). 
Suppose we are given a commutative diagram 
χ : 5 —> W 
I i' 
y : S1 —* X 
and χ is given by (А.,ф) = (S, A0 - ^ . . . - ^ Ад,Х0,Хд,ф). 
We can find nilpotent powers 7 on I simply by taking 7
n
 = 0 V η > 2. This gives a 
system of Л-modules M(A.) of type II (see Proposition 3.1). By Proposition 3.6 we can take an 
isomorphism 
φ' : St. ig) R —> M (A.) 
which lifts the isomorphism 
St. 0 R/I — M {A.) ®R RI I 
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defined by φ. 
Let us consider the submodules φ[(ω,) С М(Д.),· where ω, С St, ® R are the submodules 
given by our point y : S' —» X. As φ' lifts φ and y lifts ƒ ox, the submodulcs ^ ( ω , ) С Μ (Α.), = 
r(£',D(j4,)s ') will lift ω^, С D ^ J s - Hence by Theorem 2.1 we get abelian schemes Л | -» 5 ' 
lifting the abelian schemes A, —• 5 . By Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2 the fact that у is a point 
of X is exactly equivalent to the fact that the maps α and the polarizations λ 0 and λ 9 lift to give 
maps A't —> A't+1 and polarizations on A'0 and Д^. By the rigidity lemma ([GIT] Proposition 6.1) 
any relations between the morphisms of the system (5, Ao —• . . . —• Α9,Χο,λ9) will also 
hold between the corresponding morphisms of the system (5',AÓ —»...—• A', Xo,Xg). Hence 
(5 ' , A'0 - • . . . - » A'g, X'0> X'g) wiU be a system of type II and (5 ' , A'0 - • . . . — A'g, X'0, X'g, φ') wiU 
define the morphism S' —• >V we were looking for. D 
Corollary 4.6. For any geometric point χ : Spec(A;) —» S(g,p) there exists a geometric point 
у : Spec(Â;) —> X such that 
In other words: ζ and y have isomorphic étale neighbourhoods in S(g,p) and X. (See [Ar] 
Corollary 2.6.) We can take y = f (ζ) where ζ : Spec(fc) —> W is any geometric point such that 
π ( ζ ) = ι. 
Proof. Take a geometric point ζ : Spec(fc) —» W with π(ζ) = χ. Put y = / ( ζ ) . By Proposition 
4.3 we know that 
О ^ Й О А Ы О . « ! ! « ! , . . . , * . » ] ] 
for some m and by Proposition 4.5 we know that 
CV^-Ó^tlsb...,^]] 
for some /. If we show that 
dimit TxS(g, p) = dim* TyX (1) 
then it follows that m = /. Repeated application of the lemma below will then give the result. 
For any A-vectorspace У, к 0 V will be the ring in which У is a square zero ideal. On the 
ideal V we take the nilpotent divided power structure 7v which has yv.n = 0 V η > 2. For any 
abelian variety A over Spec(fc) we have the isomorphism 
V(A)spec№V) - 4A)spec{k) ®k (* θ V) 
since we can take the trivial lift of A to Spec(fc0 V). This isomorphism is functorial with respect 
to both A and V. 
Suppose the point г is given by (Spec(¿),i4o —* · · • —* А
д
,Хо,Х
д
,ф) = (Α.,φ). By 
the remarks above, the isomorphism φ will induce for any Л-vector space V an isomorphism 
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М (Л.) ~ St.<8>(k(BV). (Неге Му(А.) denotes the system of к® V-modules of type II induced 
by Л. on Spec(fc® V).) Hence the same reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 4.5 gives us 1-1 
correspondences: 
morphisms morphisms 
Spec(fc®V) —• S(g,p) <-^ Spec(Jfc® V) —* X 
reducing to χ mod V reducing to у mod V 
functorial in the it-vectorspace V. This is equivalent to giving an isomorphism of tangent spaces 
T
x
S(g,p) A TyX (see [Sch] Lemma 2.10). D 
Lemma 4.7. Suppose (Ri,mi,ki) and ( Я г » " ^ ! ^ ) are Noetherian complete local rings. If 
Яі [[<]]* Яг [[*]] then Я ! ~ Я 2 . 
Proof. Remark that Яі[[і]] ~ Яг [[θ]] implies fcj ~ ^ = к. If we denote by mj (resp. т г ) the 
maximal ideal of Яі[[і]] (resp. ЯгК*]]) then we see that тг € N 
πιΐ/πι™+1 ~ m^/m^1 φ t · m^/m? φ . . . © tn • к 
and similar for ττ^/τΤι""1"1. Hence we get for all η G N 
dim 4 m î7m£
+ 1
 = dimt ih^/m^+1 - аіта
к
 m ? " 1 /mf 
= dim* m £ / m £ + 1 - dimfc m "
- 1 / " 1 ? = d i m / t m j / r o j + 1 . (2) 
Let us study the composition 
π : Я ! —» Я^«]] - i . Яг[И] — Α2[[β]]/(β - ι ) - = * Л 2 
for some χ G т г . On cotangent spaces we get 
π -.πΐι/τηΐ ·—> mi/mi φ fc • ί -^ -» т г / т ^ ф Л · « —> 
—ι- {т2Іт\ φ fc · Í ) / ¿ · (s — χ) -^U тп2Ітп\. 
where χ denotes the class of χ in т г / т ^ . From this we see that we can choose χ € т г such 
that π is an isomorphism of mi/mj onto т г / ^ г - Hence π will be surjective. It follows from 
(2) that τ is an isomorphism. D 
5. T h e s t r u c t u r e of S(g,p) for g = 2 
In this section we study the scheme X for g = 2. The results of Section 4 will allow us to 
determine the structure of 5(2, p) fairly completely. 
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Let us consider the point XQ 6 ^(Fp) corresponding to the flags 
wo = (е2,ез) С Sto ® ¥p 
ωι = (ео,ез) С 5<ι ® Fp 
«г = (eo,ei) С 5<2 ® F p . 
In a suitable Zariski open neighbourhood U of XQ in X the universal flags ω, over Jf are given 
by 
' wo = («2 + αιι^ο + auei, 63 + 03160 + 02261) С Sto ® Ou 
(1) · W] = (eo + бцв! + bi2e2, ез + ¿>2іеі + Ьггег) С 5і і gì Ou 
. U2 - (eo + ciie2 + с^ез, ei + Сгівг + сггвз) С 5*2 ® Οι/ 
for certain а , ; ,6 1 7 ,с 1 ; € Γ((7,Οχ). 
Since wo is isotropic for 90 we must have that 
9o(e2 + ацео + «1261,63 + огіео + аггві) = О 
that is а ц = агг- Since a(w[) С WQ we must have that 
pco + Ьцеі +61262 € (ег + оцео + а
и
еі,еэ + огіво + 02261) 
hence 
peo + 6ΙΙ<Ί + &ΐ2β2 = 6i2(e2 + Оцео + оігеі) 
and we get the equations ρ = бігоц and бц = 612012. Continuing in this manner (using that 
o(w2) С wi and that W2 is isotropic for 92) we derive the system of equations: 
' « n = «22 
Ρ = бігОц 
(2) < бц = 6і2аі2 
О = «21 4- 622O11 
. 621 = 022 + 622O12 
Conversely, over the ring 
0 = б ц + C12&21 
Cll = 6 ^ + C12622 
ρ = C22621 
C21 = с22б22 
Cil = C22 
R = Ζΐα,^,ό,^,ο,^]/ the ideal generated by the system of equations (2) 
we get a universal system of flags which can be written in the form (1). These arguments give 
that U = Spec( Д) is an open subscheme of X. 
If we write χ — а ц , у — 6i2, а = C12, 6 = αΐ2 and с = 622 then it is easy to see that R is 
isomorphic to 
Z[x, y, a, b, c]/(xy -p,ax + by + abc). 
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We sec that U is smooth over Spec(Z[l/p]) and that the fibre UQ of U —• Spec(Z) over Spec(Fp) 
consists of four components: 
t^ o = ZQO U Zo\ U Zio U Z n 
defined by 
ideal of Zoo ¡s (у, a) 
ideal of Zoi is (у, x + be) 
ideal of Zio 's (я, У + ас) 
ideal of Zn is (x,b). 
In particular the dimension of Uo is 3 and hence the morphism U -* Spec(Z) is a locally complete 
intersection morphism. 
We remark that U С X is dense in every fibre of X —> Spec(Z). The group scheme G (see 
Remark 3.7) acts on X and the morphism G x U —> X is surjective. Thus any point of A" has 
an open neighbourhood isomorphic to an open subset of U. 
Finally let us give a list of the isomorphism types of the complete local rings at geometric 
points χ : Spec(Â;) —• X in characteristic p: 
- smooth: И / '(А;)[[ХІ,Х2 1ХЗ]] 
- normal crossings: 
W{k)[[xi,X2,X3,Xi]]/(xiX2 -P) 
W(k)[[x
u
xi,x3,xi]]/(xlX2X3 - P) 
- fibre products of normal crossings: 
\ (к)[[хі,Х2,хэ,Хі,хъ]]/{хіХ2 -Р,хзх4 -Ρ) 
- If χ = xo then iy(fc)[[z, y, a, b, c]]/(xy - p, ax -f by + abc). 
Using the above what can we say about 5(2, p)? Of course by Corollary 4.6 we see that 
the complete local rings of <S(2, p) at geometric points are of the simple types listed above. In 
particular <S(2,p) —• Spec(Z) is a locally complete intersection morphism of relative dimension 
three. 
Let λ be a perfect field of characteristic p. Suppose ω, С St, ® к, г — 0,1,2 define a 
geometric point χ : Spec(fc) —> X. Let us define the following numbers: 
σ,(χ) = άίτη^ω,/αΐω,+ι)) 
τ,(χ) = dim f c (M,/a(M 1 + i) + ω,) 
for t = 0,1. The possibihties for (σ,(χ),τ,(χ)) are (1,0), (0,1) and (1,1). Assume χ is the image 
under ƒ of a point ζ : Spec(fc) —• У given by (Spec(fc),Ao —• Ai —» Α2,λ0,λ2,<^). The group 
scheme G, = Кет(А, —» A 1 + i ) , t = 0,1 is isomorphic to μρ,Ζ,/ρΖ or Qp. The relation with the 
numbers cr,(x) and τ,(χ) is the following: 
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isomorphism type of G, 
(σ,(χ),φ)) 
Vv 
(1,0) 
Z / P Z 
(0,1) 
O p 
(1,1) 
This is true since ωα, — UA, /ША1+І
 a n d similarly г,(г) is equal to the dimension of the space of 
invariant differentials on the dual of G,. 
In this way we see that we can define the ordinary locus X""* С XQ = fibre of X over 
Spec(Fp) as follows: Х°та(к) is the set of points χ of X0 such that (σ,(χ),τ,(χ)) is either (1,0) 
or (0,1) for t = 0,1. The preceding discussion shows that 
π "
1
 (ordinary locus of 5(2,ρ) χ Spec(Fp)) = f-l(XOTd) С W χ Spec(Fp) 
A glance at (1) shows that: 
Component of X0 
Zoo 
Zo\ 
Zio 
Zn 
generic value of 
(σο(χ),το(χ)) 
(1,0) 
(1,0) 
(ОД) 
(ОД) 
generic value of 
(а1(х),т1(х)) 
(1,0) 
(ОД) 
(1,0) 
(ОД) 
In particular we see that the ordinary locus Хоті is dense in XQ and hence the same is true 
for 5(2,p). 
The ordinary locus of 5(2,ρ) χ Spcc(Fp) is the disjoint union of 4 parts: 
ordinary locus of 5(2, ρ) χ Spec(Fp) = 5oo II5oi U 5io I I 5 i i . 
The part 5oo can be defined as the image of ƒ _ 1 (Zoo Π X o r d ) under π or as the locus where Go — 
ßp&ndGi ~ μρ. Similar for 5oi,5io and 5] ι. The above arguments show that 5(2, ρ) χ Spec(Fp) 
is the union of the closures of the 5
υ
. Hence if we show that 5,j is irreducible then these 
closures are the components of 5(2,ρ) χ Spec(Fp). A standard argument using the theorem on 
the monodromy of the p-torsion points of the universal abelian scheme over Аг x Spec(Fp) (see 
[Ek] or [FC]) shows that 5¿j is indeed irreducible. 
Let us conclude the discussion of 5 ( 2 ^ ) by exhibiting a geometric point so : Spec(Fp) —» 
5(2, p) which corresponds to the point xo € X(¥p). To do this we remark that the point 
xo € -^(Fp) is characterized by the following property: The map α 2 | ω, : ω, —* 5í¿_2 ® 
Fp is zero for i = 0,1,2. Here we used the constructions of §3 to get modules and maps 
S<2 ® Fp ->• 5ίι ® Fp -f 5<o ® Fp -» St-i ® Fp -• 5i_2 ® Fp = 5<2 ® Fp. This means that a 
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geometrie point г : Spec(Fp) —» У given by (Зрсс(Гр),Ло -^ A\ -^ Α2,λο,λ2,^) projects to io 
if and only if 
Ker(a 2 : Ac —» Αι) ~ ap χ ap 
Кег(Лі - ^ Л 2 ^ * Α\ - ^ / l Ì ) ~ a p x a p . 
We сап construct such a system (AQ —> A\ —* ^2,λο,λι) as follows. Let E be a supersingular 
elliptic curve over Fp. Put /lo = E Χ E and λο equal to the product polarization. We put 
Аг = E X E/up χ Op and A\ = Ло/αρ where we embed Qp ·-> £ X £ = Ло by the map 
(1,7) : Op <—• Op X ttp С E У. E for some 7 e Fp. As in the proof of Proposition 1.7 we get Аг on 
A2 for free. If 7 P + 1 = —1 then Ker(j4i —* Ai Д Aj —* A\) wiU be isomorphic to ap χ ûp (see 
[MB] or [КО]). 
For general g we have the following questions: 
- If g > 3 is it still true that S(g,p) is flat over Spec(Z)? 
- If g > 3 is it still true that the ordinary locus is dense in the fibre of S(g,p) over Spec(Fp)? 
We expect that the answer to both questions is yes. If this is so then the same reasoning as 
above will show that S(g,p) x Spec(Fp) has 2 s components. 
For general g also, it should be possible to construct a compactification of S(g,p) using the 
methods of [FC]. 
In a recent preprint [CN] C. Chai and P. Norman consider the moduli stack of triples 
(A,X,H2 С A[p]) where A is an abelian variety of dimension two, λ is a principal polarization 
and H2 С A\p] is an isotropic subgroup scheme of order p 2 . They compute the leading terms of 
the equations defining the local moduli space in characteristic ρ and show in this way that one 
gets a Cohen-Macaulay algebraic stack. Our stack <S(2,p) maps to theirs simply by forgetting 
about the subgroup scheme Hi. This map is surjective and generically finite; it blows up only in 
the points (A, X, #3) where II2 — Op x ap. It seems that the singularities of our moduli problem 
are somewhat milder as theirs and that it is easier to describe them. 
Finally, let us report on some of the calculations we did for the case g = 3. The point 
XQ € -X'(Fp) is also characterized by the fact that it is stabilized by the whole group G x Spec(Fp). 
We computed the equations defining a neighbourhood of a point χ € -^(Fp) stabilized by the 
group G x Spec(Fp) for the case g = 3. These computations suggest that X is flat over Spec(Z) 
and that the ordinary locus is dense in Λ" χ Spec(Fp) (but we did not give a complete proof). 
However, it is definitely not true that X is a locally complete intersection over Spec(Z) or that 
X X Spec(Fp) is the union of smooth components as is the case for g = 2. 
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Finite flat group schemes in characteristic ρ 
and Dieudonné modules 
A. J. de Jong* 
Introduction 
This article stems from an attempt of the author to understand commutative finite flat p-group 
schemes in characteristic ρ and in particular whether or not it is possible to describe them in 
terms of Dieudonné modules. 
Let SQ —* Spec(F7,) be a scheme of characteristic p. Let C( l ) s 0 be the category of commu-
tative finite flat group schemes over So killed by p. 
If So is the spectrum of a perfect field к then classical Dieudonné theory gives us a con-
travariant functor G ~-» M(G) of C( l ) s 0 into the category of finite dimensional fc-vectorspaces. 
Since there is a canonical isomorphism M(G^) = M(GYP>, the module M(G) is endowed with 
the action of Frobenius F and Verschiebung V. The functor G ~-> (M(G), F, V) is an anti 
equivalence of C( l ) s 0 with the category of triples (M,F,G), where M is a finite dimensional 
fc-vectorspace and F : Л/' р ' —• M, resp. V : M —• М ' р ' are linear maps such that F о V = О 
and V o F = 0. 
For arbitrary schemes So —* Spec(Fp) a natural candidate for the target category of a 
similar functor is the category M{l)so of triples (M,F, V), where M is a locally free öso" 
module of finite rank and F : М^ —• M, resp. V : M —* М^ are Oso"l¡ n e a r maps such 
that F о V = 0 and V о F = 0. Indeed, for any So there already exist anti-equivalences of 
categories α : С{ =0)5о -• M(V=0)so and ω : C(F=0)so -• M(F=0)So; here C{V=0)So 
(resp. C(F—0)s
o
) denotes the full subcategory of C ( l ) 5 0 consisting of group schemes whose 
Verschiebung (resp. Frobenius) is zero and similar for M(V—Q)s0 (resp. M(F=0)so) (see §2). 
Hence our aim is to construct a functor M : C ( l ) s 0 —• M(l)so which is compatible with α 
and ω. We do not construct such a functor for arbitrary schemes So and neither do we know 
whether this is always possible. 
Suppose we are given a scheme S, flat over Spec(Z/p 2Z), such that So = V(p) С S. In 
§3 we construct a functor Ms from C(l)s0 into the category of finitely generated Cso-niodules 
using the scheme S. It is exact (Theorem 3.10); in §5 we show that it is compatible with the 
functors α and ω and in §6 we show that there is a natural isomorphism 
MS(GD) = 7iom0so(Ms(G),Os0). 
* Supported by the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (N.W.O.), in the project 
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The construction of M s is functorial in the pair (5, SO) and hence we can define a canonical 
isomorphism Ms(G^ p ' ) = Ms{GYp^ if the Frobenius endomorphism of So can be lifted to a 
morphism of schemes f s : S -* S. In §8 it is proven that Ms(G) is a locally free Os0-module 
for any G e ob C ( l ) s 0 if such a lift f s exists. 
Therefore we get our functor Ms : C(l)s
a
 -* A<(l)so if a. pair (S,fs) as above exists. 
Suppose that So is the spectrum of a Noetherian complete local ring whose residue field has a 
finite p-basis. In this case the functor Ms induces an equivalence of the full subcategory of C ( l ) s 0 
consisting of group schemes which have multiplicative part equal to zero and a corresponding 
subcategory of M(\)so (Theorem 9.3). If the residue field is perfect then we can show under 
some additional hypotheses on (S, fs) that Ms : C(l)so —* M ( l ) s o i s a n equivalence (Theorem 
10.2). 
In the article, we do not restrict ourselves to the case of group schemes killed by p. To 
illustrate this, let us mention a corollary of our Theorem 10.2. Suppose R = W(k)[[xi, ...,x
n
]]/I, 
where ƒ is a Zp-flat ideal. Further we suppose there exists an endomorphism σ : R —> R with 
<т(г) = r p mod pR for all г € R such that и and 7 are nilpotent (see §10). In this case the 
category of p-divisible groups over 8рес(Я/рЯ) is equivalent to the category of triples (M, F, V) 
where M is a free Ä-module of finite rank and F : Μ ®
σ
 R —• R, resp. V : M —* M ®
σ
 R are 
Ä-linear maps such that F о V = ρ and V o F = p. The conditions on й and 7 are satisfied for 
example if R/pR is reduced and σ(χ,) = χ,ρ mod I. 
The methods employed in this article are those of crystalline cohomology. We use exten­
sively the results and methods developped by P. Berthelot, L.Breen and W. Messing in their 
book Théorie de Dieudonné Crystalline II ([BBM]). For example our functor Ms is defined as 
Ms(G) := &ÌS 0 /E(£>3SO/E)(SO.S,-T) · 
The results of this article can therefore be interpreted as results on the crystalline Dieudonné 
functor G ~» D(G) (or at least on the filtered Dieudonné modules) although we did not formulate 
them in that way. 
Notation and conventions 
- All group schemes will be commutative group schemes. 
- We use the sign = to denote canonical isomorphisms. 
- The prime number ρ is fixed throughout the article. 
- We say that S is a scheme of characteristic ρ if there exists a morphism S —> Spec(Fp). 
- A sheaf of ös-modules is called finite locally free if it is locally free and finitely generated. 
- The rank of a finite locally free sheaf or a finite flat group scheme over S is a locally constant 
function on S. 
- A lot of notation and conventions are taken from [BBM], which is our main reference. 
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1. Finite flat group schemes 
Let 5 be a scheme. In this section we recall some definitions and results on finite flat group 
schemes over 5 . 
We will work in the fppf topology on the category of schemes over 5 . A group scheme over 
5 will be identified with the sheaf of abelian groups it gives rise to. A sequence G' —* G —• G" 
of group schemes over S will be called exact if the associated sequence of sheaves is exact. 
Let φ : G —• G' be a morphism of finite flat group schemes over S. The sheaves of abelian 
groups Ker(<^), 1т(ф) and Coker(<^) are in general not representable by finite flat group schemes 
over S. However, if one of them is so representable then they idi are. Such а φ will be called 
admissible. 
Proposition 1.1. A sequence of finite flat group schemes 
G ' J U G ^ G " 
is exact if and only if φφ — 0 and for every closed point s € 5 the sequence G', —• G, —• G" is 
exact. The morphisms φ and φ are then admissible. 
Proof. The kernel of a morphism of group schemes is representable. Consider the morphism of 
5-schemes G' —• Ker(V'). For any closed point s € 5 the morphism G's —> Кет(ф)3 is flat as it is 
a surjection of group schemes over a field. Hence we can apply the criterion of flatness per fibre 
(EGA IV 11.3.11) to see that the morphism G' -» Ker(V>) is flat and that Ker(V>) is flat over S. 
Thus φ is admissible and as Im(i^) = Ker(V>) follows from the above, the sequence is exact and 
φ is admissible also. D 
Duality 1.2. (See [CGS].) For a finite flat group scheme G over S we define its dual GD by the 
formula 
GD = Hom(G,G
m
,s). 
This sheaf is representable by a finite flat group scheme over 5. The evaluation morphism 
ev : G —> GDD = H o m ( f t o m ( G , G
m
, s ) , G
m
, s ) 
is an isomorphism. The functor G ~» GD defines a duality of the category of finite flat group 
schemes over 5. The dual sequence of an exact sequence is exact; consequently the dual of an 
admissible morphism is admissible. 
Suppose 5 is a scheme of characteristic p. We denote by /5 the Frobenius endomorphism 
of 5. For any group scheme G over 5 we write G ^ for the pullback of G by /5. The Frobenius 
morphism of G is the morphism of group schemes Fa · G —• G ' p ' which is simply the Frobenius 
morphism of the scheme G over S. If G is finite flat over S then the Verschiebung of G is the 
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morphism Va : G^ —• G is defined by the formula Va = (FGD)D. We have Fa o VQ = p-idG{,·, 
and VQ О FQ = ρ · ida- Any morphism of finite flat group schemes φ : G -* G' induces a 
commutative diagram 
G Is. с«"* -^» G 
[Φ [
φ
ω [Φ. 
С ££; (G')(P) ^ G' 
Let 5 be an arbitrary scheme. We denote by C ( n ) s the category of finite flat group schemes 
over 5 which are killed by pn. 
We recall the definition of truncated Barsotti-Tate groups (see [Me] I 3.4 and [IL] 1.1). 
Definition 1.3. A truncated Barsotti-Tate group of level η on 5 is a finite flat group scheme 
G over 5 such that: 
(1) G is killed by p n and Z/pnZ-flat, 
(2) (if η = 1) if 5o := V{p) С 5 and Go = G χ s So then the sequence Go - ^ G ^ ) -^- Go is 
exact. 
We will denote by BT(n)s the category of truncated Barsotti-Tate groups of level η on 5. 
R e m a r k s 1.4. 
1) The kernel of multiplication by p " on an abelian scheme over 5 is a truncated Barsotti-Tate 
group of level η on S (see [Me] I 3.4). 
2) The kernel of pk on a truncated Barsotti-Tate group of level η with η > к is a truncated level 
Jfc Barsotti-Tate group (see [Me] II 3.3.11). 
3) By a theorem of Raynaud ([BBM] Theorem 3.1.1) any finite flat group scheme over S can 
locally in the Zariski topology on 5 be embedded into an abelian scheme. It follows that if S is 
the spectrum of a local ring then the category C(n)s is generated by the category BT(n)s· 
4) The dual of a truncated Barsotti-Tate group is a truncated Barsotti-Tate group of the same 
level. 
To a finite flat group scheme G over 5 there are associated a number of sheaves of 
Cs-modules. Let us recall two of these: 
aG := Hom(G,Gais) = {x € 0G | μ(χ) = χ ® 1 + 1 ® a:} 
where μ : ÖG -* 0G ®Os ®с ' s the comultiplication and 
ω
α
 := o*(fìb/s) = la/ih 
the sheaf of invariant 1-forms of G over S. Неге о : S —> G is the zero section and IG С OQ is 
the augmentation ideal. 
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Both α and ω give contravariant functors of the category of finite flat group schemes over 
5 into the category of quasi-coherent Os-modules. The sheaf ωά is finitely generated as an 
Os-module. 
Proposition 1.5. 
(1) There is a canonical isomorphism OQ = HOTIIOSÌUQD,Os)· 
Assume 5 lies over Spec(Fp). 
(2) If FQ = 0 then UQ is finite locally free. Dually, if VQ = 0 then QG is finite locally free. 
(3) If G € ObBT{\)s then QG and ωα are finite locally free. 
Proof. See [MM] 14.4 for a proof of (1). See SGA 3 VIU 7.4 for a proof of (2). The proof of 
(3) can be found in [Me] II, see also [IL] 2.2.1. D 
2. Group schemes killed by F or V 
In this section S will be a scheme over Fp. We recall the description of group schemes G over 5 
with Fa - 0 as given in SGA 3 VII A . 
For any Os-module M we write ΛΊ'ρ) for the pullback of M via the Frobenius morphism: 
M^ = fs-M. If M is finite locally free then we have an injection 
Mir) — S y m p ( X ) . 
It sends 1 0 m G Os ®
r
^
s
 M = • /Ví(p) t o m P e Sym p (X) . 
Suppose we have a pair (M, F) where M is a finite locally free sheaf of Os-moduIes and 
F : Л4^ —• M a homomorphism of C?s-modules. Put 
A(M,F) = Sym'(M)/3 
where 3 is the ideal generated by elements x—F(x) for local sections χ in М^ С Symp(.M). The 
sheaf of Cs-aJgebras А(Лі, F) can be made into a sheaf of Hopf algebras with comultiplication 
μ : A(M, F) - A(M, F) ® 0 î A(M,F) 
which is defined by μ(τη) = 7 n ® l + l ® m f o r m a local section of M. 
If S — Spec(Ä) and Г(5,Лі) is a free Ä-module with basis { x i , . . . , z m } and F(l ® xt) — 
Ea:tXj then the Hopf algebra T(S,A(M, F)) is simply ñ [ i i , . . . , i m ] / ( x f - Σα^ΐ ; ) with μ(χ,) — 
Xi®l+l®x,. 
Let us agree to denote the group scheme over 5 defined by A(Ai,F) by G(Ai,F). 
Lemma 2.1. The group scheme G(M, F) is finite flat of rank pd where d = ranko
s
(A^). This 
group scheme has zero Verschiebung and there exists a canonical isomorphism aG(M,F) = M-
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Proof. This is easily verified using the explicit description of А(Лі,Р) given above. D 
Much more is true. If G 6 ObC(l ) s has Vc — 0 then we know that α σ is finite locally 
free (Proposition 1.5). The canonical isomorphism OQ — aG(P) composed with the morphism 
α{Γα) : «cd·) —• ασ defines a map α ^ ' —> а д . 
Proposition 2.2. There exists a canonical isomorphism 
G = G ( O G , a ( G p ) - + a G ) . 
The above constructions yield an anti-equivalence of categories: 
The category of <—> The category of pairs 
G € ObC( l ) s with VG = 0 (M,F) as above. 
Proof. This is a special case of Theorem 7.4 SGA 3 V I I A - Ü 
Example 2.3. The Verschiebung of the group scheme Z/pZs is equal to zero. We can identify 
7{om(Z/pZs,Os) with Os via φ ι—• φ(ί) e Os· Then О^ = Os-l®l and Z/pZs corresponds 
to the pair (Os, 1 ® 1 '—>· 1). 
Dually, we get that G € ObC(l)s with FQ = 0 are classified by the pairs (ωα,^α —* Wa )· 
Here the map ωα —• ω^? is the composition of the map ÙÌCVG) : ωα —> aíG(p) with the canonical 
isomorphism wG(F) = u>G . 
Example 2.4. The group scheme μ ρ ^ is kiUed by Frobenius. We see that ωμρ s = Os · ^ if 
we write μ
Ρ:
5 =Spec(Os[<]/(íp - 1)) with comultiplication ί i-t· t ® t. Then J$tS = O^ · f a n d 
ßPts corresponds to the pair (Os • γ, γ >-» 1 ® γ ) . 
Remark 2.5. The canonical isomorphism Z/pZg = ßpts gives rise to an isomorphism 
«Z/pZs — tHomosibJ^^Os) 
via Proposition 1.5. Under the identifications Os = 0!Z/ipZs and Os = ш^
р s
 made in examples 
2.3 and 2.4 this map is transformed into the canonical map 
Os^Homo
s
(Os,O
s
). 
3. Some p r o p e r t i e s of £xtlSo/z(G,Zs0/^) 
In this section and in the rest of the article we will use the notations and results of Berthelot, 
Breen and Messing from their book Théorie de Dieudonné Cristalline II. In fact we will use the 
methods developed there to define a Dieudonné module theory and prove some theorems on it. 
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Situation 3.1. Fix τι S N. In the following we will consider diagrams 
S0 — 5 
I I 
^ i '—> Σ
η
+ ι 
where Σ* = Spec(Z/p'cZ) and the morphism S —> Σ „ + ι is flat. Further we demand thai 
So = Σι X E « + 1 S, in other words So •= V(p) С S. 
Let Σ = Spec(Zp). There is a unique divided power structure 7 on the ideal p ö s С Os 
which is compatible with the canonical divided power structure on pÖ£. In this way we get an 
object (So, 5,7) of CRlS(So/Z). 
Definition 3.2. We define the contravariant functor 
Ms : C(n)So0 —• U0d(ös/pnOs) 
by 
Ms(G) := & < S 0 / E ( G , 3 5 O / E ) ( . Ç 0 I J ; I 7 ) 
fo rG€ObC(7 i ) s 0 . 
Remarks 3.3. 
1) A priori Ms{G) is an ös-module but as pn is zero on G it is an C?s/pn(3s-rnodule. 
2) We use the fppf topology, but another topology would give the same result. See [BBM] 
Corollaire 2.3.11. 
3) If U С S is an open subsrheme then there are canonical identifications Mu{G Xs0 Uo) = 
^ 5 ( G ) u · (Use 1.3.3.8 of [BBM]). 
Proposition 3.4. 
1) If ƒ : A —• So is an abelian scheme then Ms(A[pk]) (k < n) is a locally free ös/pfcC>s-module 
of rank 2 • dims0 A. 
2) If G is a p-divisible group over So then Ms(G\pk]) (k < n) is a locally free ös/p f cös-module 
of rank the height of G. 
Proof. The exact sequence on So 
0 —• A\pk] —> A -Ù A — 0 
gives rise to an exact sequence of sheaves on ΟΕΙ8(5ο/Σ) 
0 «— £E<L/E№USO/E) «— &<S0/EU^S„/E) ¿- fei^/sU.as./r) 
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by [BBM] 1.1.7 and 2.5.8(i). We deduce from this the exact sequence of sheaves on S 
0 <— MS(A{pk]) *— £ Ε < 5 Ο / ς : ( 4 , 3 5 0 / Ε ) ( 5 Ο , 5 , 7 ) ¿- ^So/EU^So/EÍtScS.-y)· 
From the exact sequence 
0 — Οίο/Σ — Os0/t — G^ — 0 
we get (use again 2.5.8) 
0 — &^
o/EU,asb/E) — ЦА) — iso/=-(ûrts0(^ee.sb)) —» 0. 
In particular 
^ 5 „ / E U , ? 5 0 / E ) ( S O , S , 7 ) = Ker(D(^) (s0,s,7) —* ¿ .Л 1 / .Ou) 
where i' denotes the inclusion So '-+ •S'. Because on 5o we have the locally split exact sequence 
0 — ω
Α
 — D(>l)s0 — Я .Ол — 0 
we can choose locally on 5 a basis {si,...,S2 9} of В(Л)(50 і.сл) such that (ä, is the image of a,-
m D ( A ) s J 
a) S i , « 2 , · · · , « , generatew^ С ß(/l)so 
b) 3 J + i , . . .,&23 project to a basis of Д 1 /»Од. 
Then we see that Ms(i4[pfc]) has locally the basis {si,· · ч ^ Р ^ + ь · · - t P ^ s ) mod ρ*(βι, . . .,Sg, 
psg+i,...,psig). 
The proof in the case of a p-divisible group is the same except that one has to use Propo­
sitions 3.3.2, 3.3.4 and 3.3.5 of [BBM]. D 
Proposition 3.5. 
1) If G € ObC(7i)s0 is embedded into an abelian scheme A over So and В = A/G then the 
sequence 
0 «— Ms(G) — Ms(A[pn}) «— Ms{B\pn]) 
is exact. 
2) The module Ms(G) is an ös-module of finite type. Its formation commutes with base change 
TT : Τ —» S where Τ is flat over Σ
η + ι : 
MT(GxSoT0) = ir*Ms(G). 
3) If G e ObC(ik)s0 and к < η then for S' = V{pk+1) Д S we have i.Ms'(G) = MS(G). 
Proof. The exact sequence ([BBM] 1.1.7) 
0 —^ G ^ A —+ В ^ 0 
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gives rise to the following commutative diagram with exact rows 
0 <— Ms(G) — £zt1So/z(A,Zso/v)iSo,Sn) 4— btso/zUi'Zso/rìiSo.s.i) 
II 1 I 
Ms(G) «— Ms(A\p»]) — Ms(B\pn]). 
From this we see the result. 
Locally on 5o we can embed G into an abelian scheme. Therefore, by 1) and Proposition 
3.4, Ms(G) is of finite type. Let us now define the morphism 7r*Ms(G) —>· MT(GT0)· For any 
G we have 
MT(GT0) = ¿^Тп/Е^То'Зто/Е^Го.ТУу) - £г<
Тп
^
т
(Сто,?То/т)(Т0,Гл) 
- ^So /E^ .^So /EÍ íTcT, - , ) 
(twice [BBM] 1.3.3.8). We get a map 
'
I
'
_ 1 £ E Í S O / E ( S , 3 S O / E ) ( S O , S , - Í ) > εχ1\ο/Σ(&^50/Σ){Το,Τ,Ί) 
because £ r í s o / E (G ,a S ( ) / E ) is a sheaf on CRIS(5O/E). (See [BBM] 1.1.3.) We compose these 
maps to get 
n^MsiG) — MTÍGT») 
which induces 
T'MS(G) —v M T ( G T 0 ) . 
Claim. If A is an abelian scheme over So then the map 
π'Μ(Α[ρη}) — М
т
( Д
Т о
[ Я ) 
is an isomorphism. 
To prove this we consider the diagram 
0 — * η*εχ115ο/Σ(Α,Ζ50/Σ)(5ο,5η) — Т ' ^ 1 5 О / Е Ц , С » 5 0 / Е ) ( 5 „ , 5 Л ) —» *'ЛЧ*Ол ^ О 
1 I I 
0 — &«То/Е(а2оЛГо/Е)(То,Т,7) — &'ТО/Е(^1Ь.ОТО/Е)(ТО,ТЛ) — > & Ы*ОА
ТО
 — О . 
Неге the vertical arrows are defined with the same method as we used for Ms(G). It is eas­
ily seen that the upper row is exact. The middle vertical arrow is an isomorphism because 
^ S O / E ^ Í C ' S O / E ) = ІХ^) is a crystal in C?5
o/E-modules ([BBM] 2.5.6) and the right vertical 
arrow for example by [BBM] 2.5.2. So the left vertical arrow is an isomorphism too. Our claim 
follows from the diagram with exact rows: 
0 4— T'(Ms(A\pn])) +— 7Г*&4
о/Е(4,а50/Е)(50.5л) ^ τ·&<5ο/Ε(4,350.Ε)(5„,5,7) 
I I- i= 
0 <— MT{ATo\pn]) <— ^ Т О / Е О Н - З Т О / Е Н Д У , ) — &«ТО/Е(І2О'ЗГ0/Е)(:Г„,Т,7). 
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The question whether K*MS(G) —» MT(GTO) is an isomorphism for general G € ObC(7i)s0 
is local in the Zariski topology on S, so we may assume that G is embedded into an abelian 
scheme A over 5o. Put В = A/G. The result follows from the above and the commutative 
diagram with exact rows 
0 «— r'M
s
(G) +— 7r*Ms(A[p"]) <— 7r*Ms(5[pn]) 
I 1- 1= 
0 « _ M T ( G T 0 ) *— M T (A T o [p"]) 4— Мг(Дто[рп])· 
The third statement of the proposition is proved in the same manner as the second statement 
of the proposition. Let us simply define the arrow Ms(G) —> i.Ms'iG) and leave the rest of the 
argument to the reader. The morphism (ids0,i) : (So,S',f) —• (So,S,7) induces a morphism 
([BBM] 1.1.3) 
P,dSB,i •
 г
'
_ 1
^5о/Е(А35о/Е)(50,5,-т) • & ' S 0 / E ( S > 3SB/Z\S0,S· Л ) · 
Via adjunction we get the desired map. D 
Proposition 3.6. If G 6 ObBT(k)sD {k < n) then Ms(G) is a locally free Os/phOs module 
of rank height(G). 
Proof. We only have to prove this when S is the spectrum of a local ring. Let us assume this 
is so and put h — height (G). 
Let X —• Σ
η + ι be the scheme representing the functor 
Sch/E
n+i —• (Sets) 
kk 
Τ ι—• The set of Hopf algebra structures on Oj· such that the associated 
group scheme is an object of ВТ(к)т· 
The scheme X is of finite type over Σ
η
+ ι . It is even smooth over Σ
η + ι because by a theorem of 
Grothendieck there are no obstructions to deforming a truncated Barsotti-Tate group (see [IL] 
Theorem 4.4). 
Let Xo = Spec(Fp) X E „ + I X and let Go be the universal group scheme over X restricted to 
Xo- If we choose a basis of π.CO (π : G —> 5o the structural morphism) then we get a morphism 
fo '• Go —* -Xo and an isomorphism /gGo —* G. Also, because X —• Σ
η + ι is smooth, there 
exists a lift ƒ : S —• X of fo- Thus by Proposition 3.5 we only have to prove the proposition for 
the sheaf Mx(Go)· 
Since the morphism .X"o —> Spec(Fp) is of finite type, the completions of the local rings of XQ 
at its closed points are Noetherian complete local rings with perfect residue fields. Over these 
rings we can find a Barsotti-Tate group H with H[pk] ~ Go restricted to these rings (see [IL] 
Theorem 4.4). Hence it follows from Proposition 3.4 that MX(GQ) is locally free over öx/pkOx 
of rank h = height (G) at all the closed points of Χ. Π 
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The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of the following. 
Theorem 3.7. The functor 
Ms : C(n)
s
° —» Uod(O
s
/pnOs) 
is exact. That is: it transforms exact sequences into exact sequences. G 
By Proposition 1.1 we only have to show that a short exact sequence of C(n)s0 
0 — > G' —* G — G" — • О 
is transformed into a short exact sequence of CTj-modules by our functor Ms· The sequence 
0 —> Ms(G") —» Ms(G) —> Ms(G') —» 0 
is exact in the middle by the very definition of the functor M s . 
Let us show that the arrow on the right is surjective. The question is local in the Zariski 
topology on S so we may assume that G is embedded into an abelian scheme A over So· 
The composition G' —> G —» A[pn] is injective. Hence, by Proposition 3.5, we get that the 
composition Ms(.A[p"]) —» Ms(G) —y Ms(G') is surjective. The result follows. 
To show that the arrow on the left is injective is more difficult. Let us look at the long 
exact sequence of ext-sheaves: 
. . . —>'HomSo/x(G,3sc,/z)(So,s)-L>'Homs0/i:(G',3so/z)(So,s)—>Ms(G")—•Afs(G)—•... 
We have to prove that 7 is surjective. 
Lemma 3.8. For all G € 0bC(7i)s0 the canonical map 
'Woms0/E(G,350/E)(s0,s) —* WomSo/E(G,Os0/j;)(50 i5) 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof. We only have to prove that the morphism 
Komso/ziG,OSO/E)(SO,S) —> ftoms«/z(G,Ga)<s*.s) 
is zero. 
Suppose φ e Τ(υ,7ίοτη5ο/Σ(0_, O S 0 / E ) ) = Homcro/utëi, Ou0/u) where U С S is open affine. 
Take a lift Gu over U of Gu0 over Uo as a finite flat scheme. This is possible as Gu0 —* Uo 
is a finite flat locally complete intersection morphism (see SGA 3 III 4.15) and there are no 
obstructions to deforming such over our affine U (use [1112] III 2.1.7 and III 3.2.6; see also [BBM] 
Lemma 1.1.9). 
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The element idcu e Γ(((7ι/0, Gu), G.) is mapped t o a n element ζ :=φ(ίάαυο)€ Г(Сі/ ,осу) · 
Under the identifications 
Homt/
o / l /(£,Ga) = Homi, e (Gi, 0 ,G e i l / e ) = {χ € ΐχσυ,,σσ«,,,) Ι μ ( ι ) = 1 ® x + ι ® 1} 
(see [BDM] Proposition 2.3.12) φ is mapped to the class of χ in Οα
υ
/ρΟα
υ
 = ®о
ио
· 
However, as G € ObC(n)s0 we have ρηΊάα
υ
 = 0 and this implies pnx = 0. Since OGU is 
Z/pn + 1Z-flat it follows that χ e ροο
υ
· Hence the image of φ is zero. D 
Let us put S' := V(pn) С 5. For any sheaf ƒ" of Ö5o/E-modules on CRIS(5O/S) we see 
•^(So.So)! -^(So.s') an<i -^(So.s) as sheaves of CTc-modules on 5 . Let us write ΡΒ^,ΤΒ1 and Ts for 
these sheaves. We always have the canonical maps (see [BBM], page 11) 
ϊs —• Τ s· —• ^"So· 
L e m m a 3.9. For any G g ObC(n)s 0 the map 
D(G)s —» D(G)s' 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof. As usual we may assume that G is embedded into an abelian scheme Л over SQ. We 
put В = A/G and look at the commutative diagram 
р
п
ЦА)5 — рпЩВ)5 
ι I 
0 <— D(G)s «— D(A)s — ВД
в 
I 1 1 
0 ^— D(G)s. «— D(A)s. — D(5)s< 
1 I 
о о . 
This diagram has exact rows and columns. The map рпЩА)з —• IXG)s is zero because G € 
ObC(n)s0 · The result follows by a diagram chase. D 
Let us denote temporarily by H(G) the sheaf Τίοτη50/ς(Ω.,Ο50/ς) for G G ObC(7i)s0. 
Proposition 3.10. For any G e ObC(n)s 0 the morphism 
V " : D(G)s' — H(G)s. 
of [BBM], pp.173-174 is an isomorphism. 
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Theorem 3.7 follows from this. Indeed, we have to show that the map 7 of page 54 is 
surjective. By Lemma 3.8 this is equivalent to the surjectivity of 
H(G)s — . H(G')5. 
However, by the long exact sequence of ext-sheaves this is equivalent to injectivity of the map 
D(G")s — B(G)s. 
We apply Lemma 3.9 and Proposition 3.10 to see that this is equivalent to injectivity of 
H(G")s' —* H(G)s. 
and this is true by the definition of H. 
To prove Proposition 3.10 wc first need another lemma. 
Lemma 3.11. For any G € ObC(Ti)s0 there exists a canonical isomorfism к : 11(0)5· —* H(G)s. 
The composition 
H(G)s —» H(G)s' — * H(G)s 
is equal to multiplication by p. 
Proof. For any open subscheme U' С S', let U С S denote the corresponding open subscheme 
of 5. A section φ € T(U', H(G)si) can be interpreted as a homomorphism of G into Ощ/и· 
on CRIS(l/0/t/')· Let {V,T,6) be an object of CRIS(í/o/í/)- Then (Κ,Γ χυ U',8) will be an 
object of CRIS(t/o/t/')> thus for any χ e G(V) we have φ(χ) 6 Γ(Γ χ
υ
 U',Ou·)· Take a lift 
Ф(х) € Г(Т, От) then ρ · φ(χ) will be an element in Г(Т, От) independent of the coice of ф(х) 
and in this way we get a homomorphism G(V) —• Г(Т, От)- This construction gives us an 
element к(ф) G r ( t f ,H(G)s) . 
We remark that the second statement is an immediate consequence of this constuction. 
An analogous construction can be used to construct a map Ts· —>• Fs for the sheaf Τ = 
Homos
 /s(D(Gn),Os0/s)- As p " is zero on GD and S is flat over Σ η + ι it is easily seen that 
this map will be an isomorphism. 
To finish the proof we simply remark that the isomorphism Φ^χ, of [BBM] 5.2.7.1 induces 
a commutative diagram 
Fs' —• ·7\5 
I·«- [*°° 
H(G)s. — H(G)s. 
G 
Remark 3.12. The fact that к is an isomorphism can also be proved without using the 
isomorphism Ф^о- Choosing Zariski locally on So an exact sequence ^ [ p " ] —• Λι[ρη] —> G —> 0, 
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we see that we are reduced to the case G = A[pn] for some abelian scheme A over 5o· Let 
M = lKA)s. We have H(G)s = K e r ( p " | M ) and H(G)s< = M/pnM. The map к corresponds to 
the map " p " : M/pnM —> K e r ( p n | M ) which is an isomorphism since Os is Z/p"+ 1Z-flat and M 
is a locally free Os-module. 
Proof of Proposition 3.10. We may assume that G is the kernel of a homomorphism 
α : A —» В of abelian schemes over So· Let β : В —» A be the unique homomorphism such that 
ao β = pn • Ίάβ and β о a = pn • іал· 
Claim. In this situation we have an exact sequence 
т 4\ " ^ і т " ( " ' т ^ V-^ním 
Ώ(Α)5· —• ЩВ)з> —• ЩА)5· —• ЩВ)5· • 
Consider the following commutative diagram with exact rows 
0 — H(G)s· — D(B)s' " ^ ' D(i4)s· — D(G)s' —• 0 
•Î I î Î 
0 —* H(G)s —f ЦВ)5 Ц-^ lKA)s — D(G)s —• 0 
Suppose χ £ H(G)s' = Ker(D(Q)5/). Choose i € D(5)s lifting x. Choose у € D(/4)s such that 
pny = O(a)s(x). This is possible because ЩА)з is a locally free ös-module. We have x' = 
x-O(ß)s{y) € Ker(D(o)s). Hence χ = w(x') + O{ß)s-(y'). In other words a; = px" + B(ß)s·(у') 
for a certain x" € H(G)s' by Lemma 3.11. The same holds for x" hence χ = p 2 x" ' + Im(B(/?)). 
Continuing like this we see that Im(D(/3)s') = Ker(D(a)s'). The same arguments show that 
Im(D(a)5.) = Ker(B(/?)s')· 
From this we see that we get an isomorphism 
D(G)s' — H(G)s' 
by the following procedure: for any s e D(G)s· take a lift s € O(A)s· • Then Ό(β)(5) € 
Ker(D(o)) = H(G)s' • To prove our proposition we have to show that " p n " is equal to this map. 
To do this we proceed as follows. A section s in D(G)s' corresponds to an extension 
0
 —» <9s0/s' —* E —» G — О 
on CRIS(5o/5). A lift 5 in O(A)si of« corresponds to an extension 
0 —* Oso/s· — È —» A —• 0 
which gives E after pullback with the map G —» A. Multiplication by pn on E induces a 
homomorphism φ : A —• E. Then we see that we have a commutative diagram 
0 ^ G —> A -^ В —* 0 
I I* I» 
0 —• Os0/s' —» В — A —* 0 
We leave it to the reader to deduce from this that "pn"s = D(/3)(S). D 
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4. Invar ian t differentials and £xt1So/E(G,jSo/ì:) 
Let 5 be a scheme where ρ is locally nilpotenl. In [BBM] there is constructed a canonical 
isomorphism 
ωα —• &fs/E(í2,CfG/£)s 
where G is a smooth group scheme over S and ωα is the sheaf of translation invariant differentials 
on G. In this section we will give a second construction of such an isomorphism. 
Let ƒ : G —• S be a smooth group scheme. We have the isomorphism 
&tl
s/x(G,3s/z)s = &Í5/s(<2,Crs/s)s 
so it suffices to work on the site CRIS(5/5). On this site we have the sheaf ffJ^G) described 
by 
T((U,T,6),n-s/s(G)) = G(T). 
The natural map of sheaves 
ts/siG) —* G-
induced by the maps G(T) —> G(U) is surjective as the immersions {/<—>· Τ arc nilimmersions. 
Let us denote its kernel by G(3s/s)-
Suppose η 6 Τ(3,ωα) is an invariant differential l-form on G over S. We are going to 
construct a map 
Φη '• G(3s/s) —• 3s/s· 
Locally on S the ideal IQ С Oc of the zero section of G is generated by a regular sequence 
i i , . . . , írf. Here we can write 
Os[[ib ·•·,*-]] = I i m / . ( O o / / è ) 
к 
and η = Σ/,ίίί, (continuous differentials). As η is closed, there exists a unique expression 
I 
with ai € Os and t(/> = Π ^
= 1 ( ί α ) ' « / ι 0 such that dg = η. Any element χ of T((U,T,6),G(ds/s)) 
defines a morphism OG/IQ —* От for some к and so we get j\,...,jd 6 Зт/іь the images of 
i i , . . . , t¿. We define 
Λ,ΟΟ = SUI. · • -.id) = Σ a/ • Π £
= 1 ( ΐ β - 1)!7..(¿,») 6 J T / U 
this sum is locally finite as ρ is locally nilpotent. 
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Lemma 4 . 1 . The map φ
η
 is a homomorphism. In this way we get an injective morphism of 
ös-modules 
UG '—• ftoros/sCGUls/s)) J s / s ) s · 
Proof. In the ring Os[[t, ® 1,1 ® Í,]] we have the equality μ(η) = η8ι1 + 1®ηΆΒηΊ5& 
translation invariant differential, (μ is the comultiplication ös[[<i]] —· ös[[i , ® 1,1®ί,]] induced 
by the addition on G.) Hence by unicity of g we have μ(ς) = p ® l + l ® f l . The rest is left to 
the reader. О 
The exact sequence 
0 — GQs/s) — *s/s(G) — и — 0 
gives us the desired morphism 
ωσ —> 'Wo"î5/s(<j(3s/s),Cfs/s)s —> £xts/s(G,ds/s)s-
Proposition 4.2. This map is an isomorphism. 
Proof. We already have an isomorphism WQ — €xt1s,s(G,Zs/s)s by [BBM] Proposition 2.2.3. 
The morphism ωα —• wc so constructed is injective for any 5 as 'Wom5ys(Tç/s(G),3s/s)s = (0). 
Since it commutes with base change we have that the maps ωα ® k(s) —» u>a ® к(з) for з 6 5 
injective too and hence isomorphisms. By Nakayama's lemma u>a —• WG is an isomorphism. D 
Proposition 4.3. If ƒ : A —> 5 is an abelian scheme the isomorphism constructed above is the 
same as the one constructed in Proposition 2.5.8 of [BBM]. 
Proof. Let us describe the isomorphism constructed in [BBM] Proposition 2.5.8. Any extension 
of Л by Zs/s defines an Xi/s-torsor on CRIS(A/5). This is an element η € Ä1/crie.(CfJ4/s) = 
The isomorfism Ä1/criii»(CF>i/s) = f^\/s c a n be described as follows: let Δ ^ ,
s
 be the first 
infinitesimal neighborhood of Л in Ax s A. Any Cf^^-torsor on CKIS(A/ S) has a unique section 
over (A, A). Let us call it s. The difference pj(.s) — pj(s) on ( Λ , Δ ^ , 5 ) lies in Γ ( Δ ^ , 5 , Z A / S ) — 
r(A,il\/s). 
If we apply this procedure to the extension obtained from η £ ω A via push out with the 
map φτ, then we simply get η back. D 
For any finite flat group scheme G over S wc get a canonical isomorphism 
za : ω
σ
 -^ €xts/l:(G,Zs/z)s 
using the isomorphisms constructed above. In fact for any embedding G <—> Я of G into a 
smooth group scheme we get a diagram with exact rows 
0 < U > G < Ш{{ < Ufí/G 
i 1- 1-
0 «— £4/s(G,3s/s)s — u í ^ ü L Í s / s ) * «— Sxt^sJH/G^s/sh 
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and ZG will be the dotted arrow. One checks that this does not depend on the choice of G "-^ H 
in the usual manner. 
Remark 4.4. The morphism ZQ constructed here is equal to —otxG. (See [BDM] Corollaire 
3.2.6.) We will not use this fact in the sequel. 
5. &^
о/Е(С,а50/Е) a n d g r o u p schemes killed by ρ 
In this section we place ourselves in Situation 3.1 where η = 1. We will study our functor 
Ms : C{\)s0 —» Uoà{OslpOs) = Mod^s«,) 
in more detail. Sheaves of ös-modules killed by ρ are identified with sheaves of C)so- m o d u l e s · 
The exact sequence 
0 — aso/Σ — Os„/5: —» Go. —» 0 
defines a transformation 
Wom( · ,Ga) — & i i
o / E ( • , 3 S O / E ) · 
In particular for G € ObC(l)s 0 we get 
aa = nom(a,Qa)isa,Sn) —> MS(G). 
The identification on the left side is the one of [BBM] Proposition 2.3.12. 
Proposition 5 .1 . The natural transformation of functors а —» M s is injective: for any G € 
ObC(l)s ( ) the map a c —• Ms(G) is injective. 
Proof. We have the exact sequence 
Woms ( )/E(G,Os0/E)(s0,s,7) —> 'HomSo/E(G,Ga)(s0,s,-r) — • Ms(G). 
In the proof of Lemma 3.8 it is shown that the first map is zero. D 
The canonical morphism 
& Ì S O / E ( £ ' 3 S O / E ) ( S O , S ) * £ r í S 0 / E ( ^ ' ^ 0 / E ) s „ 
composed with the natural isomorphism of §4 
ZQ1 :^So/E(fí '^S„/E)so • ω
σ 
gives us a natural transformation of functors Ms —• ω: for any G 6 O b C ( l ) s 0 we get 
Ms{G) —* Ù>G. 
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Proposition 5.2. For any G £ C( l ) s 0 the map Ms(G) —* ωα is surjective; if г € Ms(G) has 
image zero in ωα then it lies in QQ С Ms{G). 
Proof. The question is local on S so we may assume G is embedded into an abelian scheme Л 
over 5o. The commutative diagram 
0 <— ua *— иль] 
Τ ί 
О _ Ms(G) 4— Ms(A\p]) 
shows that is is enough to prove surjectivity for A\p]. We see that it is enough also to prove 
that the map 
& Í S O / E ( 4 5 3 S O / E ) ( 5 0 , S ) • ^« : <SO/E(4 ,3S„/E)SO 
is surjective. This is the case as one sees easily from the proof of Proposition 3.4. 
To prove the second statement consider the following commutative diagram with exact rows 
^ ' s o / E ^ ' ^ o / E ^ S o . S ) < £xtlSo/z(G,3so/v)iS0,S) * 'Нот5о/ъ(0, GJíSo.S) 
I 1 I 
&i1so/E(G,(r)s0/E)s„ — & Í ^ / E ( G , J 5 „ / E ) S „ — Womsb/EUZ,«?«)* 
The two outer vertical arrows are isomorphisms: the one on the right by [DBM] Proposition 
2.3.12, the one on the left by Proposition 4.3.1. Thus any element in the upper middle group 
which maps to zero in the group below it also maps to zero in the group on the left. Hence it 
comes from an element on the right. Quod erat demonstrandum. D 
Remark 5.3. The composition QG —• Ms(G) —• ωα is in general not zero. It can be described 
by 
{x € Oa I ß(x) = χ ® 1 + 1 ® ι } = α σ —• « G = invariant diff. forms on G 
χ ι—• dx. 
Indeed, an element χ € а с defines a map G —* Ga and by functoriality we only have to check 
the formula if G = G
a
 and χ = idßa . Then χ gives rise to the extension 
0 —» 3 S 0 / E — Os„/E — G, — 0 
and we have to see that its restriction to CRlS(So/So) 
0 —• 3s0/So —*• Oso/So —·· G« —• 0 
is the same as the extension constructed in §4 starting with the differential form dT. We can 
identify Ts0/So(G«) w i , ; h Qso/s,, and G a(?So/s0) with 3s0/s0· The map фат will simply be the 
identity and so we are done. 
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Proposition 5.4. 
1) If G € ObC(l)so has Fa = 0 then the canonical map Ms(G) —* ωο is an isomorphism. 
2) If G € ObC(l)s 0 has Vc = 0 then the canonical map aa —• Ms(G) is an isomorphism. 
3) If G € ObBT(l)s0 then Ms{G) is an extension of ω
σ
 by a G . 
Proof. We first prove the second statement. Locally on 5o we can write OQ = Csol^b · · ·>**]/ 
(xf - Ea^i j ) with o G = Os 0 · Χι Θ . . . ® 0So • xk (see §2). We see that ωα = Os0dxi © . . . ® 
Os0dxk/(Ea3,dx:) and that the map QG —* ^a is surjective. The statement follows. 
Dually, if G e ObC(l ) s 0 has FG = 0 then the morphism QQ —> U>G is injective. The first 
statement follows from this. 
If G € ObBT(l)s0 then the map QG —* ωο is zero. Namely, G is the extension 
0 — Ker(FG) —> G — Кег( с) —• О 
and so М 5 (Кег( с)) = акег( с ) - ^ « G -* ω σ -^ ^KeT(Fa) = М5(Квт(Рг,)) is zero. D 
Example 5.5. In particular we have shown that Ms(G) is a finite locally free <Ds0-module in 
these cases (without additional hypothesis on 5) . However, this is not true in general. 
As an example take ρ = 2 and 5 = 8ρβε((Ζ/4Ζ)[ε]/(ε2 - 2)). Let G € ОЬС(1) 5 о be given 
by the Hopf algebra ös0[x]/(x2 — εχ) with comultiplication μ(χ) — χ®1 + 1®χ + εχ®χ. Then 
we have ω
α
 9ί OsJeOs0 · dx and aG 5i Osj£Os0 · ε ι . 
Consider the following sheaf on CRlS(So/S): 
(U,T,6) —y {(χ, г) Ι χ € От, i 6 Іт/и a n d χ2 = εχ where χ is the image of χ in Ou} 
On this sheaf we can define an addition: 
( ¿ i , ¿i) + (¿2 , ¿2) := ( ¿ ι + X2 + £XiX2, ¿1 + »2)· 
Let us denote this sheaf of abelian groups by ƒ". 
Claim. The subsheaf (Î7, Γ, Ä)-+ {(г, г -£¿2(0) I * € /т/с/} of J 7 is a subsheaf of abeHan groups. 
Proof. We simply have to prove that if i j , ¿2 € Ιτ/υ then (ii+t2+c¿ií2i»i— £Í2( , 'i)+ , '2— с^гС'г)) 
is of the form (i, t — εΑ2(*))· We compute 
»1 + »2 + £»1*2 - е*2(«і + »2 + £»1»2) = 
=»1 + ¿2 + ε»ι»2 - e(Í2(*l) + *2(*2) + *2(£«1«2) + *1»2 + ε»ϊ«2 + είιίΐ) 
=¿1 - £Í2(«'l) + »2 - £*2(*2) - f3¿Í¿2(í2) - е2І?І2 - E2¿1*1 
=ii - εΑΐΟΊ) + ¿г - e¿2(*'2)· 
The last terms are zero: for example £2ii¿2 = 2¿j¿2 = 4Ä2(*i)*2 = 0 as we are working over S 
and 0 = 4 € Os- D 
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Let € denote the quotient of ƒ" by this subsheaf. Then € is an extension 
0 —» CTso/s — ε —> G — о 
via the maps i ι-+ class of (0, ¿) and the class of ( ί , ι') ·-> χ € G(U). Also it is not difficult to see 
that the class of € in Ms(G) maps to the element dx 6 U Q . From this it follows that if we prove 
that ε • [S] = 0 in Ms(G) then ε acts as zero on the whole of Ms(G). In particular Ms(G) is 
not a locally free ö s 0 -module. 
Thus we want to show the existence of the dotted arrow in the following diagram 
0 —» CTso/s —» ε — G —ν 0 
•4 .·-"·' 
Jso/S 
The morphism (χ, г) ι-» ei - ex + χ 2 + (—ex + χ 2 ) 2 works. 
The 'same' example can be given for arbitrary p. 
E x a m p l e 5.6. Let us compute for any φ : Z/pZs0 —* Mp.So the morphism Мз(ф) '• Ms^pts0) 
—• Ms(Z/pZs 0 ) . As we have the isomorphisms ωμρ -^+ Ms(/ip) and Ms(Z/pZ) —» az/pz we 
simply have to determine a Л^ € oso s uch that МзіФ) ( γ ) = λψ · e where {e} is the basis of 
oz/pz constructed in Example 2.3. 
Let ε be an arbitrary extension of Z/pZ by Zso/s and suppose £ corresponds to the element 
λ -e in Aís(Z/pZ). The element A € Γ(5ο, Cs¿) can be computed as follows: suppose we have an 
element α 6 Г((5о,5),5) which maps to the element Τ € r ( ( 5 o , 5 ) , Z / p Z c ) = r (5o ) Z/pZs 0 ) . 
SQ 
Then pa lies in Я0((5'0,5),CfSo,s) = pOs = p-Os0. The element A is the element " Ì "-pa € Os«. 
Consider the exact sequence of sheaves on CRIS(5o/5') 
0 — (1 + Jso/s)' — CTso/s — G ^ —» 0. 
Via the homomorphism log: (1 + 3so/s)* —* Zso/s w e get a n extension 
0 —* Jso/s — Psb/s —» < к — 0. 
ГіпаДу if we puUback this extension with the morphism μρ •-> G
m
 we get the element in Ms(/ip) 
which corresponds to the element γ e ω μ ρ ~ Ms{Pp)· 
Let us return to our element φ € Wom50(Z/pZs(),/ip,So)· Put χ = <£(T) 6 Pp(öso)· Using 
the remarks above it is now easy to see that λψ = " £ " · log(xp) where χ G ÖJ is an arbitrary 
lift of χ e O'e . 
The group scheme /ip.So can also be described by the Hopf algebra Os0[y]/{yp) with comul-
tiplication ß(y) = y ® l + l ® y — Bp(y ® 1,1 ® y) where Bp(x, y) e Fp[x, y] is the polynomial 
Bp(x,y)=-[(x + y)p-x''-y^. 
Ρ 
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(See [ОТ], pp. 8,9.) If we describe //p,s0 in this way then μρ(θ50) = {у € 0s„ I У" = 0} with 
addition: yi * У2 = yi + У2 - Яр(і/і,Ы· The element у € <3s0 with yp - 0 corresponds to the 
element 
if we see ^p(C3s0) С ÖJ as usual. Let us now compute " ^ "log(zp) for this element. Take a 
lift у € Os of the element у € Oso · As a lift of 1 we take 
x= l + y + ...+ (p-1) ! · 
Then xp = (1 + у + . •. + 7~пт) Р : = 1 + Pï + î'P· This we can see as follows: write out the 
- 2 - p — 1 
expression ( l + y + ^- + • • · + 7ёгпт)р as a polynomial in y. For the terms of degree < ρ — 1 in у 
this is equal to the terms of degree < p - 1 in the powerscries (exp(l + j/))p = exp(l +py) and so 
equal to 1 + РУ· The coefficient for yp is only important modulo ρ as yp 6 p ö s ; it is easily seen 
that it can be taken to be 1. The terms of degree > p + 1 all have either a coefficient divisible 
by ρ (and so are zero) or have degree > 2p (and so are zero). 
Let us define 
7s : {y € Os01 yp = 0 } —-> 0Sa 
у ι—> i · yp for some lift у of y. 
Then xp = 1 + p(y + fs(y)) and log(îp) = log(l + p(y + ts{y))) = p(y + 7s(y)) € pOs· Our 
conclusions are thus as follows: If φ : Ζ/ρΖ$0 —* /χρ,5ο corresponds to the element у 6 Os0 with 
y» = 0 then МзіФ) ( f ) = (у + 7s(y)) • е. 
6. D u a l i t y a n d firt^/E(fî,aso/E) 
Let So '—> S Ъе A morphism of schemes as in Situation 3.1. 
Definition 6.1. For any ös-module J7 put 
^•.= nom0s{r,Os). 
If J7 is a finite locally free C?s/pfcös-module (к < η) then . F v is a finite locally free 
ös /p^ös-module too. The purpose of this section is to define a canonical map 
7G : MS{G) — M s ( G D ) v 
for G £ C(n)s0 and to derive some of its properties. 
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To do this we will use the map 
ф
А
:ЩАУ — Ц Л ' ) 
constructed in [BBM] 5.1.7.2. Here A is an abelian scheme over SQ and A* is its dual. If wc use 
the fact that фд preserves the Hodge filtration (I.e. Proposition 5.1.10) we see that we get the 
following commutative diagram: 
Homo
s
(Ms(A\pn]),Os) 
II 
Homo5(Ms(A\pn]),pös) 
I-
Î Τ 
{φ e tt0mos(IX¿)(s„.s),í?s) I *(firt1s„/EU,as./E)(s.,s)) С ρ05}-^εχί\ο/Σ(Α\75ο/Σ){5ο,3) 
η η 
Homo
s
WA\s0,s),Os) -íi . В(Л')(5о,5) 
Dualising the uppermost isomorphism we get an isomorphism 
M
s
(A\pn]) — Μ5(Α4ρη})\ 
Let us agree to make the identification 
дл,
п
 : Л [ р Т — Λ<\ρηί 
which comes from the exact sequence 
0 —-» Alp71] —» A - C A —* 0 
by applying ΚΗοπι{ · , G
m
) : 
0 _ > -W0m(A[p'l],Gm) ^ í ¿iíH^-Gm) - ^ й І 1 И . 6 т ) 
Il II II 
о — Л[р"р ^ л' -C A«. 
We get 7л : M
s
(>l[pn]) -• Ms(A[pn]D)v by composition of the map Ms(A[pn}) - . M5(A<[pn])v 
with the morphism Ms(ô^1n)v. 
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The morphism η
Α
 is functorial in A : if и : A —» В is a morphism of abelian schemes over 
5o then 7,4 and f в fit into the following commutative diagram: 
7/j : Ms(B[pn]) —> M s № T ) v 
\MS(U) \MS(UD)V 
7д : Ms(A[pn}) — M
s
( A [ p " ] D ) v . 
This is proved using the functoriality of фд and dA,n· 
Suppose now we have a group scheme G € ObC(n)s0 and an embedding of G into an 
abelian scheme A over 5o· Let 1) = A/G. Then the following commutative diagram 
0 «— Ms{G) «— М5(Л[р"]) 
h" Ь 
M 5 ( G D ) V — Ms(A[p"] D ) v 
defines the map 7 G as the upper row is exact (see Proposition 3.5). In the usual manner it is 
shown that jc does not depend on the choice of the embedding G ·—> A. In particular we can 
define 7 G for arbitrary G € ObC(n)s0 : locally in the Zariski topology on So we can embed G 
into an abelian scheme, on these open sets we get maps as before, on the intersections of these 
open sets they will coïncide and so we can glue to get a global map 'ya-
Also it is easy to see that 7G is functorial in G: for any Gi —> G2 in C(n)s0 the diagram 
Ms(G2) ^ Ms(c;2D)v 
Msid) ^ Ms(Gf)v 
is commutative. 
R e m a r k s 6.2. 
1) If we have G € ObC(n)s0 then we also have GD and 7σι> : MS(GD) -> Ms(GDD)w. The 
maps 7σ and 7GD are compatible: the following diagram is commutative: 
Ms(G) 22* Ms(GDy 
Ms{GDD) ^ » Ms(GDD)vv. 
This can be proved using [BBM] Proposition 5.1.9 and [Oda] Corollary 1.3. 
2) If G € C(k)s0 with Jfc < n, let 5 ' = V(pk+l) Λ S. By Proposition 3.5 we have i.Msl(G) = 
Ms(G). There is an obvious compatibility between the homomorphisms 7G,S ' and 7 G , S · We 
leave it to the reader to describe this compatibility exactly. 
3) The formation of fa commutes with base change as in Proposition 3.5.2. 
Ms(B\pn]) 
Ms(tf[pT) v 
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Proposition 6.3. For all G € ObC(7i)s0 the map ηα is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Locally on 5o we choose an embedding of GD into an abelian scheme A over 5Ό. Putting 
В = A/GD we get an exact sequence 0 —<· GD —> A\pn] —• fí\pn] and dualizing this we get an 
exact sequence 
0 <— G <— A V I <— Βι\ρη]. 
Dy Theorem 3.7 we get a commutative diagram with exact rows 
0 — Ms(G) — M s U V D — Мз{В*\рп]) 
hG Ь ' |7B' 
0 _ » M s ( G D ) v —» M 5 ( / l t [ p " ] D ) v — М 5 ( В 4 [ р п ] 0 ) 
As the two right vertical arrows are isomorphisms, η/α is an isomorphism too. D 
Remark 6.4. In particular this proposition implies that the canonical map Ms(G) —• 
M s ( G ) v v is an isomorphism always (use Remark 6.2). In other words, the sheaves Ms(G) 
for G € ObC(n)s0 are reflexive ös-modules. 
Let us now take η = 1 and G € C(l)c0. Then by Proposition 5.2 we have the surjection 
Ms(GD) —» U>GD. Hence an injection 
ac ^ M s ( G D ) v (1) 
via the identifications Homos(uGDiös) = Ήοπΐο
ί
(ωαο,pOs) — ΉοπίΟ; ( W G D , Ö S 0 ) = «σ 
(see Proposition 1.5). 
Proposition 6.5. For any G € ObC(l)s (, the diagram 
αα = aa 
1 I < " 
Ms(G) 12* M
s
(GDy 
is commutative. 
Proof. As usual it is enough to prove this in the case that G = A[p] for some abelian scheme 
S over SQ. Then the exact sequence 
0 — > A\p] — > A — > A — • O 
gives us a map 
д : Hom{A\p],G
a
) —+ £xt\A,Ga) = Сіе(А'). 
The morphism aa —» a c induced by ja is the composition 
a
a
 =nom(A\p],Ga) - ^ u i ' ^ . G a ) = Сіе(Аг) = 
V V (9Λ,ΐ) ν 
ω
Α· =
ω
Α·\ρ) ·• Wyl[p]D = QA[p] = <*G· 
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This can be seen by chasing through a lot of diagrams, using [BBM] Proposition 5.1.10 and our 
Proposition 4.3. To say that this map is the identity is the same as saying that the map 
Cie(GD) = HomiAÌp^Q,,) - ^ £ktl(A,ea) = Cie^A*) 
is the differential of the map 
GD = nom(A[p},Gm) ^ £xt\A,Gm) = A*. 
This is proved by the standard argument relating Ga and Gm . D 
Remark β.β. This proposition gives another proof of Proposition 6.3 for G e ObBT(l)s 0 . 
Indeed, we get an isomorphism of exact sequences (see Proposition 5.4) 
0 —• a G —> Ms(G) —> ωα —>• 0 
0 —> a&> — ' MS{GDY — alD —> 0. 
By the proposition above the isomorphisms on the left and right are those of Proposition 1.5.1 
(use Remark 6.2.1 for the one on the right). 
7. More properties of M
s 
In this section we relate M s to the crystalline Dieudonné module and the classical Dieudonné 
module. We deduce some consequences of this relation. 
Let us place ourselves in Situation 3.1. The relation of Ms and D( )s is the following. 
Proposition 7.1. There is a functorial isomorphism 
Ms(C7<>>) = D(G) ( S o , s ,7 ) 
f o r G € C ( n ) s 0 . 
Proof. If A is an abelian scheme over 5o then the Verschiebung д of A gives us a map 
I X ^ ) : D ( / l ) ( s „ , s ) ^ B ( ¿ ( í , ) ) ( s „ , s ) · 
The Cokernel of this is D(Ker(VU))(Sois) = Cie(A,-p'>t) and thus the image of D(V¿) is exactly 
£с<5 / Е М ^ . Л С Ц / ^С,, С). Hence we see that this induces an isomorphism 
D(^[pn])(So,s) = D ( ^ ) ( s „ , S ) / p n D ( ^ ) ( 5 0 , s ) - ^ 1 S o / E ( 4 W , 3 S o / E ) ( 5 o , s ) / p ' ' . i d e m = M s ( ^ ' ' ) b n ] > 
Obviously this isomorphism is functorial in the abelian scheme A over 5o and therefore we can 
extend this isomorphism to general G € ObC(Ti)s0 in the usual manner. D 
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Proposition 7.2. If 5 = 8рес( Г
п+і(А;)), where λ is a perfect field, then there is a canonical 
isomorphism for G € С(ті)50 
MsiG) = Af (G), 
where M(G) denotes the classical Dieudonné module of G. 
Proof. Let σ denote the Frobenius automorphism of 5 . We have 
Ms(G) = (a-lyMs(G^) - ( σ " 1 ) ' ^ ) ^ ^ ) = M(G) 
where the last isomorphism is [BBM] Theorem 4.2.14. D 
Let I С Os be a Z/p n + 1Z-flat ideal. 
Lemma 7.3. For any G € ObC(n)s0 we have 
Tar^s(Os/I,Ms(G)) = 0 г > 1. 
Proof. Locally on So in the Zariski topology we can choose a "resolution" 
0 —• G —> Go —¥ Gi —• G2 —• . . . —»• G ^ 
of G by truncated Barsotti-Tate groups G,· of level n. By Theorem 3.7 we get a resolution 
MS(GN) — » . . . — Jlfs(Gi) — Ms(G0) — - Ms{.G) —» 0 
of Ais(G) by locally free ös /p n ös-modules . Proposition 3.5 and Theorem 3.7 imply that the 
sequence 
Ms(GN) ®Os Osi I — • . . . — * Ms(Go) ®Os Osi I —> MS(G) ®os Osi I —> 0 
is still exact. As ToT,Os(oslpn0s,0s/I) = (0) for i > 1 by our assumption on I we get the 
result. D 
In this way the existence of an ideal I as above implies that the modules Ms(G) have good 
properties. In the following situation we can be more precise. 
Situation 7.4. Here R is a Z/pn+1Z-flat local algebra which has the following property: There 
exists a Z/pn + 1Z-flat ideal m С R such that m + pR is the maximal ideal of R. If we have this 
we put S — Spec(Ä) and So = Spec(R/pR). 
In this situation suppose 
G' JU G -l·* G" 
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is a sequence of C(7i)50 with ψφ = 0. We write M = T(S,Ms(G)), M' = Y{S,Ms(G')) and 
M" = T(S,MS(G")). 
Lemma 7.5. The sequence G' -+ G —» G" is exact if and only if the sequence 
M"/mM" —y M/mM —» М'/тМ' 
is exact. 
Proof. Let Τ = Spec(R/ih). By Proposition 3.5 M/mM = MT(GT0) and the same for G' and 
G". By Proposition 1.1 we prove our lemma if we prove the lemma for M j . 
The ring Λ = R/m is a local ring with maximal ideal p\. Let λ be a perfect closure of the 
field Λ/ρΛ. We can find a lift Л —• W
n
+i(k) of the injection Л/рЛ •-» к (because Τ —• Ση+i is 
formally smooth). This induces a faithfully flat morphism T' = Spec(W
n+i(k)) —• T. Hence we 
only need to prove the lemma for Μχι • However, this is a corollary of Proposition 7.2. D 
In addition to this lemma we can say the following. 
Proposition 7.6. In Situation 7.4 we have 
1) If G € ObC(l)s 0 then Ms(G) is a locally free ös /pös-niodule of rank equal to logprankG. 
2) If Ms(G) is a locally free O s / p ^ s - m o d u l e for G G ObC(fc)s0 with η > к > 2 then G is a 
truncated Barsotti-Tate group of level к and height equal to the ös/p*<9s-rank of Ms(G). 
3) A complex in C(ra)s0 
0 —+ G' — G — G" — • О 
is exact if and only if the complex 
0 — Ms{G") —» Ms(G) —v Ms{G') — 0 
is exact. 
Proof. The first statement is a direct consequence of Lemma 7.3. Indeed the lemma implies 
that the module Ms(G) over the local ring R/pR satisfies Т о г д /
р п
( Д / т , Ms(G)) = (0), i > 1 
and hence is a free R/pR module. The statement on the rank follows from Proposition 7.2 by 
an argument as in the proof of Lemma 7.5. 
Suppose G G ObC(k)s0 satisfies the conditions of the second statement. Then by Lemma 
7.5 we see that the sequences G —* G —• G, 1 < i < к — 1 are exact. Thus G is a truncated 
Barsotti-Tate group (see [IL] Remark 1.3a). The statement on the rank is in Proposition 3.6. 
The last statement follows from a combination of Lemmas 7.3 and 7.5 D 
Remark 7.7. In the situation of Lemma 7.5 it is not always true that G' —* G —* G" is exact if 
M" -+ M -* M' is exact. As an example we can take R = Ζ/ρ 2Ζ[ε]/(ε 2), G' = G = G" = c^s,, 
and the maps φ and φ given by multiplication by e on otp^,,. The induced sequence of R-modules 
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will be R/pR -^ R/pR —> R/pR which is exact, whereas the sequence G' —• G —• G" is 
not exact since both φ and φ are zero modulo ε. It is true that G' —• G —> G" is exact if 
M " -+ Λ/ -+ M ' is exact and Тог^Д/т.М'/АГ) = (0). 
8. The functor M
s
 in case there is a lift of Frobenius 
In this section we suppose that we are in Situation 3.1 and further we suppose that we are given 
a morphism of schemes f s : S —• 5 which lifts the Frobenius map So —• So· In this case the 
functor Ms becomes equipped with extra structure. Indeed, for any G € ОЪС(п)$0 we have 
(see Proposition 3.5) 
fsM
s
(G) = Ms(G ( p>) 
and the Frobenius and Verschiebung of G act via this identification: 
r
s
Ms(G) M^a) Ms(G) M ^ : c ) fsM
s
(G^). 
But before we even use this extra structure let us note that the existence of f s already implies 
that Ms has a number of good properties. 
Proposition 8.1. If there exists a lift of Frobenius fs then Ms satisfies the conclusions of 
Proposition 7.6. 
Proof. If there exists a faithfully flat morphism of schemes Τ —» 5 such that Mr satisfies the 
conclusions of Proposition 7.6 then this is true for M s also. Thus we may assume S is the 
spectrum of a local ring and the next lemma finishes the proof. D 
Lemma 8.2. Let Л be a Z/pn + 1Z-flat local algebra with an endomorphism F : R —• R such 
that F(x) = xp mod pR. 
1) If the residue field к of R is perfect then there is a unique section of the canonical map 
W
n+i(k) —• R compatible with F on R and Frobenius on the Witt vectors. 
2) If the residue field of R is not perfect then there exists a faithfully flat homomorphism of 
local rings R —> R' such that R' allows a lift of Frobenius also and its residue field is perfect. 
Proof. Suppose the residue field к of R is perfect and let x,, i € I be a minimal set of 
generators for the maximal ideal of R/pR. Take lifts x, € R of the elements x, € R/pR. Then 
^(x , ) = xf + pu, and if we change x, into x', = х,+рІ'Х, then we get uj Ξ u 1 +p f c _ l A{ ' mod pkR 
(here 1 < к < η). Hence, by repeatedly changing x, we may assume u,0 € (x, | i € I) for all 
«o € / · 
Claim. The ideal m = {χ, \ i 6 ƒ) is Z / p ^ Z - f l a t . 
To prove this we have to show that any relation Σα,χ, = 0 in R/pR lifts to a relation 
Σα,χ, = 0 in R. We are going to prove by induction that for any Jfc € { 1 , . . .,n + 1} we can 
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choose a, £ R such that 
Σα,χ, e pkR. 
For к = 1 this is true. Assume that we already have α, ζ R such that 
Σα,ζ, = pNh (N < n). 
The obstruction to choosing α, ζ R such that Σα,χ, € pN+1 R is the class of h in ü / m + pR. 
For any χ e R write /"(χ) = xp + pu(x). Remark that Fk(x) Ξ pkuk(x) mod р * + 1 Л if 
χ 6 p*Ä and that u(m) С π». Thus if we apply FN to the above relation we see that 
Ρ
Ν(Σα
ι
χ
ι
) = FN(pNh) 
= > pNuN(Σα,χ,) = pNhpNmod pN+iR. 
But Σα,χ, 6 m =*· «^(Σα,χ,) G m and hence the obstruction mentioned above is zero. 
The ring Л = R/fh is now a Z/p"+ 1Z-flat ring such that Л/рЛ = к. Hence it is canonically 
isomorphic to W
n
+i(k) and the map R —» Л = W
n+i(k) defines the section we were looking for. 
The assertion on the uniqueness of this map is left to the reader. 
If the residue field к of R is not perfect let {x, | г € 1} be a p-basis of к (see EGA Oiv 
21.4.2). Choose elements x, € R lifting the elements x, g к. We let 
, fy^k = î'.,fc-bA > 2 
R' = R[{yt,kUiMv]/[ „ » _ „» 
\У|,1 — Χι 
This ring is free over R so it is faithfully flat over R. If тц denotes the maximal ideal of R then 
the unique maximal ideal of R' is 
т я ' = mR • R' + (у,л - χ, | г € / ) 
and the quotient R'¡тпр; is a perfect closure of к. We can extend the morphism F on R to R' 
simply by putting F'{y,<k) = yplk. Π 
It seems rather difficult to describe exactly which Cs-modules can occur as Ms(G) for 
some G G ObC(7i)s0. To avoid this difficulty we only define the categories M(k)s which 
"should correspond" to C(l)so ii к = I and BT(k)s0 if 2 < Jfc < n. 
Definition 8.3. The category M(k)s will be the category whose objects are triples (M, F, V) 
where 
- M is a finite locally free C>s/pfcCs-module 
- F and V are C?5-linear maps 
F : fsM —>• M 
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and 
V : M — /¡Μ 
such that F о V = ρ • іам and V о F — ρ • i d / JAÍ · 
The morphisms of (M, f, V) to (M', F', V') will be the set of linear maps φ : M -> M' compatible 
with F and V: i.e. such that V'o φ = f ¿φ о V and ΡΌ/ζφ = φο F. 
As described at the beginning of this section we get functors 
BT(k)So — M(k)s 
G .-» (M5(G), M s ( F c ) , Ms(V G )) 
for 2 < к < η and a functor 
C(l)sb — M(l)s 
G .-> (Ms(G), M 5 ( F G ) , Ms(V G )). 
These functors will be denoted by Ms also. 
Definition 8.4. A morphism (M,F,V) -> (M', F',V') in M{l)s will be caOed admissible if 
and only if M/M' is a locally free ös /pös-module . A sequence in M(l)s 
{MuFuV,) — (M2 ,F2 ,V2) —» (Мз,^з ,К 3 ) 
will be called exact if and only if Mi —• M2 —» M3 is an exact sequence of ös /pös-modules 
and (M2,F2i^2) -+ (Мз,Рз, з) is admissible (so M2/M1 will be locally free too). 
From this definition and the exactness of Ms it is clear that admissible maps in C ( l ) s 0 are 
mapped to admissible maps in ^ ( 1 ) 5 · Similarly exact sequences in G ( l ) s 0 go over in exact 
sequences in .M(l)s · Conversely a sequence G' —• G —<· G" in G ( l ) s 0 with фф = 0 is exact if 
the sequence induced from it in Af(l)s is exact (this follows via the same reasoning as in the 
proof of Proposition 8.1 from Remark 7.7). 
For any {M,F,V) € O b X ( l ) s we have f¡(M,F,V) := (f¿M, f¡F, f¡V) 6 0 Ь Л ^ ( 1 ) 5 and 
F and V induce morphisms 
(M,F,V) - ^ mM,F,V) -£+ (M,F,V). 
Let us denote by BM(l)s the full subcategory of M(l)s of objects (M,F,V) such that the 
above sequence is exact. By the remark above, the image of any G G ObC(l)s 0 lies in BM(l)s 
if and only if G e ОЫ?Т(1) 3 о . 
In C ( l ) s 0 (resp. M(l)s) we can define for objects А, В in C ( l ) s 0 (resp. .M(l)s) the group 
Ext^ ( 1 ) î o (A, B) (resp. E x t ^ ( 1 ) î {A, B)) 
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as the set of isomorphism classes of exact sequences 
0 —• Я — E —> A—» 0 
with the usual addition. It is proved in the standard way that short exact sequences induce six 
term exact sequences involving Horn and Ext . Of course the functor Ms induces homomor-
phisms of groups 
E x t b ( l b o ( A , f l ) — E x t ^ ( 1 ) s ( M s ( B ) , M s ( A ) ) 
functorial in A and В and compatible with the boundary operator in the six term exact se­
quences. 
As an application of these ideas let us prove the following. 
Theorem 8.5. Suppose S is the spectrum of a Noetherian complete local ring with perfect 
residue field. If the functor 
C(l)s: — M(l)s 
is an equivalence of categories then the same is true for the functors (n > к > 2) 
ВПк)5о° — M(k)s. 
Proof. This is proved by induction on k. Let us prove it for к = 2. 
- The functor is faithful. Let о1,Сг 6 ObßT(2)S o and let φ : d -* G2 be a morphism. If 
Мз(Ф) = 0 then it follows that Gi[p] —» Gi[p] is zero by our assumption. Consequently φ is a 
composition Gi —> Gi/Gi[p] —• G2M —• G2. But Мз(ф) = 0 also. Hence φ = 0 and φ — Ο. 
- The functor is fully faithful. Let Gi,G2 € ObBT{2)s0 and α : Ms(G2) — Ms(Gi) in Μ(2)5. 
By assumption we already can a find a φ' : Gi[p] —• G2[p] such that Ms(<A') = a mod ρ : 
Ms{G2)lpMs{Gî) —> Ms(Gi ) /pMs(Gi ) . Consider the following diagram 
0 — Gi[p] — Gi X Grip] — 0 
I*' I* V' 
0 —» G2[p] —» G2 X G J W — 0 
It shows that the obstruction to find any φ fitting into it lies in the group Ext^/j» (Gi[p], G2[p]). 
But this obstruction is mapped to a similar obstruction in ExtJ
w
,n)J(M5(G2[p]),Afs(Gi[p])) 
which is derived from α mod ρ and hence zero. By assumption the above Ext -groups are 
isomorphic so we can choose such a φ. The set of all these φ is a homogeneous space under 
Hom(Gi[p],G2[p]) and thus by an analogous argument we can alter φ such that Ms(0) = a. 
- Essentially surjective. Suppose (M,F,V) e ObM{ì)s. The object (И,Т, ) = (M/pM, 
F mod p, V mod p) is actually in BM(\)s- if χ € Af is in the kernel of V then, for any 
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У 6 ffM such that py = Vx for lifts χ g M, y e /¡JM, we have Ту = χ. Thus the group scheme 
G' £ ObC(l)s 0 corresponding to (M,F,V) actually is an object of B T ( l ) s 0 . 
From [IL] Theorem 4.4 we get a truncated Barsotti-Tate group Π of level 2 over 5o such 
that H\p] = G'. The set of isomorphism classes of all such groups is a homogeneous space 
under the group Ext^nw (G',G'). The set of all isomorphism classes of all M' in ^ ( 2 ) 5 with 
M = M is a homogeneous space under ExtlM^s(M, M). Hence we can alter our choice of H 
by an element of E x t J ^ ^ C G " ) such that Μ5{Η) =* (M, F, У). 
The induction step is completely analogous to the above and is left to the reader. Π 
Let us return to the general setting as introduced at the beginning of this section. From §2 
we already know that the functor Ms induces equivalences of certain subcategories of C ( l ) s 0 
and .M(l)s · We can extend this result in the following way. 
Proposition 8.6. 
1) If G € ObC(l)s l , has VG = 0 then Ms induces isomorphisms 
H o m c ( 1 ) i e ( J , G ) -^ E0mM(l)s(Ms(G),Ms(H)) 
and 
Extb ( 1 ) ï o ( t f ,G) ^ E x t ^ ( l b ( M s ( G ) , A / 5 ( t f ) ) 
f o r a l l # € O b G ( l ) 5 0 . 
2) Dually, if G 6 ObC(l)s 0 has Fa = 0 then Ms induces isomorphisms 
Hom c ( 1 ) j o (G , t f ) -=+ iiomM(l)s(Ms(H)tMs(G)) 
and 
Е х ^ ( 1 ) 5 о ( С , Я ) - ^ E x t ^ ( 1 ) s ( M s ( t f ) , M s ( G ) ) 
for all Я € ObC(l )s 0 . 
Proof. We only prove the second statement as the first one then follows from it by duality. 
Let G € ObC(l)s 0 have Fa = 0 and H € ObC(l)s 0 arbitrary. As we only have to show the 
assertion Zariski locally on 5 we may assume that we have an exact sequence Q —* H —* H\ —* H2 
with П, € O b ö r ( l ) s 0 . We see from the commutative diagram with exact rows 
H o m c ( l b o ( G , # ) - HomctD^CG.tfj) —» Hom c ( 1 ) s o (G , Я 2 ) 
I I 1 
n0mMWs(Ms{H),Ms(G)) - nomM(l)s{Ms{Hx),Ms{G)) — Н о т А < ( 1 ) £ ( М 5 ( Я 2 ) , Ms(G)) 
that it is enough to prove the statement on Horn if II 6 Ob.0T(l)s
o
. In this case put К := 
Ker(Ff/). Then obviously 
H o m
c ( 1 ) s o ( G , A - ) -^ Н о т с ( і ) , в ( С , Л ) 
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and similarly 
HomA4(1)s(Jl/s(A'),A/.ç(G)) - ^ EoinMil)s(Ms(lI),Ms(G)). 
By Proposition 5.4 we have Ms(G) ~ U>G and М$(К) ~ ωχ. Thus the result follows from the 
dual of Proposition 2.2. 
Now let us prove the statement on Ext's. A consideration of the six term exact sequences 
of Horn's and Ext's associated to the exact sequence 0 —* Η —* H\ —* Hi/Η —» 0 reveals that it 
is enough to prove the statement when Η 6 0 b 5 r ( l ) s 0 · 
Again we let К := K e r ( / # ) . Further we let C(-F=0)s
o
 be the full subcategory of C ( l ) s 0 
consisting of objects whose Frobenius morphism is zero. Then in this case 
Е х ^ ( Р = О Ь о ( С , Л ' ) —» E x t b ( 1 ) l o ( G , Я ) 
will be an isomorphism: the inverse of it is given as follows. For any extension E oî G by Η the 
kernel of FE will be an extension of G by K: 
0 — • A ' —• Кет(РЕ) —> G 
I 1 » 
0 — > H — ν E — > G — • ( ) 
\F„ \FS \ F a = 0 
0 —• HM —• £ ( p ) —• G ( p ) —> 0. 
Indeed, take χ e G, take a lift χ ξ E then FE(X) € Ker(Vw). Thus 3y e Η such that 
FH(y) = FE(X) as Я G ObflT(l)s 0 . The element χ - y £ Кет(РЕ) lifts ι e G = Кеі(Га). 
If we denote M(F=0)s the corresponding full subcategory of Ai(1)s then the statement 
Ext ÌH ( l b (M s ( t f ) ,Ms(G) ) S E x t ^ ( F = o b ( ^ s ( A ' ) , M s ( G ) ) 
can be proved in exactly the same way. 
Finally, the isomorphism 
E x t ^ o ^ C C A T ) - ^ E x t ^ ( F = 0 ) s ( M s ( A ' ) , M s ( G ) ) 
follows from (the dual of) Proposition 2.2. D 
As an example of extension groups which are more difficult to handle with our theory we 
will describe the map 
Extb(i)So(Z/pZs0,MP.s„) — Ex t^ ( l b (M5(M P , s 0 ) ,Ms(Z/pZs 0 ) ) . 
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First let us describe the group on the left. 
Lemma 8.7. There exists a natural injection 
T(S0lO'So)/nSo,0'Sor — Εχ^ ( 1 ) ΐ ο (Ζ/ρΖ5 0 ,μ Ρ , 5 ο ) 
which is an isomorphism if -ffL .(5o,G
mis0)[p] = 0· 
Proof. An extension of Z/pZs0 by μρ>50 with ρ = 0 is completely determined by the μρ^,, 
torsor which lies over the section 1 € r(5o,Z/pZs0)· The result follows from the cohomology 
sequence associated to the exact sequence of fppf sheaves on 5o: 
1 > /ip.So • G m i s 0 • Gm.So > ^ 
However, let us describe more precisely the extension associated to a section g e Г(5о, oso)· 
The sheaf associated to g will be E(g): 
E(g)(U) = {(f,n) I ƒ € r(V,OÍ»,n € Ζ , / " = gn}/((g,p)) 
for U e Sch/So- Then 
μρ(υ)^ί^(/,0)€Ε(9)(υ) 
and 
E(g)(U)3(f,n)~ñ€Z/pZ(U) 
are the maps which determine the structure of an extension on E(g). D 
Let us write Og = fgOsa· Of course it is canonically isomorphic to Os0 and we can thus 
identify Homosiöso^^) = 0So and ПотаіО^,Os0) = Os0. The following objects of 
À<(l)s are isomorphic to Ms(/ipis0) and M5(Z/pZs0) respectively 
Mi = (Οϋο,Ο,Ι) and M2 = (Osb.l.O). 
(See Proposition 5.4 and Examples 2.3 L· 2.4.) 
The group on the right is now described as follows. 
Lemma 8.8. There exists a natural injection 
r(5o,Os„) mod r(50,Os0)p — Ext^ ( l b (M 1 ,M 2 ) 
which is an isomorphism if #LpASoyOs^lF] — 0. 
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Proof. An extension of Mi by Mj is a triple (£,ƒ>, Ve) and a diagram (with exact rows) 
о —» Os0 -^ ε -^ oSo —» о 
10 Ь l· 
о -^ ö$ ^ 1 f(p) ^ ^ —» 0 
11 iFc I o 
о — Os0 -^ ε - ^ Os« —» o. 
If we have a section θ of тг then the maps V¡r and Ff are given by 
(Ve{s{l)) = 3to\l) + a . i W ( l ) 
l / ' £ ( i ( r t ( l ) ) = - a . i ( l ) 
for some a € Γ(5ο, oso)· If w e had chosen s' = s - b • i for some δ ζ Γ(5ο, Os0) then we would 
have gotten a' = ο + δ*. In this way we get the injection 
r(So,Ö50) mod r(SO,Osi,)p — Ext^dj^MbMi). 
This map is surjective if for any such 5 as above we can find such a section. The obstruction 
to this lies in Ext^j. (Os0,Os0) = / / 1 (5o, Os0)- However, the image of Vf determines a splitting 
of the extension f W of Ol£ by O^· Hence, if ^(So^s^lF] = 0, we get an isomorphism. D 
For any section χ of Os write /5(2;) = xp + pu(x). Then и becomes a map 
и : Os —» O
s
/pnO
s 
which satisfies 
!
u ( i + y) - u(x)-Bp(x,y) + u(y) 
u(xy) = xpu(y) + ypu(x) + pu(x)u(y). 
Hence we can define a homomorphism 
r(5o,OJ0)/r(5o,<r?S0)p — T(S0,Os0) mod Γ(5Ό,σ*)ρ 
by the formula 
/uig) \ 
class of g 1—• class of I —— mod ρ 1 . 
where g 6 Γ(5,0*
s
) is any lift of g. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 8.9. The following diagram is commutative: 
T(S0,0*So)/T(So,0-Soy — i X S c O s J m o d l X S o , ^ ) " 
1 1 
ExtJ.(1)ío(Z/PZsb,Aip,si,) — Е х і }
и ( 1 ) 5 ( М 1 , М 2 ) 
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Proof. Let g be an element of Γ(5Ό, 0 ^ ) and g ζ T(S, O5) any lift of g. Consider the following 
two sheaves on CRIS(5o/5): 
V : V((f7, Τ, δ)) := {ƒ € T(T, O^) | the image 7 of ƒ in O^ satisfies f = 1} 
V(g) : V(g)((U, T, 6)) := {( ƒ, n) | ƒ € Γ(Γ, Ο}), η € Ζ and the image 7 of ƒ 
in Ol satisfies f = gn}/((g,p)). 
These sheaves fit in an obvious way into the following commutative diagram 
0 — (l + Zso/s)" — V — Mp^ sç —* 0 
I 1 i 
0 — (l + CTso/s)* — V(i) —> E(g) — , 0. 
Via the homomorphism log : (1 + 3so/s)* —* 3so/s w e get 
0 —» as0/5 — ^ — /vs^ —» 0 
0 — aS o /5 —* U(g) —> £ ( g ) —> 0. 
In this way we get a splitting of Ms{E(g)) as in Lemma 8.8; the extension U corresponds the 
canonical generator γ G Ms^p,s0) (see Example 5.6). 
Remark that if we choose another lift g' of g then the difference U(g') - U(g) will be an 
element of Ms(2i/pZs0). Using the remarks in Example 5.6 it is seen that this element is equal 
t o i l o g C f f / ^ ^ m o d p . 
The splitting s(p) = /5(5) is determined by the extension (fs)t
r
y
e
U(g) = U(fs(g))· Finally 
the splitting determined by VEJJ) is given by U(gp): it is easily seen that we can lift the 
homomorphism VE(g) '• E(gyp' —» E(g) to a homomorphism U(gp) —> U(g). 
Therefore, the element α ζ Γ(5ο, Os0) induced from the splitting s as in Lemma 8.8 is equal 
ί
ου(9η-υ(Μ9)) = 1-ψ = ψ. о 
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9. The local complete case 
In this section we study the functor 
Ms: €(1)50 — > M ( l ) s 
in the case where S is the spectrum of a Noetherian complete local ring. In fact we will show 
that it induces an equivaJence of the subcategory of C( l )s 0 consisting of group schemes which 
have no multiplicative part and a corresponding subcategory of Ai(l)s· 
First we define exactly the setting for this section. 
Situation 9 .1 . We have S as in Situation 3.1, S = Spec(Ä) where we assume: 
- R is a Noetherian complete local ring. 
- The residue field к of R has a finite p-basis (for example if к is perfect or of finite type over 
the prime field Fp С k). 
- There is given a lift of Frobenius 
f s : S — 5. 
We will write R = R/pR and hence So = Spec(ii). 
To any finite flat group scheme G over So there is canonically associated a sequence of finite 
flat group schemes 
G" —» G —+ G é t . 
Here Géi, the étale part of G, is the group of connected components of G and C, the multiplicatif 
part of G, is the dual group scheme of the group of connected components of GD. If G € 
ObC(l)s 0 then locally in the étale topology G" ~ (μ
ρ
)Τι and Gët ~ (Ζ/ρΖ)τ*. 
We let C1^ (resp. C'¿0) be the full subcategory of C( l ) s 0 consisting of group schemes G 
with G* = 0 (resp. Gé ' = 0). We have G 6 О Ь С ^ <=>• GD € ObG£o. 
In the same vein we can define the étale and multiplicative part of an object (M, F, V) of 
Ai(i)s· Here we see M simply as a free R module, F and V as homomorphisms of Ä-modules: 
M - ^ М^ -^* M. 
It is elementary and easy to show that f]k Fk(M^p ') is a free direct summand Mil С M; it is 
the largest free direct summand M é ' С M such that Р((МН)^) = M é l . From the dual object 
( M v , VV , .FV) we get a free quotient M -» Μμ characterised by the fact that it is the largest 
free quotient such that V induces an isomorphism νμ : M
11
 —> Μμί·ρ\ Hence to any object 
(M, F, V) there is canonically associated the sequence 
( M é t , F | ^ . , 0 ) — (M,F,V) —• ( Μ ^ , 0 , ν μ ) . 
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As before we write M'
s
 (resp. ΛΊ'^) for the full subcategory of M(\)s consisting of objects 
(M, F, V) such that M " = (0) (resp. Mél = (0)). Another way to state this is 
(M, F, V) € Ob^f's <=• ( J Кет( к) = M 
к 
where V* denotes the composition 
M - ^ J|f(rt — . . . - » M i " ' - 1 ) ^ 1 ' Mí*') . 
A l s o ( M , F , y ) e O b A 1 ' s ^ ^ ( M v , V v , F v ) 6 ObA^'¿. 
L e m m a 9.2. VG 6 ObC(l)50 
G e ОЪС'5о <;=> AÍ5(G) € 0ЬМ'3. 
Proof. The implication from left to right is trivial. To prove the other implication, by Lemma 
8.2, we may assume that к is perfect. Let Г = 8рес(И^,+1(А;)) <—• S be the closed subscheme 
of 5 constructed in Lemma 8.2. Remark that G € ObC's ·<=>· GT0 € ObCj.0 and similar 
for Ms(G). Hence, by Proposition 7.2, the result follows from the classical Dieudonné module 
theory. D 
Here is the main theorem of this section. 
Theorem 9 .3 . In Situation 9.1 the functor Ms induces equivalences of categories 
Cso" -^ M's 
and 
So > ^ S · 
Remark 9.4.a) As we are only concerned now with group schemes killed by ρ we may assume 
that η = 1. Also the definition of the categories M(l)s, M's and Mg only involve the ring R 
and do not depend on the ring R or the morphism / 5 . Thus we could have written M'
s
 = M'
s 
and we could have stated Theorem 9.3 as follows: Given R if there exists a ring Л as in 9.1 
(with π = 1) then there exists an anti-equivalence of categories C'
s
 -^+ M'
s
 . 
b) We can formulate an analog of Theorem 8.5 involving categories BT'(k)s0 and M'(k)s in 
stead of the categories BT^s^ and M(k)s. Here BT'(k)s0 is the full subcategory of those 
G e ОЪВТ(к) such that G[p] € ObC^ and a similar definition for M'(k)s. We can then prove 
this analog in exactly the same way as we proved Theorem 8.5. Hence we get equivalences 
of categories BT'(k)s0 —• M'{k)s for 2 < к < η whenever the residue field of R is perfect. 
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However, we can remove this last assumption by the following arguments: Let { i ] , . . . , x
m
} С R 
be a set of elements projecting to a p-basis of the residue field of R. For all Ν ζ N we put 
RN = R[yi,N,---,ym,N]/((y,iN)P ^ - 1 -Χ?) 
we have R N - I С RN by the map уі.лг-і '-* Уі Ν· ^ е can extend the lift of frobenius on R to a 
lift of Frobenius on RN by sending yt¡N to t/f N. Then 
R' = {JRN 
N 
is the ring constructed in Lemma 8.2. Put S' = Spec(Ä') and SN — 8рес(Д^). All of the 
schemes S',SN satisfy the conditions of 9.1 and S' has a perfect residue field. The morphisms 
SN —• S are finite flat and the morphism S' —<· 5 is faithfully flat. Also it is easily seen that the 
schemes SN X S £JV and SN X S SN X S SN satisfy the conditions of 9.1. 
The existence of the faithfully flat morphism S' —> S implies that the functor BT'(k)s° —> 
№(k)s0 is faithful for any 5 as in 9.1. Then we can show that it is fully faithful: given 
φ : MsiGï) —• Ms{G\) we get a φ' : G-is' —* G^s' by the equivalence on 5 ' . This φ' is already 
defined on one of the SN- we get a ΦΝ • Gi(sN)o —* ^2{5Ν)0\ but our functor on Syv Xs SN 
is faithful! so the fact that ΦΝ descends implies that ΦΝ descends to a </> : Gi —> G2 with 
МвіФ) = Φ· A similar argument shows that the functor is essentially surjective also. Hence we 
get the following. 
Corollary of Theorem 9.3. In Situation 9.1 the functor Ms induces equivalences of categories 
BT'Ws: -^ M'(k)s 
for 2 < к < п. 
The proof of Theorem 9.3 runs in several steps. 
Reduction step 1. To prove Theorem 9.3 we only need to prove that M s induces an equivalence 
^So" —* -Ms-
Proof. This follows by duality, the remarks made about the categories C'So,C'i ,M'S and Ai'g 
and Lemma 9.2. D 
To make the next step let us define 
BT'S(> = C'So η i ? r ( l ) s 0 С C ( l ) s 0 
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and 
BM's = М'5П BM(l)s С M(l)s. 
Proposition Θ.5. 
1) For all G € О Ь С ^ there exist Я ь Я г € ObBT'So and an injection of G into Hi and a 
surjection of #2 onto G. 
2) For all (M,F,V) e ObM's there exist (Mi ,Fi , V i ) , ( М г , ^ , г) e О Ь Б Л ^ and an admis­
sible (see Definition 8.4) injection of (M,F,V) into (Mi,Fi,Vi) respectively a surjection of 
(M 2 ,F2,V'2)onto(M, J F,y) . 
Proof. By the theorem of Raynaud there is an injection of G into an object H € ObBT(l)s0· 
Then let Hi = Η/Ημ. As the multiplicative part of G is zero the morphism G —• H —• H/H11 = 
Hi is an injection still. The multiplicative part of Hi is zero and it is a truncated Barsotti-Tate 
group since Ηβ and Η are truncated Barsotti-Tate groups (see [BBM] 3.3.9). 
To get H2 we take an injection GD <-+ Η for some Η ξ 0 b i 7 r ( l ) s 0 . Then the same 
arguments as above show that GD <-> K e r ( # -> tfét) =: К and that К € O b ß T ^ . We can 
take H2 = KD -» G. 
We can use exactly the same arguments to prove the second statement if we can prove the 
analog of Raynaud's theorem: for any object (M, F, V) of Ai(l)s there exists an admissible 
injection into an object of BM(l)s· 
To construct such an object let {e i , . . . , r /} be a basis for the Я-module M and denote by 
{c j , . . . ,ef} the corresponding basis of M^p\ We have Fe^ = Σα^β^ and Ve, = Σ6^€^ for certain 
a
3
,,^ € R. Let M ' be the iï-module with basis {e i , . . . , e ¡ , fi,.. . , ƒ ; } . We define Я-linear maps 
V' : M' -> M ' ( p ) and F' : M ' ( p ) ^ M' by the formulas 
F'(ef) = Σαί e, 
V'(e,) = Σ6ί e p 
'(Л) = «Г - Σαί/;. 
Then F'oV' = О, V' о F' = 0 and гапк(^') = гапк(У') = / so (M', F', V') is an object of 
BM(l)s- It is clear that we have an admissible injection (M, F, V) <-* (M',F',V'). D 
Reduction step 2. To prove Theorem 9.3 it is enough to prove that M s induces an equivalence 
BT'Su° - ^ BM'S. 
Proof. Suppose we have Gi and G2 € ObCç . By the proposition above we can choose exact 
sequences 
0 —• G2 — Ho — • Яі 
Ει — £0 —• Gi —• 0 
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with Η,,Ε, e ОЪВТ'д . We get a commutative diagram with exact rows 
0 - Hom
c
. ( G i . G j ) - Home- (ЯЬ.Ло) -• Hom
c
. (EitH{) 
•>0 5 0 Ä 0 
I I I 
0-*-ñOmM.s{Ms(G2),Ms(G1)^RomM's(Ms(H0),Ms(E0))^nomM.s(Ms(Hí),Ms(E1)) 
Hence if the functor BT'So -* BM'S is fully faithful then the functor C'So - • Л^'5 is fully faithful. 
Let (M, F, V) ζ ObM'g. By the proposition above we can choose an exact sequence 
0 __> (M,F,V) —* ( Μ , , Γ , , ν , ) —* ( M 2 , F 2 , V2) — (M 3 ,F3,V 3 ) 
with (M,, F,, V,) € ОЬБЛІ^. If the functor BT'g —> βΛΙ'5 is an equivalence then we can find a 
corresponding sequence of ЯГ5 : 
Gj «— Gj <— G3 
such that α/ΐ = 0. By the remark at the bottom of page 73 we see that this sequence is exact. 
Then by Proposition 1.1 G =Cokern(a) is a finite flat group scheme. As the functor M s is exact 
we get that 
Ms(G) = KadMuFuVx) —» (M 2 ,F 2 ,Vj)) = (M,F,V). D 
Reduction step 3. To prove Theorem 9.3 it is enough to prove that M s induces an isomorphism 
H o m
c
.
o
( g , A ' ) - ^ HomM.s(Ms(K),Ms(Q)) 
for all Q, К € О Ь С ^ with VQ = 0 and FK = 0. 
To prove this we may assume that S lies over Σ 2 , i.e. that η = 1. Indeed, if this is not the 
case then we can replace R by R/p2R and prove it for this ring. The compatibility 3.5.3 will 
imply the result for R. 
Let us assume that for all 5 as in Situation 9.1 (with η = 1) and for all Q, К € ОЪС^ with 
VQ = 0 and FK — 0 we get an isomorphism 
Homc<
o
(Q,tf) ^ * ïiomM.s(Ms(K),Ms(Q)). 
Under this assumption let us prove that Ms : BT'S —> ВЛі'5 is faithful. Choose any 
morphism φ : # ι — Я 2 of BT'So such that М5(ф) = 0. Let K, = Ker(F H . ) and Q, = I m ( F H l ) . 
Functoriality of the Frobenius morphism gives us a commutative diagram 
0 — tfj — • # ! — Qj — • 0 
\фк \ф \Фа 
о — • Кі — • я 2 — • ( 3 2 — > о . 
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But u)K< = IJJH, and QQ, = а я , and hence Ms{<t>) = 0 implies фк = 0 and <J>Q = 0 (see 
Propositions 5.4 к 2.2). Thus φ must be a composition H\ —* Qj —>· K? —• Л2· As M s ( # 2 ) -» 
MsiKi) and M s ( Q i ) '-* Ms(H\) the fact that Мз{ф) is zero implies that Ms{i>) = 0. By our 
assumption we get $ = 0. 
To prove that M s : ВГ5 —• BM'S is fully faithful (under our assumption) we use the 
following lemma. 
Lemma θ.β. In Situation 9.1 assume η = 1. There exists a finite flat morphism π : 5 ' —• 5 
where 5 ' satisfies the conditions of 9.1 and is such that : 
5' I?* S' 
The diagram I » I » commutes. 
5 ^ 5 
- For aU G € Ob5T( l ) s 0 ЗЯ € 0 Ь Д Г ( 1 ) 5 ; such that πζΟ ~ Я ^ ) . 
Proof. The assumptions on R imply that there exists a finite set of elements {χι , . , . ,χ/} of 
R such that any element г Ç R can be written as г = Σ(ο,) ρ ΐ , for certain a, 6 R. Choose 
{ i l , . . . , x¡} С R which projects onto such a set of elements of Ä. Write fs{xt) = 2 ' + pu, and 
u, = E(aJ) , 'x i for certain a3t € R· The ring 7?' we are looking for is the ring 
R' := R[zu ..., *,]/(*? - x, + ρ(Σα?ζ, )) 
with ƒ51 determined by /^(z,) = г ' = χ, — p(Σα^2j). 
It is easily seen that Д С Ä' is finite flat and that R' has only one maximal ideal. The field 
extension к С к' is such that к = (í;')p. Thus к' ~ к and fc' has a finite p-basis also. The ring 
R' is Noetherian and complete because the ring extension R С R' is finite flat. 
The only thing left to prove is the last statement of the lemma. To this end we consider 
the morphism of schemes 5o —» 5¿ induced by the ringhomomorphism 
R.' —> Ä 
r .-^ rp e R с л'. 
The morphism So -^ 5¿ is a closed immersion as by construction Л С Л is exactly the set of 
p lh-powers of Л . Let ƒ С Л be the kernel of the homomorphism Л —• Л. Then ƒ is a nilpotent 
ideal as it is generated by finitely many elements (Л Noetherian!) whose p l l l-power is zero. 
From [IL] Theorem 4.4 we get a truncated Barsotti-Tate group Π on 5¿ such that г*Я ~ G. 
The commutative diagram ƒ 
Si 
To 
So 
0 
• 
t 
h0 
• 
Si 
7 
So 
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shows that Я*"* = ƒ*, H = πζί*Η ^ ^ G . • 
R e m a r k 9.7. It follows from the proof of the lemma that the schemes S'xsS' and S'xsS'xsS' 
satisfy the conditions of 9.1. Further we get various commutative diagrams involving lifts of 
Frobenii and projection maps. This will allow us to use descent arguments. 
Let φ : MS(G2) -> Ms{Gi) be a morphism of BM'S for certain ОиОг 6 ObBT'So. We 
want to construct a φ : Gì —• G2 such that Мз(Ф) = φ. 
Suppose that we have a φ' : πζΰι —• тгдСг such that Мз'(Ф') = T'V' for тг : S' -• 5 as 
in Lemma 9.6. The difference фи = рг^(ф') - рг%(ф') : (JTQ Χ I O ) * G I -> (πο X KOTGÌ has 
Мз'х
г
5'(Фі2) = рт^к'ф — рг^ж'ф = 0. Hence фп = 0 since we already know that Ais'x
s
S' 
is faithful. Thus φ' = πζφ for some morphism <Д : Gì —• G2 which automatically satisfies 
М5(ф) = φ. 
Therefore, we can work on S = S' and we may assume that G, = H, for certain H, € 
ObBT's . If we put К, = Кег(/я 1 ) a n d Qi = Іт(Рн,) then we see that G; is an extension 
0 —• Qt —• G, —» K, —• 0. 
Two of the associated exact sequences are 
0 —> Hom(GbQ2) — Hom(Gi,G2) —• Hom(G,,A'2) — * E x t ' i G b Q j ) 
and 
0 — Нот(А'ьА'2) —» Hom(G1,A'2) —• H o m ^ b A ' j ) — Extl(KuK2). 
(We have dropped the subscript C5 .) Further we have corresponding exact sequences involv­
ing Ms{K,), Ms(G,), Ms{Qt) and Ms defines maps between those exact sequences. By the 
assumption and by Proposition 8.6 we see that all of the maps induced by Ms are already iso­
morphisms except for possibly Hom(Gi,A'2) -^ Hoin(Ms(A'2),Ms(Gi)) and Hom(Gi,G2) —• 
Hom(Ms(G2),A/s(Gi)). However, the second of the exact sequences above shows that a is an 
isomorphism; the first then allows us to see that the same is true for β. 
To finish the proof of reduction step 3 let us prove (under our assumption) that Ms · 
BT'So —> BM's is essentially surjective. 
Let (M, F, V) € ObBM's and let π : S' —• 5 be as in Lemma 9.6. We only need to constuct 
a G' e ОЪВТ'р such that Ms'(G') ~ τ'(Μ,Ρ, V). Indeed, we already know that Ms'x
s
s' and 
Ms'xsS'xsS' a r e fully faithful restricted to the appropriate categories. In this way the natural 
descent data on rr*(M, F, V) are translated into descent data on G' and we will get our group 
G on 5o· 
Choose an Л-basis {ei,...,ej} for the Ä-module M and write {ej, . . . ,e{'} for the corre-
sponding basis of M ( p ) . As (M, F,V) G ObBT'So the morphism F : М^ — M has a kernel 
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which is a locally free direct summand of M^PK Hence we can choose an Д-basis {fi,...,f¡} 
of M(p ) such that Кег(,Г) = {fi,...,f
r
}. We have ƒ, = Eo^eJ for certain aJt e R. Choose 
elements b3t G R such that (6f)p = a* (this is possible; see proof of Lemma 9.6). The set 
{Σο[ε3,...,Έο3ιε]} will be a basis for the л'-module π*Μ = Ä ' ® Д M. Let M ' С J T ' M be 
the (free) submodule of π* M generated by Eò^ej , . . . , Σ ί ^ ε , and let Μ " = π'M/M' the (free) 
quotient. Remark that we have M'*p ' = Ker(7r*F) by construction and hence Im(7r*V) = 
Ker(7r*.F) — M ' ' p ' . From all of this we get an exact sequence in M'
s
, 
0 —• {М',0,кт( )\
м
.) — (π·Μ,π*Ρ,π*ν) — ( Μ " , π * . Ρ mod M',0) — 0. 
By Proposition 2.2 and its dual we get finite flat group schemes Q and К on S'0 such 
that VQ = 0,FK = 0,Ms'(Q) ^ (M",*'F mod M',0) and Μ5·(Κ) ~ (M',0,7r*(V) | M .) · 
By Proposition 8.6 we have E x t ^ , ) , (K,Q) ~ E x t ^ ^ j
 l(Ms'(Q),Ms'(K)) and hence we get 
a group scheme G' € ObC(l )s ' corresponding to the extension defined by (π'Μ, τ*F, т* ) . 
Since Ms'(G') € ObBM's, it follows that G' £ ObBT's, (see Lemma 9.2 and remark on page 
74). This concludes the proof of reduction step 3. 
Let us take K,Q ζ ObC'
s
 with VQ = 0 and FK = 0. To prove Theorem 9.3 we have to 
show that Ms induces an isomorphism 
(*) Hom
c
-
o
(Q,A:) -=• ïlomM,s{Ms(K),Ms(Q)). 
Let us introduce some notation. We write Ql = Q and Q2 = KD. Then Qi = Spec(Ai) 
and Q2 = 8рес(Л2) where 
А1=ТІ[х1,...,хк]/(х'1-М,х1) 
and 
A2 = R[yu..., і ізК- К ,) 
for certain a^ € R and 6^  € Ä (sec §2). The Hopf algebra structure on Αχ (resp. A2) is given 
by χ, ι-* x, ® 1 + 1 ® x, (resp. 3/, ι-» y, ® 1 + 1 ® j/,); the augmentation ideal /д, of A\ is the 
ideal generated by Xi, . . . , x^, similar for the augmentation ideal Ід^ of Л2· 
The fact that К G О Ь С ^ , i.e. that Q2 has no étale part, implies that A2 has exactly one 
maximal ideal m^ • Hence we must have т д 2 = -^тп · A2 where m denotes the maximal ideal 
of R and we must have /д3 С т д 2 . Therefore, for all i = 1 , . . . , /, there exists a natural number 
N, such that 
y?· em-Ai. 
From this we infer that there exists a natural number N such that 
ІА2Сгп-А2. 
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For any Fp-algebra В we put IP(B) = {χ ζ В | x p = 0}. It is an ideal of B. Let 
I С Αι ®д A2 be the following ideal 
ƒ : = / д , 0 д Λ«, Π / p í A , ) ® ^ ^ Π rAl ( 8 ^ / р ( Л 2 ) . 
In particular we have ƒ С ^ ( A i ®-^  Л2). Suppose we have two finite flat Л-algebras Αι and A2 
which lift Αι and A2, i.e. such that Αι = Лі/рАі and Л2 = MlvM- For any χ e ƒ we can 
choose a lift ί 6 Αι ®д /Ij. The element χ'1 will lie in pAi ®^ A2 С Ài ®д Áj- In this way we 
get an element 
As usual this element does not depend on the choice of the lift x. (Compare with Example 5.6.) 
L e m m a 9.8. Let τ ξ. I. 
1) The element 7 7 ~ (x) does not depend on the choice of the lifts A\ and Л2· 
We will write 7(1) for this element. 
2) 7(x) e /. 
3) lim 7 n ( x ) = 0 in the m-adic topology on Αι ®д A-i. 
n—*oo 
Proof. We can write 
χ = Σ ι
α
 ® w
a 
for certain ¿a € Ip(Ai) and wa € /д 3 . If we choose 
Χ = Σΐ
α
 ® W
a 
where i
a
 ζ Αχ lifts i
a
 and w
a
 £ A2 lifts ад
я
 then 
x
p
 = ( Σ ί
α
 ® ώ
α
) ρ = Σ
α
ζ
ρ
 ® tî)p + ρ · expression in i
a
 ® ш
а
. 
Thus we get 
i f = Σ
α
1 ( ζ
α
) ρ ® ti!p + expression in i
a
 ® №„. 
It is dear that this expression does not depend on the lift A2. Similarly we may change Αι 
without changing T j ^ ^ i * ) · 
Choose lifts ô^ and b3t £ R of the elements o^  and 6^  € R- We can take 
Aj =R[xi,...,xk}/(xr-'£äi,xJ) 
and 
А2 = Л[2/„...,2/,]/(2/, Р -^6^). 
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The ideals I~ — χιΑχ + . . . + XkA\ and I~ = У1А2 + ... + У1А2 are Ä-flat. If we choose our 
Λ1 A2 
element χ € Ij ®R Ι-χ then we see that i f lies in 1^ ®д ІА^-
Let us take Αι С B\, Βχ and F : Βχ -» Βχ as in Sublemma 9.9. Further we take any 
lift A2 of A2. We can compute f(x) also as follows: for any lift χ & Βχ ®д Л2 of the element 
x & Αχ ®-ñ A2 С Βχ ®д Л 2 we will have ¿х
р
 - 7(x) e >4i ®д Лг С Bi ®д Л2· This can be 
proved with exactly the same proof as we used to prove that 7 7 ~ (x) does not depend on 
the choice of Αχ от A2. 
Again we write 
m 
X — У] tg ® Wg 
g=l 
with »
a
 € Ιρ(Βχ) and Wg € ІА2· We choose lifts ι
α
 € 5 i and wa € Л2 of the elements ¿e and 
wa. As a lift of χ we take 
x = y^ja®w
a
 ξ Βχ®τΐΑ2. 
The exact formula for -xp is then 
ρ 
« = 1 л + + j
m
= p P V 7 l ' - - - , - ; m / 
O^j.^p-l 
By Sublemma 9.10 the elements ^(»α)'' are in Ι
ρ
(Βχ). Hence it follows that 
^ i p € Ιρ(Βχ) ®-^ІАз Π Αχ ®д Лг = ^р(Лі) ®н Λ*;!· Reversing the roles of Лі and Л2 we derive 
in the same manner that 7(1) € ІА! ® Я Λ>(-^2)· Hence we have shown that 7(0;) € / . 
If we look more closely at the formula for -xp above then we see that in fact 7(2;) € 
/ p ( 5 i ) ® ß ( / ^ 2 ) p . If we use the same expression to calculate 7(7(2:)) then we see that 7(7(3:)) = 
72(x) € ΙρίΒχ)®^ (ІА2)р2· Continuing this we get "fn(x) € /р(Яі) ®д (ІА2)Р'• We know that 
there exists a natural number N such that I¿ С m • A2 (see page 87) and hence fn(x) G 
І
р
(Вх)і»
п
тп^'
/
^і Ai. But 7п(ж) is also in Л і в д Л г and we get 7 n (x) e m ^ ' ^ J · Л, ®д Лг. 
This proves the last statement of Lemma 9.8. D 
Sublemma θ.9. For any Л-algebra A of the form 
A = R[xx,...,xk}/(xpt-Ea3,x]) 
there exists a finite, flat extension А С В and a Я-flat lift В of В which has a lift of FYobenius 
F : В -• В. That is F is a ring endomorphism of В such that F(b) = bp mod pB V6 € B. 
Proof. Let R' be the ring constructed in Lemma 9.6. Choose c' £ R' such that 
{c3tY = a3t moàpR'. Put 
В = Щ
У
и...,У
к
]І(У?-ЧО'у'-ре*) 
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where e, is the expression: 
e
.= Σ ld P .•iícíyir-.íc.Wv 
Ч + —+«t=P 
ο<·«<ρ-ι 
It is seen that putting F(yt) = yj" will define a lift of Frobenius on B. Further we have 
В = B/pB = К'Ы,..., yk]/(yf - Eaf »J) 
~ Ä'[xi,...,Xfc,yi1...,yt]/(yr-a;i,a;f-Ea^Xj) 
~ Л' ® л Л[уі,..., у к] Ι (у? - χ,)· 
This proves that А С В is finite flat. G 
Sublemma 9.10. Let В be a Z/p2Z-flat ring which has a lift of frobenius F : В —• В. For any 
χ Ç. В such that χ mod ρ lies in Ip(B/pB) the clement ^ î p lies in Ip(B/pB) also. 
Proof. Write xp — py and -F(x) = xp + pu. 
хР = р
У
^ Fix") = F(py) => (F(x))p = py" 
=> (xp + puf = pyp => (p(y + η))ρ = pyp =* yp - 0. D 
Suppose we have a homomorphism 
φ : Q —> K. 
It induces Мз(ф) • UK — Ms(K) —• Ms{Q) — QQ. By Proposition 1.5 we can see this as an 
element 
МзіФ) € ад1 ®д QQ2 с Ai ®д Аг. 
The homomorphism 0 also gives rise to a homomorphism 
Сф •.Z/PZQIXSOQ2 У Mp.Q.Xj,,«;, 
as follows: 
Z / P Z Q I X Î O Q S — ^ ( Q O Q I X S O Q Î — * (Q^QiXsoQi ~2* Pv.QiXsvQi-
Let us choose finite flat schemes Q\ and Qi over 5 which lift Q\ and Q2· As in Example 5.6 we 
identify the element M~ ~ (ел) with an element of Ал ®-Б ΑΙ. 
Claim 0.11. М5(ф) = М^х^(еф). 
Proof. Let π : Q\ Xs Q2 —> S denote the structural morphism. The above equality is a 
consequence of the following commutative diagram: (we write X = Qi X5 Q2) 
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Μ Λ · ( Ζ / Ρ Ζ
Χ Ο
) 
=" 
Α1®ΈΑ2 
α® 1 
*— Mx{QlíXo) ~- Mx(Q°Xo) +-
-] -" 
* —
 а<?1 ® Л Л 1 ® Л Л 2 M 5 ^ - 8 l d W Q D ® Н Л2 ® Д Л І « -
<— α ® 1 ® 1 Σ,χϊ ® 1 ® χ, «-
- МЛ-(/І
Р
,Л: 0 ) 
=" 
- Аі&цАг 
1 
({χ*} is the dual basis of the basis {x,} of Ö Q , ) . The commutativity of the left and right 
squares are is a consequence of the functoriality of the transformations α —» M s —• w. The 
middle square is commutative simply by Proposition 3.5.2. D 
Recall from Example 5.6 that the homomorphism e¿ is determined by an element уф € 
/
р
( Л і ® д А 2 ) . 
Claim 9.12. уф € / . 
Proof. Let us denote by σ : Qi Xso Q2 —* Ζ/ρΖ^,χ^ Q , the section corresponding to Τ € Z/pZ. 
The morphism βψ ο σ : Qi Xs0 Q2 —• Up is the bilinear pairing 
(*,¥)·—»yfaOO) х е О ь у е С г 
where we have used Q2 = 'Wom(A',^p is0). Thus we see that 3/^  6 /д, ®д /д 2 as е^ ο σ(χ, 0) = 1 
and βφ ο σ(0, у) = 1. In the same manner Уф € Ιρ(Αι) ®д ^2 and уф Ç Ді ®-д / p í / h ) is a 
consequence of the fact that the diagram 
Ql ££ί gW JU g, 
I* I*"' 1* 
go JU
 QMD S gf 
is commutative. D 
We are now able to show that the map (*) is injective. First we remark that φ = 0 
е
ф
 = 0 <=• уф = 0. If Ms(<¿>) = 0 then by Claim 9.11 M~jX ~ (вф) = 0. Example 5.6 shows 
that ^ g l X j g 2 ( e « ) - Уф + 'УсіхзСіІУф} a n d th ' 8 i s е Ч и а ^ t o У« + ІІУФ) by Claim 9.12. Thus 
Ms(4>) = Q=> Уф = -і(Уф) = - 7 ( - 7 ( » * ) ) = 7 2 Ы = - - - = í - l i ^ ^ í » * ) · By Lemma 9.8.3 
this implies уф is zero. 
Finally let us show that the map (*) is surjective. Suppose φ £ Home' (Ms(QY), Ms(Qi)). 
As we did with МзіФ) we can see φ as an element of « Q , ®^ CCQ^ . Thus we can write 
φ = Es'-'x,· ® yj. 
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The fact that φ ζ Home' (A^síQ?), Ms(Qi)) is equivalent to the fact that 
Σ ^ ψ α Ι
7 1
 = 0 and Σ ^ ψ ό ; 1 = 0 
in other words that -φ is an element of I. 
Lemma 9.13. The map I —» J : χ ι-» χ + •y(x) is a bijection of sets. 
Proof. We saw above that it is injective. For any χ g ƒ we define a sequence of elements 
χ ο , χ ι , . . . in ƒ inductively by 
{ xo = x 
Xn+i =x- Ί{Χη), η > 0. 
If this is a Cauchy sequence for the m-adic topology on Ai ®д /І2 then the limit χ«, g I will 
satisfy χ » + 7(xoo) = x- (The m-adic topology on A\ ®-ji /h induces the m-adic topology on I 
and 7 is continuous.) 
Note the following identity 
Xn+l - Xn - x - Ί{Χη) ~ χτι 
= χ - 7(x
n
) - χ + 7(xn-i) 
= Ί(Χη--ι) - l(Xn) 
= 7 ( l „ _ l - Xn) - Вр(х
п
-\, -Xn)· 
Here we used that 7(1 + y) — "/(x) + Bp(x, y) + 7(3/) for all x, y g I. 
Take TV g N. We have to show that there exists a M g N such that Vn > M : x
n
+ i - x
n
 g 
m ^ · Αχ ®-ji Ai. The identity above shows that 
x
n + 1 - x n = - 7 ( x n - χη_λ ) = ( - і Г 7 п ( х і - xo) = ( - l ) n + 1 7 " + , ( x ) 
modulo P . By Lemma 9.8 we see that there exists a natura] number M
v
 such that Vn > M
v 
Zn+i - x
n
 e Ρ + rñN · Ax ®д Αι. 
Thus for all η > M
v
 + 1 we see that 
B
v
{x
n
-\, -x
n
) = Β
ρ
(χ
η
-ι,-χ
η
-ι) = 0 
mod Ρ+ϊ +mN -Αχ ®д Лг- Hence Vn > Mp + 1 
x
n + 1 -xn = ±fn-M'(xMp^ - хмр) mod Ι"*1 +mN-A1 % Л 2 . 
Again by applying Lemma 9.8 we see that there exists a natural number Mp+\ such that Vn > 
Mp+l 
Xn+i - Xn € Ip+1 + mN • Ai ®л Ai. 
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Repeating this argument we see that for every natural number m there exists a M
m
 such that 
Vn> M
m 
Zn+i - in 6 Im + mN · Αχ ®д A2. 
However, the ideal I is nilpotent as it is generated by finitely many elements (A2 ®-д A2 is 
Noetherian) whose p lh-powers are zero. Hence taking m large enough gives the desired result. 
D 
Let us take an element y^, 6 I such that у^ + т(уф) — φ. 
Claim 9.13. The element y^ defines a bilinear paring Qi Xs0 Q2 —* Pp.So, hence we get a 
homomorphism φ : Qi —• Q? which satisfies Ms(<l>) = Φ-
Proof. The element y^ defines a ringhomomorphism 
У >—'УФ 
as in Example 5.6. We have to show that the diagram 
ЫУУІУ") -^ A1®-äA2 
Fp[y]/(3/p) ®rp Fp[y]/(y') —* Аг ®д Αι ®д А2 
У ® 1 '—• (У*)із 
1 ® У ι • (ΐ/ψ)23 
commutes; here we have written (х)із = Σ α
α
 ® 1 ® b
a
 for any element χ = Σ α 0 ® òa of Αι ®д Aj 
and similarly (1)23 = Σ1 ® a
a
 ® b
a
. 
If we replace in the definition of the ideal I the ring Αι by the ring Αχ ®д Αι then we get 
an ideal I' С Αι ®^ Αι ®д Лг and a map η' : I' -* I' having the properties expressed in Lemma 
9.8. Since the element 7(3/^) can be computed using a lift A2 of A2 only (see proof of Lemma 
9.8) we see that (μ®ΊάΑ2)(Ί(νψ)) = 7'((μ® id/i3)(¡/v))· Hence we see that ^®id /i2)(î/,j ,) is the 
unique element of I' such that 
(μ ® іа
А7)(уф) + -/'((μ ® idA2)(y^)) = {μ® ìd^ )(φ) 
=(μ ® ìdA,)(Zs,Jx, ® y,) = Eâ*J(x, ® 1 ® y} + 1 ® χ, ® y j = ( ψ ) ^ + ( > Ь 
However, it is also easy to see that 
(2/ψ)ΐ3 + І'({УФ)ІЗ) = (Ф)із 
and 
(УФЪЗ + І'{(УФ)ІЗ) = (ФЬз-
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Now look at 
A : = (y*)i3 + ЫЬэ - ·ορ((^)ΐ3,(ΐ/ψ)23) + 7'((У*)13 +(y^)23 - Вр((У )із,(У )2з))) 
= (Уф)із + (УФЪЭ - 5ρ((ΐίψ)ΐ3,(УфЬэ) + 7'((У )із + (з/ Ьз) 
+ -Ορ((3/ψ)ΐ3 + (Уф)23, Яр((У )із, (У )2з)) + 7'(5р((у )із, ( ^Ьэ)) 
The last two terms are zero: the first one because it is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 
bigger than 2p— 1 in (у^)із and (2/^)23 and so any momonial occuring in it must contain either 
of them to a power bigger or equal to p, the second one because 7'(¿i · ¿2) = 0 for all ¿i, ¿2 € / ' 
and В
р
((уф)із,(уф)2з) = (Уф)із (a polynomial in (з/ )із and (2/^)23 of degree > 1). Thus we go 
on: 
A = (уф)із + ( ï t y b + 7'((У )із) + 7 ' ( ( ^ ) 2 з ) 
= (Ф)із + (Ψ)ΐ3 
and we conclude that 
β ® і<ід,(у^) = {Уф)із + ЫЪэ - В
р
({уф)1з,(Уф)2з)-
However, this is exactly equivalent to the commutativity of the diagram above: 
μ(ν) = у ® 1 + 1 ® У - Bp(y ® 1,1 ® г/) 
(see Example 5.6). 
The commutativity of the diagram where the roles of Αι and A2 are interchanged is proved 
in exactly the same way. D 
10. Perfect residue field 
In this section S will be as in Situation 9.1 and moreover we assume that R has a perfect residue 
field. We will find conditions on (5, /5) which imply that the functor 
C(l)s0° — M(l)s 
is an équivalence. 
As before we write m for the maximal ideal of R and write m(p) for the set of plh-powers 
in m. For any χ £ Rwe write fs(x) = xp + pu(x). Thus tt is a map 
u:R —> R/pnR 
which has the following properties 
ί u(x + y) = u(x) + u(y) - Bp(x, y) 
\ u(x · y) = xpu{y) + з/ри(г) + pu{x)u{y). 
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By Lemma 8.2 and its proof there is a unique Z/p"+ 1Z-flat ideal m С Я such that u(m) С ш. 
Hence we can define a p-linear map 
u : m/m2 —• m/m 2 
by the following procedure: for any ж € m take a lift χ € m and put « (class of i ) := class of 
u(x) mod p. It is easy to check that this is well-defined. 
From the map 
7s : IP(R) — Ip(R) 
(sec Example 5.6 and Sublemma 9.10) we derive a p-Iinear map 
7 : І
р
(Щ/т • IP(R) — IP(R)/m • IP(R). 
Using the maps Έ and 7 we can say something about E x t ^ ^ (Z/pZs0^pts0) and 
Homs0(Z/pZs0,/ip,So)· 
Lemma 10.1. 
1) If 7 is nilpotent then 
Hom
c ( 1 ) s o (Z/pZ5 0 ,/ i p ,5„) —• H o m A ( ( i ) j ( M 5 ( / i p , s 0 ) , M s ( Z / p Z s 0 ) ) 
is an isomorphism. 
2) If и is nilpotent then 
Extb(i)J (,(Z/pZs0,//p,So) — E x t ^ ( 1 ) s ( M s ( M P , s „ ) , M s ( Z / p Z s 0 ) ) 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof. A homomorphism of Ä-modules φ : MS( / Í P ,SO) —» Afs(Z/pZs0) is in 
HomA < ( 1 ) í(Ms(/íp,s0) ,Ms(Z/pZs0)) if and only if V ( f ) = λ · e with λ e IP(R). Hence by 
Example 5.6 
Hom
c ( 1 ) s o (Z/pZs 0 ,/ ip,s 0 ) —>• KomMWs(Ms(ßp,So), Ms{Z./pZs0)) 
can be identified with the map 
Ip(R) - , IP(R) 
χ 1—• χ + 7s(x). 
The condition that 7 is nilpotent is equivalent with the condition that Іітп-юо 7 n (x) = 0 in the 
m-adic topology on R.Therefore, the first statement follows from the same reasoning as in the 
proof of Lemma 9.13. 
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Since Я ^
р / ( 5 о , в т ) - 0 and Я ^ ( 5 о , 6 « ) = О the т а р 
Ε χ * σ ( ΐ )
ί 0 ( Ζ / ρ Ζ * , | ΐ ρ Α ) —» Εχ11Μα)5(Μ5(μΡ,5ο),Μ5(Ζ/ρΖ5ο)) 
can be identified with the map 
R'/R*" — R mod ÄP 
class of г e Я* ·—» ^ mod ÄP 
(See Lemma's 8.7 and 8.8 and Proposition 8.9). As the residue field of R is perfect we have 
R*/R*p ~ (1 + m)*/ ( l + m)*p and R mod R ~m. mod m(p). Hence we have to show that if и 
is nilpotent then the map 
a : (1 + m)*/(l + m)* p —• m mod m(p) 
II / 
a : ( l + m)*/( l + m(p))* 
is an isomorphism. A computation shows that 
r
 -BJl,x) + u(x) 
Q(class of 1 + x) = class of p v _„ · 
1 + xp 
Put V = (1 + TO)*/(1 + m(p))* and W = m mod m(p) and consider the decreasing filtrations 
V* •.= (1 + ті)'/(\ + т,Пт(р)Ус V, 
W1 := m' mod m' П m(p) С W 
on V and W. The formula for the image of 1 + χ under a shows that a{y') С W'. Indeed, if 
χ € m' then we choose ζ £ m* and get 
χ = Σ
α
τη
α
ι. ..m
ai, maj € m. 
Hence if t > 2: 
u(x) = «(ЕаШаі . . . т
аг
) 
= Σα^πι
α
ι... m
at) mod mp'^ 
- S a , j m o l · ••mlj • • • m o i u ( m < » j ) 
= 0mod τ η * ' - 1 * 1 . 
In this way we also see that the map 
VVV2 ~ m/m 2 — m/m 2 = W1/W2 
is given by m ι-> χ + ñ(x) and that the maps 
V У , + 1 ~ mVim'-1-1 + τη' η m(p)) — * m7(7ñ,'•,•, + m* П m(p)) = I V 7 i y i + 1 
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are given by χ ι-> χ for t' > 2. 
Since V = lim V/Vm and W = lim l y / W " we see that α is an isomorphism if and only if 
idjñ/ñP + ΰ is an isomorphism. This is the case if ΰ is nilpotent. Ü 
Theorem 10.2. If 7 and и are nilpotent then 
MS:C(1)SB°^M(1)S 
is an equivalence of categories, hence by Theorem 8.3 we also have equivalences 
Ms : BT(k)So° —> M(k)s 
for all 2 < к < п. 
Proof. Let χ ζ So С S be the closed point of S. Hence χ = Spec(fc) and к is a perfect 
field. Remark that the category of finite étale schemes over 5 is (canonically) equivalent to 
the category of finite étale schemes over SO and is (canonically) equivalent to the category of 
finite étale schemes over x. Furthermore each finite étale scheme S' over S automatically has a 
lift of frobenius ƒ51 compatible with f s and is a finite disjoint union of schemes satisfying the 
hypotheses of the theorem. 
Suppose φ : G\ —* Gì is a map in C(l)s() with Ms(<j>) — 0. The induced maps 
K e r i d — Gf) —» KeT(G2 — G?) 
and 
Gi /Gj — • G2/G2 
will be zero by Theorem 9.3. Hence φ must be a composition Gi -» Gf' —• <?£ "—• G2. 
By the remark above we may replace S by a finite étale cover of 5 and we may assume that 
G\l ~ (Z/pZs 0 ) r and G£ ~ (μ
ρ
,5ο)'- We still have МзіФ) = 0 and hence φ - 0 by Lemma 
10.1. This proves that Ms is faithful for any S satisfying the conditions of the theorem. 
Suppose φ : Ms(G2) -* Ms(Gi) is a morphism of M(l)s for certain Gi,G2 € ObC(l )s 0 . 
By Theorem 9.3 we already have morphisms 
φ' : Gi/GÏ — G 2 /G£ 
φ" : Kerid -» G f ) —» Ker(G2 - G ^ ) 
which are equal on Ker(Gi —» С\1)/Сі and which correspond to the maps defined by φ on the 
corresponding objects of M'(l)s and M"(l)s· The obstruction to find a φ inducing φ' and φ" 
is an element η of 
and Ms(77) = 0 since we know that φ exists. 
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Suppose S' —» S is a finite étale morphism such that Gf'g, ~ (Z/pZs'Y a n d £»2 s' ~ 
(μ
ρ
 5' ) ' . By Lemma 10.1 we see that η3· = 0 and we get а фз· : G s· —* G s· which induces φ'ς, 
and (Д5' · The set of all such 0s ' is homogeneous under 
H o m
c ( I ) i , ( G Ì Ì s j . G ^ ) ~ Нотм(1)1,(М51(С\\5.),М5,(С15,)) 
by Lemma 10.1. Hence we can alter φς· by an element of this group to get Ms'fys1) = Фз1· 
The usual argument shows that φς· descends to give a φ with МзіФ) — Φ- (See for example the 
proof of reduction step 3 in §9.) 
Finally, we have to show that Ms is essentially surjective. Take an object Μ ζ ObC( l ) s 0 · 
We have the canonical sequence 
M é t —> M —ν M " 
(see §9). Let Mu be its cohomology, Μχ — Ker(M —> М д ) and M2 = M/Mei. We have 
Mi € Л4'5, Mi G Ai's and a commutative diagram: 
Î 
M " = M» 
Î 
MH —y M —• M2 
M é l —• M, —> Mi 
From Theorem 9.3 we get correspondingly: 
0 
G" = G" 
i 
Gét — ? «— G2 
11 I 1 
G <— Gì <— G12 
with Ms(Gt) = M, etc. We want to fill in the question mark by a group G such that Ms(G) 5* 
M. The obstruction to fill in the diagram with any sheaf of groups G lies in Ех125о^р^(Сн,Сц). 
Since we only need to prove the existence of G after a finite étale base extension 5 ' —• 5 
we may assume Gét ~ (Z/pZs 0 ) r and G" ~ (μρ,5ο)'· However, 
Ext2SoÄP/(Z/PZSo.Mp,5o) * H%p}(So,Gm<sa)\p] 
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and this last group is zero since 5Ό is the spectrum of a complete local ring with perfect residue 
field of characteristic p. Thus we can choose a sheaf of groups G fitting into the diagram and 
the set of isomorphism classes of all such is homogeneous under 
It might be that ρ : G —• G is not zero: then it would induce a nonzero homomorphism 
Gél —• Gß. However, for any such a we can find an extension 
0 — G" — E —• Gé l — О 
on Sofppf such that p£ induces the map a also. И we alter G by E then we get that pa = 0. 
Finally, G will be an object of C ( l ) s 0 as it is an extension 0 —• С —• G —• Gì —• 0 of 
representable sheaves and hence representable. The set of isomorphism classes of all these G is 
homogeneous under the group Extjvj^ ( С * 1 , С ) and hence by Lemma 10.1 we can alter the 
choice of G by an element of this group to get Ms{G) ~ M. D 
Remark 10.3. As examples of rings satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 10.2 we can take 
(к a perfect field of characteristic p) or any quotient of one of these by an ideal generated by 
monomials. In this case as a lift of Frobenius we take the endomorphism determined by x, i-> xj". 
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Moduli van abelse variëteiten en Dieudonné modulen van 
eindige groepsschema's 
Samenvatting 
Voor elk paar natuurlijke getallen g en d beschouwen we de algebraïsche stack Agtd over Spec(Z) 
die abelse variëteiten van dimensie g met een polarisatie van graad d? parametriseert. In het 
eerste hoofdstuk bepalen we de irreducibele componenten van deze stacks en de irreducibele 
componenten van de vezels van het morfisme Agtd —* Spec(Z). Verder laten we zien hoe de 
vezels van de componenten van Agtd uiteenvallen in componenten van de vezels van Ag<d. In 
de laatste paragraaf van het eerste hoofstuk wordt de opdeling in irreducibele componenten van 
de p-rang g-1 locus van Ад4 ® Fp gegeven. Aan de hand daarvan worden de intersecties van 
componenten van Ag,d ® Fp bestudeerd. 
In het tweede hoofdstuk definieren we de algebraïsche stack S(g,p) over Spec(Z) die abelse 
variëteiten met een Го(р)-пі еаи structuur classificeert. We construeren een lokaal model X 
voor S(g,p). Dit is een schema X zodanig dat er voor elk punt s € S(g,p) een punt χ g Χ 
bestaat zodat de singulariteit van S(g,p) in s formeel isomorf is met de singulariteit van X in 
z. Uiteindelijk geven we een tamelijk complete beschrijving van de lokale en globale structuur 
van S(g,p) voor g — 2. 
Laat So een schema in karakteristiek ρ zijn en C ( l ) s 0 de categorie van eindig platte groeps­
schema's over So van exponent p. Het doel in hoofstuk drie is hel construeren van een functor van 
C(l)so naar een categorie van Dieudonné modulen M(l)s0 over SQ. Dit lukt als we aannemen 
dat er een platte lift (S,fs) over Spec(Z/p2Z) bestaat van het paar (So, fs0) over Spec(Z/pZ). 
Als So het spectrum is van een complete Noetherse lokale ring met perfect restklassen-lichaam 
dan is de functor C( l ) s 0 —• ^ ( 1 ) 5 0 een equivalentie van categorieën, mits nog aan een extra 
voorwaarde op de lift (S, fs) voldaan is. 
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Stellingen 
behorende bij het proefschrift 
Moduli of abelian varieties and Dieudonné modules of finite group schemes 
van A.J. de Jong 
1. Het gladde algebraïsche КЗ-oppervlak gegeven door de vergelijking 
V + XS + X34 + XA" + XX-LXIXSXI = 0 
(λ/4 £ /i4(C)) in Рз(С) heeft Picard getal 19 of 20. Het Picard getal is 20 precies wanneer 
(λ 4 - 3 · 2 5 + AVA4 - 2 8 ) 3 
^
 ) _
 2 2 ( Л 4 - 2 7 + А А 4 - 2 8 ) 
de j-invariant is van een elliptische kromme met complexe vermenigvuldiging. 
2. De ll-torsie van K2(Z[l/2+ 1/2-^-303]) is niet triviaal. 
3. Er bestaat een kromme van graad 8 in P2(C) met 15 cuspen en geen andere singulariteiten. 
Dit is het maximum aantal cuspen dat een kromme van graad 8 kan hebben. 
4. Laat 5 een Noethers schema zijn plat over Spec(Z/p2Z) en laat fs '• S —> S een lift van 
Frobenius zijn. De functor Ms : C(l)
s
° —• M(l)s (zie §8 hoofdstuk 3) induceert een 
equivalentie van de volle deelcategorie van C ( l ) s 0 bestaande uit G met 
FG°FGÍP) o . . . o f G ( p t ) = 0 
voor een fc(= ka) met een analoge volle deelcategorie van .M(l)s · 
5. Laat 5(2,p) een gladde arithmetische toroidale compactificatie van 5(2, p) zijn (zie hoofd-
stuk 2). Dan is Яс ( (5(2,р)й ,Qj) / (0), tenminste als ρ > 23. Als het algemene Hodge 
vermoeden juist is dan heeft 5(2, p )
c
 niet triviale globale holomorfe 3-vormen. 
6. Het maakt een hond niet uit of zijn baas zegt: "Hij bijt niet hoor" of niet. 
7. De kans dat piloten een ongeluk overleven wordt groter als men de cockpitten geheel met 
water vult. 



